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This report is submitted in compliance with the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1999 (Act 108 of 1996) read with section 4
and 20 of the Public Audit Act, 2004 (Act No.
25 of 2004); the Public Finance Management
Act 1999 (Act 1 of 1999 amended by Act 29 of
1999); the Standards of Generally Recognised
Accounting Practice (standards of GRAP);
Treasury Regulations, 2001; the Equity Act
(Act 55 if 1998); the Skills Development Act
(Act 9 of 1999) and other applicable Acts and
Regulations.

In terms of the National Heritage Resources
Act, 1999 (Act 25 of 1999), the South African
Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA) was
officially established together with its Council
to co-ordinate and promote the management
of heritage resources at national level; to
set norms and maintain essential national
standards for the management of heritage
resources in the Republic and to protect
heritage resources of national significance;
to control the export of nationally significant
heritage objects and the import into the
Republic of cultural property illegally exported
from foreign countries; to enable the provinces
to establish heritage authorities which
must adopt powers to protect and manage
certain categories of heritage resource; to
provide for the protection and management
of conservation-worthy places and areas by
local authorities; and to provide for matters
connected therewith.
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P.O. BOX 4637 CAPE TOWN 8000
TEL: 021 462 4502 FAX: 021 462 4509
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Letter from the Chairperson
The Minister of Arts & Culture
Kingsley Center
481 Church Street
Cnr Beatrix & Pretoria Street
PRETORIA
0001
31 March 2010

ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY OF SAHRA

Dear Sir
LETTER OF THE CHAIRPERSON
I have done a review of the financial statements of SAHRA for the
2009/10 financial year-end and have pleasure in presenting them to
you.

Yours faithfully

____________________________
Chairperson of Council
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I am pleased to present the South African National
Heritage Resources Agency’s Annual Report for
2009/2010. The presentation of our Annual Report
fulfills our statutory responsibility to the South African
people and it’s Parliament. Having been appointed as
the CEO of SAHRA at the closing months of February
of this report, 2009 has presented itself as a busy and
challenging, yet very productive year thus far.
2009-10, our eleventh year of existence since
the promulgation of the National Heritage
Resources Act of 1999 provided us as an
institution, a moment to reflect. That is not to
say everything was put aside for this exercise,
but that we constantly questioned what
we do, how we do it and why we worked in
the manner we did and whether preferred
approaches had swiftly aided us to achieve
our goals. The critical question in all this was,
whether we were working within the dictates of
our mandate and other supportive legislations.
We had to ask ourselves difficult questions
and answer them ourselves. The question was
“ how can we do our work better to deliver on
the mandate that the people of South Africa
have entrusted us with?” Reflecting on one’s
practice is not always the easiest thing to do,
as the pictures that present themselves are
not always the ones that we expected. It is for
this reason that as the accounting officer of
SAHRA, I can say that we have had a humbling
yet very rewarding year. I can only cite from
one of the most popular books in the world
to echo the life and times of an institution;
Taking from Ecclesiastes 2 (1-15);
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To everything there is a season, and a time to
every purpose under the heaven;
a time to be born, and a time to die; a time
to plant, and a time to pluck up that which
is planted;
a time to kill, and a time to heal; a time to
break down, and a time to build up;
a time to weep, and a time to laugh, a time to
mourn, and a time to dance;

a time to cast away stones, and a time to
gather stones together; a time to embrace,
and a time to refrain from embracing;
a time to get, and a time to sew; a time to keep
silence, and a time to speak;
a time to love, and a time to hate; a time of
war, and a time of peace.
What profit hath he that worketh in that
wherein he laboreth?...
That men should fear before him.
That which hath been is now; and that which
is to be hath already been; and God requireth
that which is past.
On behalf of all at SAHRA, I now present this,
our 2009-2010 annual report as a testimony
of our efforts to meet the legislative mandate
that the people of South Africa have entrusted
upon us to deliver as detailed in the National
Heritage Resources Act of 1999.
I arrived at the tail end of the financial year,
last year, to be precise; the beginning of
February 2009, taking the reins from Adv.
Dingaan Ngomane who had been SAHRA’s
Acting Chief Executive Officer for a year. In
March we put aside the “step ahead vision”
strategic plan, because it was no longer
congruent with our particular context and
not responsive to the financial challenges
that SAHRA was confronted with. We then
collectively conducted a strategic “cum”
business plan from which the objectives we
are reporting on were extracted informed by
the National Heritage Resources Act, No 25 of
1999 (NHRA) which states that:

2010/09/07 10:14 AM

1

Heritage Resources have lasting value in
their own right and provide evidence of the
origins of (South African) society and as
they are valuable, finite, non-renewable and
irreplaceable they must be carefully managed
to ensure their survival. Heritage resources
have the capacity to promote reconciliation,
understanding and respect, and contribute to
the development of a unifying South African
identity.
Every generation has a moral responsibility to
act as a trustee of the national heritage for
succeeding generations and the State has an
obligation to manage heritage resources in
the interests of all South Africans. Heritage
Resources form an important part of the history
and beliefs of communities to be consulted and
to participate in their management. Heritage
resources contribute significantly to research,
education and tourism and they must be
developed and be presented for those purposes
in a way that ensures dignity and respect for
cultural values. Policy, administrative practice
and legislation must promote the integration
of heritage resources conservation in urban
and rural planning and social and economic
development.

2

To ensure that heritage resources are effectively managed, the skills and capacities of
persons and communities involved in heritage
resources management must be developed;
and provision must be made for the ongoing education and training of new and existing heritage resources management workers.
Laws, procedures and administrative practices
must be clear and generally available to those
affected and provide guidance and information to those affected thereby.
3
Figure 1. Sibongile Van
Damme, SAHRA CEO
Figure 2. Tannie Gritjie
from Garis with SAHRA CEO
Sibongile Van Damme
Figure 3. A dance by young
Shangaan women
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The identification, assessment and management of the heritage resources of South
Africa must take account of all relevant
cultural values and indigenous knowledge
systems and take account of material or cultural heritage value and involve the least possible alteration or loss of it.
The year we are reporting in was preceded by
a clean audit report. A major effort was made
by the Finance Branch to create within the
institution an understanding of the place and
role of an audit by the Auditor General’s office
and how this relates to matters of procurement
of institutional services. The audit report was
distributed to all staff members, to generate
and enhance an understanding on the nature
of queries and findings that are captured in
such a report.
SAHRA went through slight restructuring with
the property portfolio transferred from Finance
and moved into the Corporate Affairs Branch
headed by Ms Herma Gous, while the National
Inventory Unit and the National Audit project
was moved to the Cultural Heritage Resources
Management Branch headed by Mr. Dumisani
Sibayi. The Human Resources function which
had been placed within Corporate Affairs
became a stand alone branch. Ms Zubeida
Fakier joined SAHRA to head this branch. The
Corporate Affairs branch also took on the
responsibility of driving the process of all
aspects that relate to risk management of the
institution.

8
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According to the dictates of the National
Heritage Resources Act the devolution of
Heritage assets, liabilities, functions and
responsibilities should have taken place by
1999. SAHRA has tried to take stock of what
has been achieved since then. It is a process
we call ‘combing the Act’ a result of which
has been very revealing. The challenges and
opportunities are not something that cannot
be dealt with by a determined and innovative
staff. For SAHRA to achieve devolution
means that the provinces must take a very
active role in setting up provincial heritage
resources authorities (PHRA). These have
to be set up by the MEC of each and every
province. To date, it is the KwaZulu Natal
PHRA that is fully functional and has been set
up according to all the prescripts of the NHRA
and other supportive legislative, and has full
autonomy and an independent budget and not
dependent on the provincial Arts and Culture
Department. The Northern Cape and Western
Cape PHRAs are operational. SAHRA has
played a key role in making provinces aware

of what their roles are within the NHRA. This
also means that provincial Arts and Culture
Departments need to set aside budgets to set
up fully functional PHRAs. This would alleviate
the weight that SAHRA has been carrying
and taking on responsibilities from provinces
that did not have the necessary competencies
on an Agency basis. It is hoped that by the
2010-11 financial year all provinces would
have budgeted for their provincial heritage
management responsibilities and SAHRA
can focus on its national responsibilities.
Resistance from provinces to devolve will have
dire consequences for heritage conservation,
protection and management in this country.
The property portfolio in Corporate Affairs has
been involved in one of the most ambitious
processes of reviewing the property portfolio
that SAHRA manages. Through a tender
process, service providers produced an analysis
that illuminated the state of the buildings and
sites as well as the management frameworks
that would need to be set up for SAHRA to
realise the full potential of these properties.
Contracts have been updated and renewed
for all tenants on the properties. This has
also meant that SAHRA had to utilise some of
its properties as office space for its national
legislative mandates as a cost curtailing
exercise.
As a result the Eastern Cape office of SAHRA
in East London was moved to Grahamstown
and took on the responsibility of setting up a
Training, Research and Education Centre that
will spearhead the training of PHRAs in all
the competencies that will make them fully
functional. SAHRA takes its lead from the skills
analysis of the Heritage Sector conducted by
the Heritage Branch of the Department of Arts
and Culture. SAHRA negotiated a partnership
with the Rhodes University Education Department. SAHRA staff, provinces and heritage
practitioners in the sector will play a key role
in supporting SAHRA in developing a sustainable framework that will ensure delivery of this
mandate. The identification of research priorities is key to making sure that tertiary institutions understand SAHRA’s mandate. Finally
there is a determination for SAHRA to work
actively within the General Education and
Training band (GET) and interrogate curriculum
content at these levels through the curriculum statements and support teacher training
so that education and awareness of heritage
content and related issues receives attention
within the broader school curricula.
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SAHRA also took a strategic decision to move
its offices from Pietermaritzburg to a SAHRA
property in Durban, as well as combine its
Johannesburg office Office and move them
to Pretoria. An influential motivation was to
curtail costs and redirect resources towards
cultural heritage resources management.
SAHRA took advantage of the capital works
budget and received additional funds from
the Department of Arts and Culture to address
infrastructural challenges in its head office
and also to support the mapping of resources
in one of the graded heritage sites.
SAHRA took a bold step to build its public
profile amongst its stakeholders and in most
instances it was in partnership with The
Department of Arts and Culture. The first
opportunity was presented by the Dutch
symposium organised by the Centre for
International Heritage Activities (CIE) in
the Castle of Good Hope. The Maritime and
Underwater Cultural Heritage Unit was a
recipient to Dutch funding sourced through
the CIE as a government-to-government
partnership that was cementing “shared
heritage” between the two countries. This was
followed by a workshop sponsored by UNESCO
held at the Castle to raise awareness of the
UNESCO Convention on Underwater Cultural
Heritage of 2001. Memoranda of Agreement
were signed between Robben Island museum,
Marine and Coastal Management section
of DEAT, as well as with the CIE. These were
signed to enhance cooperation on Marine
and Underwater Cultural Heritage Resources
Management. This culminated with the launch
of the Dutch and South Africa cooperation in
this functional area on the SS Mendi by the
Ambassador of the Netherlands, Hon. R. de
Vos and Minister of Arts & Culture Xingwana.
There were numerous press coverages on these
activities, which have significantly cut down
on funds spent on marketing SAHRA in the
media.
The Heritage Objects Unit has been very busy
and one of the matters that kept them on their
toes was the auction of the Freedom Charter
and other heritage objects by Bouhmans.
The permit committee of the Unit stopped
the export of the sale of the charter and the
Pierneff, Pemba paintings and Olive Scheirner
books. There was a huge media interest on this
matter.
Our major feat in the Grading and Declaration
Unit and the Western Cape Provincial Office
was the declaration of Madiba House, Victor
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Vester and Dal Josafat. There was international
attention on South Africa with the find of
Australopithecus Sediba by Professor Berger
of Wits University. SAHRA’s Archaeology,
Palaeontology and Meteorites Unit has
been instrumental in setting the pace and
monitoring that research standards are
adhered to and playing a supportive role on
making the basis of finds as mammoth as this
one.
The Burial Grounds and Graves unit was
involved in the reburial of the remains of 71
miners that were discovered by developers
in Paardekraal in Johannesburg. This was a
community grounded project and was critical
in laying emphasis that communities have a
major role in heritage resources management
as a major part of these resources reside within
their areas.
The National Inventory ran a national
workshop, which brought together a number
of provinces and museums to drive the process
of having a common framework for the
inventorisation of collections managed at the
provincial level.
In all these achievements the CEO and staff of
SAHRA would like to thank all individuals and
stakeholders as well the media for the amount
of support we received to deliver our mandate.
A lot of thanks particularly goes to the provinces
for the patience and understanding they are
displaying as SAHRA embarks on devolution. I
must emphasise that the future of professional
heritage resources management with success
stories lies in cooperation between SAHRA, the
provinces and municipalities.
A big thank you goes to the SAHRA council
whose term came to an end for the wisdom
in their guidance. A final thank you to the
Department of Arts and Culture for their
constant support and guidance. Minister
Xingwana has kept a watchful eye and interest
in the activities of SAHRA for which we are
very grateful.

Sibongile Van Damme
SAHRA CEO
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1

Corporate Affairs
Branch

2

The main function of the Corporate Affairs
Branch is to provide support to other
organisational divisions within SAHRA,
in order to enable the implementation of
SAHRA’s strategic priorities. This requires the
development and maintenance of effective
and efficient internal business processes
and infrastructure that supports Heritage
Resources Management. It also includes the
maintenance and management of heritage
properties, owned by SAHRA. However,
Corporate Affairs Units are also encouraged
to identify and launch projects that would
enhance the continuous improvement of their
units and SAHRA at large.
The Corporate Affairs Branch had its annual
planning workshop from 3 to 5 February
2010. The main purpose of the workshop was
the development of the Corporate Affairs
Operational Plan for the 2010/2011 financial
year, as well as the promotion of teamwork
within and between different Corporate Affairs
Units. The Operational Plan will serve as a basis
for the performance management of individual
staff members within the Corporate Affairs
Branch during the forth-coming financial year.
Figure 1&2. Corporate Affairs
Strategic planning workshop
Figure 3. Western Cape Manager
Beverley Crouts Knipe giving a
lecture

3

The main function of the
Corporate Affairs Branch is
to provide support to other
organisational divisions
within SAHRA in order to
enable the implementation
of SAHRA’s strategic
priorities. This requires
the development and
maintenance of effective
and efficient internal
business processes and
infrastructure.
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INFORMATION AND
AUXILLIARY SERVICES UNIT
The Information and Auxiliary
Services Unit comprises of the
following sections: Registry,
Library, Information Technology
and Auxiliary Services. Auxiliary
Services are further subdivided into
Travel Administration, Catering and
Facilities Management.

THE SAHRA ARCHIVES
The archives contain heritage conservation
records compiled since the conservation of
places of cultural significance in South Africa
became a matter of public and governmental
concern, in particular after the founding of the
Historical Monuments Commission in 1923.
These records are archival evidence of heritage
resources management and contribute to the
cultural identity and collective memory of the
nation.
Registry staff frequently assist researchers,
heritage consultants and other members of
the public with enquiries relating to heritage
conservation information on the files in
the SAHRA archives. About 220 requests
for information were dealt with during the
reporting period.
One of the objectives of the Registry is to
establish co-operation between SAHRA and
other role-players in order to stay abreast
of new innovations within the Record
Management field. A meeting was therefore
held with the Director: Records Management
of the Western Cape Archives and Records
Services on 30 July 2009 to forge mutually
beneficiary working relations which resulted
with the Senior Registry Clerk attending a
training course in Bredasdorp which was
hosted by the Western Cape Archives and
Records Services. The aim of the course was
to train Senior Registry Clerks the correct
procedures to follow in terms of registry
practice and the use of file plans.
The Unit Head also attended the South African
Historical Society’s 22nd Biennial Conference
at the Sunnyside campus of UNISA on 22 and
23 June 2009.
During the period under review, the Senior
Registry Clerk, Mr. Daniel Phillips, was

promoted to the office of the CEO, and the
position was suitably filled by Mr. Phaphama
Yekani.

THE SAHRA LIBRARY
According to Section 13(2)(b) of the National
Heritage Resources Act, No. 25 of 1999. SAHRA
is required to establish a national heritage
resource library to serve both SAHRA officials
and the general public.
The SAHRA main library, based at its Head Office
in Cape Town, contains about 10,000 books
and other literary heritage material acquired
from purchases and donations throughout the
years. There are other literary resource centres
at each provincial office, which are managed
by SAHRA provincial staff.
During the past year 475 books were accessed
of which 283 were purchased and the
remainder donated. Library staff catalogued
288 books and 500 journal articles at the Head
Office Library. Also, 430 books were registered
and 380 catalogued at provincial resource
centres. The SAHRA library embarked on a
continued stocktaking of its literally assets.
Four provinces were visited for this exercise,
which included the training of staff on the
management of books. For stock taking the
books were verified against the INMAGIC
database used in the library.
The Book Review Committee, representing
the main Heritage Resources Management
disciplines within SAHRA, had three meetings
during the period under review to assess
literary material for procurement purposes.
The Library staff also visited the Robben Island
Heritage Resources Centre in order to assess
supplementary heritage and historical titles.
The Library staff put together twelve book
displays around important public holidays,
events and people, as well as on various subject
fields such as archaeology and management.
They also again assisted with Heritage Day
celebrations at Pollsmoor Prison and Voorbrug
Prison. The Library staff rendered a meaningful
contribution to the launch of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage Unit, being the compilation
of a school quiz and referenced answers on the
topics that scholars were taught during their
visit to the Robben Island Heritage Resources
Centre.
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During the review period the Library received
1,486 enquiries for heritage related
information from staff, researchers and other
members of the public. This is regarded as a
positive development in terms of the visibility
of the SAHRA Library to the public.

service level agreement for the management
of SAHRA’s network is essential. It’s reviewed
annually to ensure that the service rendered
is not only adequate, but also competent in
terms of qualified system engineers to support
the network environment.

The Library staff attended two conferences
during the review period. The first was held
from 29 to 31 July 2009 in Cape Town, titled
“Libraries, Archiving and Information Forum
2009”. The focus point of this conference
was the importance of the digitisation of
materials in libraries, archives and companies.
The Library is currently investigating the
acquisition of a specific barcode scanning
device demonstrated at the conference.

Our small IT section relies on the support of
qualified software and/or hardware specialists.
The IT section also works closely with internet
service providers across the country to stay
abreast of bandwidth problems or scheduled
down-times and network improvements

The second is the LIASA conference held
in Bloemfontein from 28 September to 2
October 2009, the theme being “Library and
Information Services on the move”. This
event included visits to public libraries in the
Mangaung Muncipality to gain knowledge
of their achievements and challenges. A set
of SAHRA pamphlets and communication
details were handed out at each library visited.
During this conference several interesting
living heritage titles were obtained and have
since been sourced for the Library.
Another project initiated during the year, was
the scanning and circulation of 150 heritage
articles for the staff. These articles are
scanned daily from newspapers with a view to
keeping heritage management staff informed
about heritage issues and to alert them to
possible enquiries on sensitive matters in the
news. It also serves to encourage debate
amongst heritage staff on current and
pertinent matters. Some of these articles
are on natural heritage and thus enhance
knowledge in the various fields of heritage
management.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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During the year under review, the IT section
provided technical support to the SAHRA Head
Office, as well as to the eight provincial offices
and the Gauteng Satellite Office. Technical
support services are provided through a variety
of methods, including on-site support by
technicians, telephonically, the web, e-mail and
remote systems management. This year’s site
visits to all provinces and the Gauteng Satellite
office included the evaluation of equipment
and training for staff. Ensuring an effective

Two of SAHRA’s provincial offices relocated
during the past year, namely the KwaZulu Natal office which moved from
Pietermaritzburg to Durban, as well as the
Eastern Cape office, which relocated from
East London to Grahamstown. The IT section
was responsible for setting up an adequate
information technology infrastructure at these
new locations.
The premises of the Site Supervisor on the
Daljosafat Farm in the Western Cape was also
set up with an ADSL installation in September
2009. This is a vast improvement in terms of
speed and operability with regard to e-mail
and access to the internet.
During the period under review the IT section
undertook the upgrading of the SAHRA Head
Office network software. A shift was made
from Novell Open Enterprise to Linux Open
Enterprise Server. At the same time anti-virus
and backup software were replaced with Linux
compatible modules. Upgraded Microsoft
Office 2007 software was also purchased for
Head Office and will be installed during the
next review period.
Databases such as the Library system and
the Financial systems were upgraded and
maintained. Operational databases, such as
permitting, have also received attention and
underwent a systematic change over from
Paradox to the SQL server platform.
To stay abreast of changing technologies,
IT staff attend innovative product launches,
workshops and training sessions related to
the various network and system applications
in use. Members of the IT section attended
an “Introduction to Ubuntu Software” in
September 2009. They also attended the
Annual Internetix Conference at Lagoon
Beach, Cape Town which annually gives IT
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technological updates and information. And a
Linux Administrative Course for an improved
understanding of the new operating system
being installed on the Head Office Linux Server
was attended.
Compliance with auditory requirements and
guidelines ensured that SAHRA’s Information
Technology systems remained secure. Three
new information technology policies had
been drafted during the period under review
to improve compliance and to protect the
information technology resources of SAHRA.
These policies were an Information Security
Policy, an Information Technology Equipment
Usage Policy and a Remote Access Policy.
SAHRA’s website underwent a revamp in terms
of the technology used, as well as content.
This was a large project which involved the
appointment of an external service provider
for the development.

AUXILIARY SERVICES
Travel Administration, Catering and
Reception
The SAHRA Travel Administrator is responsible
for the travel arrangements of all interviewees
for vacancies and the SAHRA staff, with the
exception of the CEO and Executive Officers.
This staff member works closely with the travel
agency Harvey World Travel Manor with whom
SAHRA has a Service Level Agreement.
During the review period 240 bookings were
made, of which 13 were group bookings. A
total of 43 catering orders were also placed.
In order to improve compliance in terms of
travelling, the Travel Arrangements Procedure,
as well as the Catering Procedure were
revisited and amended.
In addition, a Cellular Phone Policy was drafted,
submitted and approved, and the existing
Telephone Usage Policy had been revisited and
amended.

Facility Management
The Auxiliary Services unit is responsible for
the maintenance, cleaning and security of
SAHRA Head Office premises, as well as the
procurement and maintenance of furniture,
equipment and vehicles. Staff in this section
have rendered commendable service to
ensure that the SAHRA Head Office premises
are secure and timeously maintained. This
also entails the provision of the necessary
infrastructure.
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During the period under review, selected areas
of the centralised air conditioning system
were upgraded to ensure an adequate working
environment for staff. An external recreation
area for staff was established. The parking
area consists of laterite and this surface was
scarified and compacted.
Further efforts to ensure a clean and healthy
working environment entailed a comprehensive
spring-cleaning of the building, the cleaning of
all carpets and chairs, as well as the fumigation
of the building.
As far as security is concerned, improved
safety measures were implemented by way of
installing flood lights and bulk head lights in
the outer perimeters of the premises. Servicing
of fire fighting equipment and detectors, as
well as the intrusion alarm, was undertaken in
order to ensure effective functionality of this
form of protection.
In addition, four staff members who had been
appointed as safety wardens received training
in emergency management at the Disaster
Management Centre of the City of Cape Town.

PROPERTY UNIT
SAHRA’s property portfolio currently consists
of 36 properties which include buildings,
historical sites, burial vaults and memorials.
These properties were donated by the State,
as well as other institutions and individuals to
the predecessors of SAHRA for the purpose of
ensuring their continued protection and often
to save them from demolition.
Some of these properties are made available, at
nominal fees to museums, conservation groups
and other institutions to accommodate cultural
collections or to engage in other conservationrelated activities. Some properties are also
rented out to individuals for farming, business
or residential purposes. Other properties are
of no commercial or residential use, but must
nevertheless be maintained by SAHRA.
Various actions were taken during the review
period to increase the income derived from
the renting out of properties. Letters of
demand were forwarded to tenants in arrears
with their payment of rentals. An application
form for completion by prospective tenants
was developed to make provision for the
screening of tenants in terms of their credit-

13
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worthiness. A standard lease agreement
was also developed to make provision for
the payment of electricity, water and refuse
removal by tenants, rather than SAHRA.
Pre-paid metre boxes were installed at 14
cottages at Daljosafat near Paarl, to facilitate
the payment of electricity by tenants. Various
meetings were held with tenants at Daljosafat,
Simonstown and Grahamstown to discuss
matters of concern to them.
Emphasis was placed during the review period
on the replacement and repair of the roofs
of properties in order to prevent damage to
the structure of the buildings concerned and
ensure their continuous preservation. Roofs of
two cottages at Daljosafat were replaced and
three other thatched roofs at the site were
repaired. The thatched roof of Het Posthuys
at Muizenberg was also replaced. The roofs of
three cottages in Welcome Glen, Simonstown
were also repaired, as well as the roof of the
Old Goal in Grahamstown.
Various measures were taken to increase the
safety and security at properties. Pole lights
were installed at Daljosafat to improve security
on the farm. Electrical wiring, plugs and
lights were repaired at a number of cottages
and fire extinguishers serviced. A portion
of fence surrounding the property was also
repaired. Trees and other vegetation behind
Het Posthuys in Muizenberg were removed in
order to prevent the recurrence of burglaries

and vandalism experienced at the premises.
The Van Riebeeck Hedge in Bishopscourt,
Cape Town was trimmed and alien vegetation
removed.
A number of properties were inspected during
the review period to determine their condition,
required repair-work and usage. This included,
in addition to the properties already mentioned,
an inspection of Piet Retief’s House on the
farm Mooimeisiesfontein near Riebeeck East,
the Groenland School near Wellington, the
Krugerhof Museum at Waterval-Onder and the
Hugo Family Vault at Simonstown.
Annual valuations of all properties were
carried out during January and February 2010
by external service providers, as per auditory
requirements.
Another major project launched and
completed during the period under review
was a review of SAHRA’s property portfolio by
Aurecon. The project included a review of all
lease agreements and legislation pertaining to
SAHRA’s properties. It also included a desktop
study and condition analysis of 13 selected
properties, as well as the development of
management plans and policy guidelines.
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Human Resources

1

SAHRA’s people strategy is to have
competent people who are inspired
and committed to SAHRA’S vision
and strategic plan. People are THE
key enabler of strategy. SAHRA
is committed to ATTRACTING,
DEVELOPING AND RETAINING
COMPETENT INDIVIDUALS AND
TEAMS WHO ARE MOTIVATED TO
PERFORM TO SAHRA’S STRATEGIC
INTENT.

Performance Management:
A performance Management system was
developed and is in the process of being
implemented within SAHRA.

The aim of the performance
management system is to:
• ensure that the employee’s delivery is
aligned to SAHRA’s strategic plan and
delivery
• create a culture of measurement and
accountability
• identify performance gaps and to assist and
support employees in their development
to align delivery with the values of the
institution
• developing a performance culture
This year was used to build capacity amongst
all management employees on setting goals
aligned to business delivery. Performance
agreements were completed for all executives
and their direct reports. Workshops were
conducted to upskill management on the
setting of goals and having performance
discussions.

Organisational Design

Communication
Executive communication sessions have been
set up to communicate with employees on
issues of strategy, operations, governance,
people, finance and IT. This gives employees
a broader understanding of the institution and
the challenges faced by the different units, and
also provides a platform for employees to raise
issues of concern.

Team Building
A team building workshop was held with all
management with the assistance of external
facilitators. The aim was to break down
barriers, to co-operatively work together, to
understand SAHRA’S past, and to enable the
building of the future together.

Figure 1. Human Resources
Manager Zubeida Fakier and
guests walking to a heritage
reburial ceremony

SAHRA is in the process of re-designing itself
in order to deliver on its national mandate.
The initial research and organisation design
has been completed. Heritage Resource
Management, its core function, has been
prioritised for final design completion and
for implementation during the 2010/2011
financial year.
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EXPENDITURE
PERSONNEL COST FOR 2009-10
TOTAL
EXPENDITURE

PERSONNEL
EXPENDITURE

TRAINING
EXPENDITURE

CONSULTANCY
SERVICES

PERSONNEL COST
AS A % OF TOTAL
EXPENDITURE

AVERAGE
PERSONNEL
COST PER
EMPLOYEE*

R20 415 508

R20 202 221

R213 287

0

99%

R237 673

*the average number of employees for the year is 85
TABLE 1.2: SALARIES, HOUSING SUBSIDY, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, PENSION FUND CONTRIBUTIONS AND
OTHER ALLOWANCES, LEAVE GRATUITIES, BONUSES AND STATUTORY LEVIES FOR 2009-10
SALARIES

HOUSING ALLOWANCE

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

PENSION FUND

Amount

Salaries
as a % of
Personnel
Cost

Amount

Housing
Allowance
as a % of
Personnel
Cost

Amount

Medical
Assistance
as a % of
Personnel
Cost

Amount

Pension
Contributions
as a % of
Personnel Cost

R14 934 893

73.93

R278 921

1.38

R704 117

3.49

R2 061
334

10.20

OTHER ALLOWANCES
(Car and Cell Phone)

LEAVE GRATUITIES

BONUSES

STATUTORY LEVIES
(UIF and WCA)

Amount

Allowances
as a % of
Personnel
Cost

Amount

Leave
Gratuities
as a % of
Personnel
Cost

Amount

Bonuses
as a % of
Personnel
Cost

Amount

R886 463

4.39

R62 181

0.32

R993 447

4.93

R104 952 1.33

Statutory
Levies as a %
of Personnel
Cost

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES
ANNUAL TURNOVER BY SALARY LEVELS: 01 APRIL2009 – 31 MARCH 2010
The number of resignations of permanent employees has decreased significantly from a turnover rate of 18% to 6% per annum.

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
AS AT 01
APRIL 2008

APPOINTMENT

TERMINATION

Top Management

1

-

-

1

Senior Management

3

1

-

4

Professionally qualified
and experienced specialist

18

1

1

6%

18

Skilled technically and
discretionary decision
making

27

2

4%

25

Semi skilled and defined
decision making

22

2

9%

21

Unskilled and defined
decision making

17

TOTAL PERMANENT
EMPLOYEES

88

NON PERMANENT
EMPLOYEES

17

OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS

16
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TURNOVER
RATE

NUMBER
AS AT 31
MARCH
2009

17
3

5
6

6%
3

86
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EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
Consistent with principles of employment equity, SAHRA is committed to reviewing on an ongoing basis, all its policies and related
procedures to ensure alignment with its employment equity policy. This will be done to identify practices, whether formal or
informal, which have either a favourable or a detrimental effect on the hiring, retention, development and promotion of members
of designated groups. The next Employment Equity Report and Income Distribution Statement are due on 1 October 2010

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS SAHRA
WORKFORCE PROFILE – MARCH 2010
OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS

DESIGNATED
MALES
A

C

I

Top management

NON-DESIGNATED
WHITE
MALE

FEMALES
A

C

I

W

WHITE
MALE

FOREIGN
NATIONALS
MALE

FEMALE

1

Senior management

1

Professionally qualified
and experienced
specialists

5

3

Skilled technically and
academically qualified

6

Semi skilled and
discretionary decision
making

TOTALS

1

1

1

0

2

4

0

3

1

0

0

18

4

0

7

1

0

3

3

1

1

26

3

3

0

11

2

1

0

0

0

0

20

Unskilled and defined
decision making

2

2

0

10

3

0

0

0

0

0

17

TOTAL PERMANENT

17

12

0

32

11

1

7

4

1

1

86

NON  PERMANENT

2

2

0

8

1

0

3

2

1

1

20

EMPLOYEES WITH
DISABLITIES

1

1

4

1

17
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TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES
OCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORIES

MALE

WHITE
MALE

FEMALE

FOREIGN
NATIONAL

TOTAL

A

C

I

A

C

I

W

W

MALE

FEMALE

Legislators, senior officials
and managers

6

3

0

4

5

0

4

1

0

0

23

Technicians and
associate professionals

6

4

0

7

1

0

3

3

1

1

26

Clerks

3

3

0

11

2

1

0

0

0

0

20

Service workers, shop and
market service workers

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Craft and related trade
workers

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Plant and machine
operators

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Elementary occupation

3

2

0

9

3

0

0

0

0

0

17

Total permanent

17

12

0

32

11

1

7

4

1

1

86

Non permanent

2

2

0

8

1

0

3

2

1

1

20

EMPLOYEES WITH
DISABILITIES

1

1

RECRUITMENT FOR THE PERIOD OF 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010
MALE
OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS

FEMALE

WHITE
MALE

FOREIGN
NATIONAL

TOTAL

A

C

I

A

C

I

W

W

MALE

FEMALE

TOTAL

Top management

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Senior management

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

Professionally
qualified and
experienced specialists

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Skilled technically and
academically qualified

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Semi skilled and discretionary decision making

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Unskilled and defined decision making

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total permanent

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

Non-permanent

2

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

1

6

GRAND TOTAL

3

1

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

9

Employees with
Disabilities
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PROMOTION FOR THE PERIOD OF 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010
MALE

WHITE
MALE

FEMALE

FOREIGN
NATIONAL

TOTAL

OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS

A

C

I

A

C

I

W

W

MALE

FEMALE

Top management

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Senior management

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Professionally
qualified and
experienced specialists

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Skilled technically and
academically qualified

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Semi skilled and discretionary
decision making

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unskilled and defined decision
making

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total permanent

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Non permanent
GRAND TOTAL
Employees with Disabilities

TERMINATIONS FOR THE PERIOD 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010
MALE

WHITE
MALE

FEMALE

FOREIGN
NATIONAL

TOTAL

A

C

I

A

C

I

W

W

MALE

FEMALE

Top management

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Senior management

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialist

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Skilled technically and
academically

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

Semi skilled and decision
making

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

Unskilled and defined decision

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total permanent

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

5

Non-permanent

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

3

Grand Total

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

1

0

0

8

Employees with Disabilities
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3. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

This will assist in developing a talent pipeline
of heritage professionals.

SAHRA is in the process of developing a skills
plan. The first step was to complete a skills
audit and gap analysis in order to identify the
key areas of competence needed within the
institution.

On an annual basis, the Human Resources
Unit allocates a certain amount of its training
and development budget for bursary purposes.
The criteria for bursary approval are based
on the relevance of the application to the
functions of SAHRA, as well to the staff
member’s own development.

The aim of the skills gap analysis was
to identify the following:
- Our existing skill set and courses attended in
the past.
- How well these skills sets are aligned to
immediate and future needs of the institution
taking into account a holistic framework
of competence requirements identified
as leadership, management, professional
expertise, technical skills and interpersonal/
team needs.
- What the gaps are
- How to address those competence (skills,
knowledge and attitude) gaps that will give
SAHRA the most traction, and drive toward
delivering on its mandate in the most
effective manner.
The input received from the skills gap analysis
will inform the skills program for 2010/2011

Group training interventions included
performance management, corporate governance, risk assessment and supply chain.
Performance management training took place
at the backdrop of the development of a
performance management system that SAHRA
is currently embarking on.
Other training courses attended were geared
towards individual courses, that included computer and IT related training, policy development, report writing and heritage management.
All training budgets have been centralised
into HR in order to facilitate improved tracking of training and alignment of training to
SAHRA needs.

The unit has developed an internship policy
and has allocated resources for this purpose.

The table below reflects the number of staff members who received training. In many instances
staff members attended more than one training course in a reporting period, however, this is
recorded as one training opportunity

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO RECEIVED TRAINING FROM
1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010
OCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORIES

MALE

FEMALE

TOTAL

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Legislators, senior officials
and managers

5

1

0

1

4

4

0

1

16

Technicians and associate
professionals

4

1

0

0

4

1

0

2

12

Clerks

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Service and sales workers
Skilled agricultural and
fishery workers
Craft and related trade
workers
Plant and machinery
operators

20
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SICK LEAVE
There has been a 60% increase in the total number of sick days taken. This is of concern and will have to be closely managed in
the 2010/2011 financial year.

SALARY
BAND

TOTAL
DAYS

% DAYS WITH
MEDICAL
CERTIFICATION

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
USING SICK
LEAVE

% OF TOTAL
EMPLOYEES
USING SICK
LEAVE

AVERAGE
DAYS PER
EMPLOYEE

ESTIMATED
COST
(R’000)

Lower skilled

43

100%

2

18%

4

R 14,389.15

Skilled

110

68%

13

65%

6

R 47,816.64

Highly skilled
production

179

88%

24

92%

7

R 143,507.83

Highly skilled
supervision

137

83%

14

77%

7

R 139,279.25

Senior
Management

15

60%

4

80%

3

R 21,308.34

484

82%

57

66%

6

R 366,301.21

Total

DISABILITY LEAVE 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010
1 member of staff has been placed on temporary disability and is being managed by the provident disability fund.

SALARY
BAND

TOTAL
DAYS

% DAYS WITH
MEDICAL
CERTIFICATION

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
USING SICK
LEAVE

% OF TOTAL
EMPLOYEES
USING SICK
LEAVE

AVERAGE
DAYS PER
EMPLOYEE

Lower skilled

0

0

0

0

0

0

Skilled

0

0

0

0

0

0

Highly skilled
production

0

0

0

0

0

0

Highly skilled
supervision

365

100

1

1

4

Senior
Management

0

0

0

0

0

365

100

1

1

4

Total

ESTIMATED
COST
(R’000)

366 511.10
0
R 366,511.10

ANNUAL LEAVE 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010
The average number of days taken has increased from an average of 9 to an average of 15 per employee. This is positive and should
assist in keeping the leave provision under control.

SALARY BAND

TOTAL DAYS TAKEN

AVERAGE PER EMPLOYEE

Lower skilled

77

7

Skilled

399

20

Highly skilled production

460

25

Highly skilled supervision

325

13

Senior Management

89

18

1350

15

Total
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CAPPED LEAVE 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010

TOTAL DAYS
CAPPED LEAVE
TAKEN

AVERAGE NUMBER
OF DAYS TAKEN PER
EMPLOYEE

AVERAGE CAPPED LEAVE
PER EMPLOYEE AS AT 31
MARCH 2010

Lower skilled

0

0

1

Skilled

0

0

3

Highly skilled production

4

4

2

Highly skilled supervision

0

0

11

Senior Management

0

0

10

Total

4

4

6

SALARY BAND

LEAVE PAYOUTS 1 APRIL 2009 TO 31 MARCH 2010

REASON

Leave payout for 2009/2010 due to
non-utilisation of leave for the previous cycle
Capped leave payouts on termination of
service for 2009/2010
Current leave payout on termination of service
for 2009/’2010
Total

LABOUR RELATIONS
DISCIPLINARY ACTION:
GRIEVANCE:
DISPUTES:
		

TOTAL
AMOUNT

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES

AVERAGE
PAYMENT PER
EMPLOYEE

0

0

0

0

0

0

R62 181

8

R7 772.63

R62 181

8

R7772.63

1 verbal warning was issued, 3 written warnings were issued
1 grievance was instituted and satisfactorily resolved
2 cases were taken to the CCMA and were settled
at conciliation

POLICY DEVELOPMENT: 3 policies were developed and are awaiting sign off
		
by the council
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Heritage Resources
Management

2010 marks ten years of the existence of the
South African Heritage Resources Agency.
During the past ten years, SAHRA mandated
by the National Heritage Resources Act No
25 of 1999, went beyond the legislative timeframes ‘to enable the provinces to establish
heritage resources authorities which must
adopt powers to protect and manage certain
categories of heritage resources.’ In that period
SAHRA performed functions for provincial
heritage authorities (PHRAs), which resulted
in the neglect and marginalisation of the
institution’s core mandate, which is to perform
national functions.
In 2009 SAHRA resolved to focus on its national
functions, and impress upon the relevant
provincial departments to establish competent
and capacitated PHRAs. Unfortunately
devolving these functions to PHRAs is a
cumbersome process, which requires human
and physical resources. Despite these
challenges SAHRA strived to meet and deliver
on its mandate as prescribed by the legislation
- to co-ordinate the identification and the
management of the national estate.

The following Units are responsible
for protection and management of
heritage resources.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The decision made by the SAHRA council in
March 2009 to facilitate the management
of heritage resources of grade 11 status to
provinces and grade 111 sites to municipalities,
has received overwhelming support from the
SAHRA council and encouraged the SAHRA
Executive to re-think the need to have offices
in all provinces carrying out provincial and
municipal responsibilities at the expense of
legislative national mandates as prescribed in
the NHRA. The financial challenges of 2009-10
and associated human resources have forced
SAHRA to refocus its energies towards meeting
its national legislative mandate and rethinking
of the necessity of its provincial offices.

Archaeology, Paleontology and Meteorites
Maritime and Underwater Cultural Heritage
Burial Graves and Grounds
Heritage Objects
Built Environment
National Inventory
Grading and Declarations.  
The Centre for Training  Research and
Education  (CenTRE)
2

Figure 1. SAHRA team at a reburial
ceremony, Neo January, Sibongile Van
Damme and Dumisani Sibayi
Figure 2. Presentation by Jonathan
Sharfman at the Underwater Cultural
Heritage awareness workshop for young
people
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HEAD OFFICE UNITS

1.Archaeology, Palaeontology and Meteorites Unit
Archaeological and palaeontological
materials and meteorite span around
four billion years of our history of the
early peoples of South Africa.
INTRODUCTION
The tremendous excitement surrounding
the discovery of a new, two million year old,
species of fossil hominid, Australopithecus
sediba, at Malapa (Figure 1) in the Cradle
of Humankind, has demonstrated the great
significance of South Africa’s archaeological
and palaeontological heritage resources. A
shroud of media secrecy surrounded this
discovery at first, because the details were to
be published in the internationally prestigious
scientific
journal,
Science
(328:195208). Nonetheless, the University of the
Witswatersrand invited our President, several
Cabinet Ministers and many scientists as well
as SAHRA to view the fossils. When, on 8 May
2010, the discovery of several small hominids,
including a relatively complete female and

young male, was announced, simultaneously
with the publication of Science, the world
was given a potentially new understanding
of our past. For years to come, scientists and
writers will be assessing these representatives
of our early ancestors and their relatives and
debating their position in our past history. The
fossils have aroused global interest because
they provide a very rare window into the past,
not only of South African people but also of all
people in the world, because it points to Africa
as the place of human origin.
This discovery serves as an example of the
strength of South Africa’s heritage legislation,
when properly applied. Heritage resources
are protected as part of the national estate. A
permitting process controls their excavation
and ensures that procedures and decisions
are debated and informed by experienced
scholars. We can be grateful for the successful
heritage legislation that ensures that qualified
scholars and scientists undertake this work
and provide reports so that this knowledge
becomes available for all South Africans. The

1

Figure 1. Dr Lee Berger at
the site of the discovery of
Australopithecus sediba.
(Photo: M. Leslie)

2

Figure 2. Section wall at
Wonderwerk, before attrition
(Photo: R Yate, 2004)
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very latest technological advances, that is
three-dimensional scanning and assessment,
have been applied to this new discovery at an
overseas facility, for which an export permit
was granted by the SAHRA Permit Committee,
We must remember that millions of other sites
– early farming, rock art, and Stone Age sites;
palaeontological and geological sites, even
meteorite impact craters – all carry significant
information about the past four billion years
of earth’s history. More than 99% of heritage
sites fall in this time range. They must be
identified, recorded, sampled and where
possible, conserved. Very little funding is made
available for their management. When one
considers that South Africa has ‘unique and
precious’ heritage resources, this is a tragedy.

1.1. SAHRA ARCHAEOLOGY,
PALAEONTOLOGY AND
METEORITE UNIT
The Archaeology, Palaeontology and Meteorite
(APM) Unit Manager, Mrs Mary Leslie, retires
from SAHRA. On 31 May 2010 Mrs Nonofho
Ndobochani, who has a strong background
in heritage management and environmental
assessment will be the new Unit Manager
from May 2010. Mrs Colette Scheermeyer, the
Assistant Archaeologist, is the second full-time
staff member in the Unit. Mr Andrew Salomon,
Phillip Hine and Dr Antonieta Jerardino were
contracted to assess archaeological and
palaeontological components of Heritage
Impact Assessment reports. Dr Jerardino left
SAHRA in September 2009 and Ms Mariagrazia
Galimberti joined SAHRA in March 2010 and
Ms Jenna Lavin assisted for three months.
Mr Steven Walker and Mr Troy Smuts worked
part-time on the Archaeology Register Survey
Mapping project until March 2010.
The unit assesses archaeological and
palaeontological components of heritage
impact assessments required as part of the
environmental and mining legislation. It also
considers and issues permits for research,
export, and rescue of information about
material that will be lost through development
of residential areas, dams and mines. The Unit
also sets standards where necessary, provides
documentation for heritage management;
and researches, documents, monitors and
evaluates National Heritage Sites.

1.2. NATIONAL HERITAGE SITES
1.2.1. Wonderwerk Cave,
Kuruman,Northern Cape
Wonderwerk Cave was gazetted as a National
Heritage Site (March 2010). Mr Morris of
the McGregor Museum, the Management
Authority for the site, played the major role
in preparation of the nomination and
gazetting documentation and the Conservation
Management Plan.
At a World Heritage subcommittee site
visit (Feb 2009) it was agreed that a wall
was required to protect the deep sections
(Figure 2) and an expert in Terraforce walling
was contracted to provide a proposal for this.
It is extraordinarily gratifying that a much
needed R1.3 million grant has been made
available by the Department of Arts and
Culture towards the management of the site.

1.2.2. West Coast Fossil Park
SAHRA staff were introduced to the Fossil
Park to expose them to the significance of the
site (29 April 2009). The purpose was not only
to introduce other SAHRA units to the site
but was primarily to make a decision on the
appropriate boundaries for the gazetting of
the site. It was decided once the survey maps
had been obtained, that the entire park should
be gazetted, contrary to an earlier decision
for a restricted area for declaration. The Unit
Manager chaired a meeting with stakeholders
and the owners to obtain an agreement on
boundaries and consent for declaration.

1.2.3. Mapungubwe
SAHRA conducted the first follow-up
‘monitoring and evaluation inspection’ of
the main sites, including Mapungubwe Hill
(Figure 3), Schroda and the site behind the
Interpretive Centre. The main concern is the
impact of the Vele Colliery mine and associated
coalfields infrastructure (see below).

3
Figure 3. Rare walling
remnant on Mapungubwe Hill
(Photo: M Leslie)
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4

Figure 4: Daskoppie walling;
a subsidiary of the greater
Kaditshwene (Photo: M.Leslie).
Figure 5: Artefact collection
from Kaditshwene (Photo:
M.Leslie).

5

1.2.4. Kaditshwene
The development of a resort, without any
heritage impact assessment, on Daskoppies
(Figure 4), a subsidiary of the greater
Kaditshwene, indicates a general lack of
understanding that heritage assessments
are always required unless exempted by the
heritage authority. The Unit and landowner,
agreed that a heritage impact assessment
would be undertaken to assess the impact of
visitors on the site. SAHRA has also registered
the associated private collection (Figure 5).

1.2.5. Fossil Hominid Sites
(Cradle of Humankind)

6

Figure 6. Gladysvale fossil
site (Photo: M Leslie).
Figure 7. Ms Chettiar, Cradle
Management Authority;
Dr Berger, Scientist; Ms
Van Damme, SAHRA CEO:
Gladysvale site stabilisation
visit (Photo: M Leslie).

7

Two five-day ‘Fossil Site Inspections’ (FSI)
were carried out (May and December 2009) as
per the Agreement between SAHRA and the
Managing Authority, to monitor and evaluate
the Fossil Hominid Sites. These inspections
have resulted in state of the art ‘FSI’ reports
enabling the authorities to understand exactly
what management is appropriate. Regrettably,
financial and capacity constraints have limited
the ability of the authorities to carry this out
as intended. The Site Management Plans have
been updated by the Management Authority
with input from SAHRA and are still to be
finalised. The Heritage Agreements should
be signed between the two authorities and
the landowners. A special site visit was held
at Gladysvale (Figure 6 & 7) and Malapa,
because of several landowner concerns. One
concern related to rehabilitation which falls
under permitting. SAHRA arranged a meeting
to resolve the discussion and arrive at a
common understanding about the necessary
site stabilisation.

Other Sites
No new permit application for development
of sites at Taung and the implication for
management of the site is a concern. Dollas
Downs, near Arniston, was visited with Dr
Avery, who provided a second opinion when
after several meetings with the SAHRA
BELCom, the heritage practitioner (HIA) and
the archaeologist had not supplied sufficient
information for a decision.
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1.3. APMHOB PERMIT
COMMITTEE

sessment reports, to consultants and the relevant authorities. The APM unit staff will have
produced c.300 such Comments in 2009-10;
and c.450 responses to notifications of intent
to develop or mining applications, over 200
items of serious correspondence, as well more
than 22,500 email queries. Impact assessments provide a tool for heritage authorities to
enable the protection of sites where possible,
or excavation, dating and recording of sites
before legal destruction of sites affected by
development. This means that if heritage sites
be must destroyed, we can at least rescue information about the lives of the people who
once lived there.

The Archaeology, Palaeontology, Meteorite,
Heritage Objects and Burials (APMHOB) Permit
Committee meetings were held on 11 June and
26 November 2009. The Committee members
are Dr Amanda Esterhuysen (Chairperson
& Council Member), Mr Edgar Neluvhalani
(Council Member), Dr Janette Deacon, Dr
Ciraj Rassool, Mr Jaco Boshoff, Ms Christina
Jikelo, Mr Petrus Le Roux, Ms Dipua Mokokwe,
Dr Coen Nienaber, Mr Ntsizi November, Mr.
David Pearce, Prof. Innocent Pikirayi, Dr Mike
Raath, Prof. Izak Rust, Dr Alex Schoeman,
Prof. Judith Sealy and Dr Maria van der
Ryst. Their responses to permit applications,
provide wisdom, expertise and experience in
determining their outcome. In general, the
overload the unit has experienced, has had
a negative impact and held up permits for
developments and research, an unfortunate
and undesirable occurrence that is unavoidable
with limited staff.

Just over 700 reports were received in 2008
(Figure 8). The 2009 reports have not yet
all been submitted and are expected to total
more than 710. This exponential growth in
reports requires a larger staff component to
respond adequately to heritage issues. The
anomalous decline in growth in numbers of
reports in 2002-4 is explained by the lack of
heritage management in that period and is
an indication of the effect of poor heritage
management on proper process.

1. 4. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND
PALAEONTOLOGICAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENTS
SAHRA is required to identify, assess and
manage heritage resources. Most of the identification of archaeological and palaeontological
resources is carried out through professional
contract Impact Assessments in response to
heritage, environmental or mineral resources
legislation. The APM Unit compiles and sends
Review Comments (Records of Decision) on
Archaeology and Palaeontology Impact As-

While the APM has had some success in
liaising with the national environmental
authorities, for example, the Department
of Environmental Affairs will not approve
national impact assessments without approval
from the heritage authority, there is still much
to be done in liaising with the Provincial
Departments of Environment and in particular

Table 1: Permit applications for the past five years (April-March)
PERMIT APPLICATIONS

20052006

20062007

20072008

20082009

2009-2010

Archaeology (& Burials)1

97

105

65

84 (25=burials)

34

18

2

22

Burials

2

Archaeology Export1

34

43

17

26

65

Palaeontology:
Res/ Export1

9

15

13

16

26

Meteorites1

5

0

0

0

1

3

2

5

3

15

12

47

37

163

180

147

184

Shipwrecks3
Heritage Objects
TOTAL

4

7
26

(14 approved)

181

1=Issued by APM Unit; 2=Issued by BGG Unit since 1 November’08; 3=Issued by Underwater
Cult. Her. Unit; 4=Issued by Heritage Objects Unit
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Figure 8:
Archaeological &
Palaeontological
Impact Assessments
over the past two
decades (as at
March 31 2009) See
explanation in the text.
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9

with the Departments of Minerals and Energy.
Although SAHRA has not met with any success
in setting up meetings with the national
department, the Northern Cape Department
of Mineral Resources invited SAHRA to a
meeting (25 March 2010) in Kimberley. All
stakeholders involved in applications for
Environmental Management Plans for mining
and prospecting met to ensure a faster process
without compromising a quality decision
making process.

10

Figure 9. ‘New’ K2 facies site at
Vele (Mr Mowring, Vele Project
Manager; Mr Hanish, Advising
Archaeologist; Mr Roodt,
Archaeologist; Ms Eksteen, EIA
Consultant; Mrs Ramalamula &
Mr Hine, SAHRA.(Photo: M.Leslie)

1.4.1. Vele Colliery application
Applications for mining, prospecting, roads,
and a power station around Mapungubwe
Cultural Landscape, the most iconic early
African origin National Heritage Site, have
raised serious heritage and environmental
concerns. The fear is that the impact of being
surrounded by an industrial coal mining
zone will render the site unsustainable and
damaged. Unfortunately the Environmental
Impact Assessment was not adequate in the
context. A full and combined heritage impact
assessment was required that would allow a
proper assessment of the impact of this on
the adjacent World and National Heritage Site.
In order to assess this, SAHRA conducted a
site visit to the Vele area (Figures 9 & 10).
Also of concern has been the apparent lack
of integration or discussion of stakeholder
objections. SAHRA is currently engaging with
this process and trusts that the heritage and
environmental concerns will be heard.

Figure 10. Stone Age artefacts
indicative of highly significant
Early/Middle Stone Age facies.
(Photo: M.Leslie, Background A5)

Figure 11. Archaeological Survey
Mapping Project: CD Cover
Figure 12. Archaeological
Survey Mapping Project Launch:
Mrs Leslie, APM Manager; Dr
Esterhuysen, Permit Committee
Chairperson, Ms Van Damme,
SAHRA CEO

11

1.5. ARCHAEOLOGY/
PALAEONTOLOGY SURVEY
MAPPING PROJECT LAUNCH
On 26 November 2009, the APM Unit was
delighted to launch a CD, carrying Version 1.0 of the Archaeology and Palaeontology
Impact Assessment (Phase 1) Reports (Figure 11 & 12). The Archaeology/Palaeontology Survey Mapping Project launch was the
culmination of nearly a decade of collecting,
collating and mapping of these reports and an
especially intense period of work by Mr Walker.
The CD lists and maps most (nearly 3300) of
the field surveys done by professional contract
archaeologists and palaeontologists in the last
35 years (1972–2008) for eight provinces. The
bibliography is given in the form of doc and rtf
text documents, and an xls spreadsheet. Maps
are given as ESRI shapefiles and Google Earth

12
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kml files. A set of Adobe pdf ‘1:50 000’ maps is
included so that anyone may see the spatial information without access to special software.
The number of reports has grown dramatically
(Figure 8) and cannot easily be tracked.
As a result, this CD and the database from
which it is derived, form the basis of the
management of impact assessments and of
SAHRA’s approval process. The CD provides
other heritage managers and specialists with
an indication of what work has been done in
the country.

1.6. WORKSHOPS AND MEETINGS
Besides the meetings discussed elsewhere
in this report, the Unit Manager also attends
the SAHRA Western Cape BELCom meetings.
The APM itself holds weekly meetings to
discuss policy, procedures and to table and
track impact assessments and permits.
Internal workshops were held to develop the
Report Database and Ms Hickman and Mrs
Scheermeyer worked closely with Infodeck
on the updating of the permit database. Mrs
Leslie gave a presentation on Archaeology
and Heritage Management to the UCT Post
graduates (Sept 2009) at the invitation of Dr
Shadreck Chirikure. Meetings were held with
scientists, permit applicants, developers and
authorities to resolve problems as they arose.

1.7. PROVINCIAL HERITAGE
RESOURCES AUTHORITIES
(PHRAs)
The APM Unit Manager attends monthly
Heritage Western Cape APM Permit Committee
meetings and also comments on Amafa permit
applications via email. This keeps the Unit
in touch with work in these provinces and
goes some way towards fulfilling SAHRA’s
monitoring role.
As indicated in past Annual Reports, “until
the (other seven) PHRAs appoint qualified
archaeologists to manage heritage resources
in the provinces, as required by the legislation,
it will not be possible to manage our
archaeological and palaeontological heritage
effectively as South Africa’s rich heritage
deserves to be managed. Although the APM
Unit has been asked by two provinces to
advise on the appointment of archaeologists
these posts have unfortunately not been filled.
The hands-on management of these resources
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by Heritage Western Cape and Amafa has
indicated the advantage of management at
a provincial level when authorities have the
requisite capacity” (Annual Report 2008 &
2009). “In the absence of fully established and
fully funded Provincial Heritage Resources
Authorities (PHRAs) in seven provinces,
SAHRA has, in terms of its oversight role in
the management of heritage resources, been
obliged to carry this load. This cannot continue
as SAHRA has its own mandate and it is urgent
that these functions should now be devolved.
In order for SAHRA to do this responsibly the
PHRAs will need to appoint the necessary
staff and specialists and provide the necessary
funding“ (Annual Report 2009).

1.8. HERITAGE AT RISK
One of challenges that has emerged from
observing trends in permitting archaeological,
palaeoanthropological and palaeontological
research and development is that museums no
longer provide starter jobs for young scientists.
This means that we train young graduates to
Post Doctoral level and then lose them as there
are no starter positions available to them.
This has been extremely detrimental to the
development of and to the transformation of
these disciplines.
It is generally acknowledged that South Africa
has world class heritage legislation (National
Heritage Resources Act, No.25 of 1999. South
African heritage resources are “unique and
precious” but the greatest threat to heritage,
currently, is the lack of application of this
legislation. The reasons for this includes the
lack of funding, lack of capacity and lack of
training. The greatest impact for Archaeology
is the failure of seven of the nine PHRAs to
come on board and appoint archaeologists
and the difficulty SAHRA has had to manage
their work without the required staff or
funds. If SAHRA stops doing this work there
will be major loss of heritage as no-one will
be empowered to comment on archaeological
and palaeontological components of
environmental and mining impact assessments
or provide permits for mitigation. Heritage
management in this area will collapse. In
theory no approvals will be given and many
developments will cease or become illegal.

Mrs Mary Leslie, March 2010
Manager: Archaeology, Palaeontology &
Meteorite Unit
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13

Figure 13. In Bloeddrift, near Sendelingsdrift, dolomite
rocks still show the petroglyphs engraved by the
ancestors of the San
Figure 14. Rock art on a boulder in the Northern Cape
Figure 15. Replica of the skeleton of an infant
discovered at the Border Caves dated 100 000 years
ago. Her body was covered in ochre and placed in
a shallow grave, along with a decorated shell. This
is believed to be the earliest deliberate burial found
worldwide (KZN)

14

15

Figure 16. Rock tracing in the
Northern Cape by archaeology
survey group

16
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2. Marit ime & Underwater Cultural Heritage
The Maritime and Underwater Cultural Heritage Unit (MUCH) at SAHRA
has worked hard to bring MUCH into the main stream. By developing
programmes for capacity building, creating awareness in a wide cross
section of South African society and developing national, regional and
international partnerships and strategies, the Unit has begun to achieve
this goal and has taken the first steps towards effective, relevant and
responsible protection of this valuable cultural heritage resource.
2.1. Introduction
When managing and promoting heritage
resources in the underwater environment, the
South African Heritage Resources Agency has,
traditionally, focused on shipwrecks. This focus
has left a gap in the protection of sections of
South Africa’s heritage and has meant that
underwater heritage resources have been
viewed as separate from the country’s rich
terrestrial heritage sector. In order to align
underwater heritage with South Africa’s
broader heritage themes, the Maritime and
Underwater Cultural Heritage Unit has, this
year, begun to define the field and the Units
1

Figure 1. Searl Derman (Cape
Sea Safaris) surveys the wreck of
the Goel No. 1 (1976), Robben
Island

role therein, and to raise awareness of the
subject and the Unit’s functions. To this end,
the Unit has spotlighted its awareness raising
and training programmes over the past twelve
months. In addition, the Unit has continued
it’s work on the development and ratification
of national and international policies related
to maritime and underwater cultural heritage
and the development of co-operative, intragovernmental management structures. Finally,
the Unit has developed its regional and
international profile through workshops, cooperative projects and exchange of ideas.

3

Figure 2. A diver searches for
wreckage, Dry Tortugas National
Park, Florida
Figure 3. Jonathan Sharfman
manager of MUCHU giving
lecture on underwater cultural
heritage in Simonstown

2
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Policy and Legislation
The Maritime and Underwater Cultural
Heritage Unit has continued work on the
development of policy and legislation related
to underwater cultural heritage. As work has
continued, the complex nature of underwater
cultural heritage has emerged. In order to
manage heritage, the National Heritage
Resources Act (Act No. 25 of 1999) attempts
to define resources as discrete units. In the
case of underwater cultural heritage, this
meant that several important facets of the
field were masked by the traditional definition
of underwater cultural heritage or ignored
altogether. In order to effectively manage the
resource, SAHRA needed to define its scope and
content. To do this, SAHRA sought to identify
some of the heritage themes that currently
steer the sector, by examining what is relevant
to South Africans. This assessment allowed
the Unit to align and integrate itself more
fully within SAHRA and the broader heritage
context. Importantly, a strong intangible
connection between South Africans and water
emerged revealing further associated sites,
cultural practices and heritage themes. Having
identified these themes, it was possible for the
Unit to define its role and determine what it
needed to achieve. In doing this, it became
clear that the term “underwater cultural
heritage” limited the Unit’s scope to those sites
that existed below the water’s surface. Again,
this implied that heritage existed in mutually
exclusive, unconnected environments. The
Unit came to the conclusion that in order to
effectively manage and integrate underwater
cultural heritage with the cultures it influenced
on land, it should be more broadly defined.
To this end, the definition was expanded to
“maritime and underwater cultural heritage”
(MUCH). The addition of “maritime” allowed
managers to include those sites and intangible
aspects of heritage that existed outside of the
underwater environment.
Having defined the scope of the resource, the
Maritime and Underwater Cultural Heritage
Unit could better develop and integrate
policy, legislation and other international
conventions to suit management needs. To this
end, SAHRA, together with the Department of
Arts and Culture hosted regional workshops
on underwater cultural heritage in April 2009
and February 2010. The first workshop aimed
to lay a foundation for regional co-operation
based on a common understanding of issues
and the status of maritime archaeology and
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underwater cultural heritage management in
Southern Africa. The second workshop, cohosted with Robben Island Museum and the
Centre for International Heritage Activities
and supported by the Africa World Heritage
Fund sought to develop a regional strategy for
MUCH management and capacity building in
the field. Workshops resulted in co-operation
agreements and a statement of common
understanding between regional stakeholders.
Importantly, the workshops afforded regional
managers the opportunity to network with
peers and allowed regional participants to
showcase their strengths and needs in terms
of MUCH. It is hoped that this will prove
beneficial in the development of training
programmes and regional collaboration.
Having the foundations in place, it was possible
for the Unit to contribute its expertise to policy
and legislative development. The unit has
worked together with the Department of Arts
and Culture in developing a draft Maritime and
Underwater Cultural Heritage Policy that is
envisaged to be finalised in 2010/11. The Policy
aims to crystallise management practices and
clear any ambiguities that currently exist in
legislation and regulations. Furthermore, the
maritime archaeologist participated as an
observer at the Second Meeting of States Parties
in the UNESCO Convention on the Protection
of Underwater Cultural Heritage, held in Paris
in December 2009. The meeting was called
to set the groundwork for the development
of a Scientific and Technical Board, made up
of signatories to the Convention, which will
develop rules for the implementation of the
Convention. This Convention seeks to develop
a set of globally applicable norms and best
practices for the management of underwater
cultural heritage. By participating in the
early stages of implementation, South Africa
can establish itself as a leader in underwater
cultural heritage management in Southern
Africa and can play a significant role on the
global stage.

Co-operation Agreements and
Programmes
The limited human resources capacity
within SAHRA’s Maritime and Underwater
Cultural Heritage Unit restricts its ability to
monitor South Africa’s extensive coastline.
In order for the Unit to be effective, it has
become necessary to develop management
partnerships with government departments
and agencies that carry out daily operations
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in and around sensitive natural and cultural
marine heritage areas. To this end, SAHRA
signed two Memoranda of Understanding
that will assist managers in their functions.
The first of these agreements was signed with
the Robben Island Museum. This agreement
benefits SAHRA in that it allows access to
the Island’s infrastructure and institutional
knowledge. The Robben Island Museum
will benefit from SAHRA’s assistance in the
development and management of the Island’s
rich maritime and underwater heritage.
A second Memorandum was concluded with
the Department of Environmental Affairs and
Water’s Marine and Coastal Management
section. Both SAHRA and Marine and Coastal
Management benefit from this agreement
through the empowerment of field staff within
Marine and Coastal Management and their
Agencies. Field staff are provided with maritime
archaeological and heritage management
skills which can, in turn be applied in the
identification, assessment and protection of
maritime and underwater heritage resources.
The Unit also has developed informal
partnerships with several communities along
the South African coast. In particular, SAHRA
has offered support and assistance to the
Stilbaai Trust, a community initiative aimed at
the conservation of stone walled fish traps near
the coastal village, and has partnered to assist
in the development of maritime conservation
in several communities along the West coast
including at Lamberts Bay, Donkergat and
Gansbaai. The Unit has established strong ties
with the Hondeklipbaai community where it
presented lectures to residents and assisted in
the development of a management plan for a
19th century graveyard believed to be a slave
cemetery.
Connections created through oceanic trade
and the navigation of rivers as well as trade
between coastal societies and the interior
link South Africa with the global community.
Because of this, it is necessary for South
Africa’s MUCH managers to form partnerships
and co-operation agreements worldwide.
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The continuing joint Slave Wrecks Heritage
Route project between SAHRA, Iziko Museums,
the George Washington University (USA),
the United States National Parks Service,
Mozambique and Angola produced a
number of significant outcomes in 2009/10.
These included an international exchange

programme in which maritime archaeologists
from SAHRA and Iziko were invited to
participate with the field activities of the US
National Park Service in the Biscayne and Dry
Tortugas National Parks in June/July 2009,
while an archaeologist from the Parks Service
was invited to participate in survey and diving
operations in Cape Town in February 2010.
The SAHRA archaeologist also made valuable
contacts with underwater cultural heritage
practitioners at the Smithsonian Institute and
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration at a series of meeting held in
Washington, DC. The opportunity to build a
relationship with the National Association of
Black Scuba divers may also pay dividends in
awareness raising programmes in South Africa.
Partners from the USA and South Africa
made tentative steps towards developing the
programme in Mozambique by conducting
a short survey of potential wreck sites
around Ibo Island in northern Mozambique.
By building relationships with Mozambican
heritage managers over the coming year, it
is hoped that a small survey project can be
completed in the near future.
A significant partnership between South
Africa and the Netherlands came to fruition
in 2009/10. The Dutch funded Maritime
Archaeology Development Programme was
launched in October 2009. The launch, held on
board the SAS Mendi at the Simonstown Naval
Base, was attended by Dutch and South African
dignitaries including South Africa’s Minister of
Arts and Culture, Ms Lulu Xingwana and the
Dutch Ambassador, Mr Rob de Vos. The event
further served as a platform for the signing of
a Memorandum of Understanding between
SAHRA and the Centre for International
Heritage Activities (Netherlands).

Capacity Building and Awareness
Raising
The launch of the Maritime Archaeology
Development Programme was a milestone in
the activities of the Maritime and Underwater
Cultural Heritage Unit. The funding and
support offered by the Dutch Government
together with the partnership between SAHRA
and the Centre for International Heritage
Activities made it possible for SAHRA, together
with the Robben Island Museum, to undertake
an inaugural, three week training and
capacity building workshop at Robben Island
in February/March 2010. The programme
brought together members of various South
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African governmental agencies, NGO’s, archaeologists and private individuals as well as heritage
practitioners from Tanzania, Namibia and Kenya. A wide variety of training was offered including an
introduction to maritime archaeology and underwater cultural heritage, remote sensing and survey,
practical underwater archaeological skills and archaeological and heritage management theory. The
training was aimed at institutions and individuals working with underwater resources or in the
underwater environment. Since participants are likely to be faced with maritime and underwater
cultural heritage management issues in their daily activities, the courses imparted the basic skills
to deal with these concerns. By building a network of individuals working around South Africa’s
coast who have the basic skills to identify, document and assess MUCH resources, SAHRA can better
perform its management functions and protect fragile heritage resources.

Launch of the Maritime Archaeology Development Programme
No. of Participants

Comments

Learners MADP Launch
Programme

12 learners, 5 teachers

Two learners from each province
were invited

MADP Press Launch

25, including 10 Press

All major broadcasters invited
including radio, TV and press

MADP Launch

±100

400 people invited

Maritime Archaeology Development Programme: Training
No. of Participants

Comments

Session I: National and Regional 20
Strategy for Maritime and Underwater Cultural Heritage

1 from Namibia
3 from Mozambique
1 from Tanzania
(Angola, Kenya and DRC invited)
1 from the Netherlands
1 from Australia
1 from the United Kindom

Session II: Remote Sensing and
Site Recorder Training (NAS*
Part III)

21

4 from Tanzania
1 from Namibia
1 from United States of America

Session III: NAS* Part I

24

4 from Tanzania
1 from Naimbia

Session IV: NAS* Part II

20

1 from Kenya

* NAS: Nautical Archaeology Society
South African Participants from: South African Heritage Resources Agency, Marine and Coastal
Management, Robben Island Museum, Iziko Museums, KZN Wildlife, Cape Nature, University of Cape
Town, Southern African Institute for Maritime Archaeology and private individuals.

Lecturers and Tutors:
Jonathan Sharfman – South African Heritage Resources Agency
Bill Jeffery – Centre for international Heritage Activities (Australia, South-east Asia)
Robert Parthesius – Centre for International Heritage Activities (Director)
Peter Holt – 3H Consulting, UK (Director)
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OUTCOMES
Launch of the Maritime Archaeology Development Programme
Event

Outcome

Cost (approximate)

Learners MADP Launch
Programme

Learners enjoyed a 4 day Underwater
Cultural Heritage programme and stayed
on Robben Island for the duration. Learners presented their work to the Minister of
Arts and Culture and other delegates at the
MADP Launch

R150 000

MADP Launch and Press Launch

5 news articles including two magazine articles. Story was run by Independent Newspapers and by the Sunday Times. Achieved
unprecedented widespread coverage of
underwater cultural heritage

R450 000

Maritime Archaeology Development Programme: Training
Session I: National and Regional
Strategy for Maritime and Underwater Cultural Heritage

Development of draft National Strategy
for Maritime and Underwater Cultural
Heritage. Development of regional cooperation agreement.
TV news coverage on e-TV, e-TV News
(satellite, full day coverage) SABC 1,
SABC 2, SABC 3

TBC – Funded by a grant
from the Government of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands

Session II - IV

Trained on-the-ground staff of heritage and TBC – Funded by a grant
environmental management institutions
from the Government of the
and agencies. Developed Capacity in institu- Kingdom of the Netherlands
tions and agencies to identify, assess and
record maritime and underwater cultural
heritage sites

The Unit undertook a variety of awareness raising initiatives aimed at a broad cross section of South
African society. By developing a display at the Soweto Science Festival and presenting lectures at
schools and museums in the Northern and Western Cape, the Unit was able to engage learners and
teachers in maritime and underwater cultural heritage. This audience was also tapped through a
training workshop offered to museum educators.
Finally, the Unit engaged the commercial and tourism sectors through undertaking induction training
for the labour force operating in the development of the Port of Cape Town and by participating in
the George Washington University’s Scientific, Academic, Volunteer and Education (SAVE) Tourism
workshop held in Cape Town in October 2009.

4
Figure 4. Underwater cultural heritage
workshop at Robben Island Museum
Figure 5. Dutch Ambassador Rob de Vos and
Minister of Arts and Culture Lulu Xingwana
signs the Memorandum of Understanding
between SAHRA and the Centre for
International Heritage Activies, watched
by Sibongile Van Damme (SAHRA CEO) and
learners from the education awareness
raising programme
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6

Figure 6. (Back, from left) James Makola (RIM),
Thokosani Gumede (KZNWildlife), John Kimaro
(Tanzania), Robert Parthesius (CIE), Jonathan
Sharfman (SAHRA), John Gribble (EMU Ltd.), Rhett
Hiseman (Cape Nature) and Webber Ndoro (Africa
World Heritage Fund), (front, from left) Sibongile
Van Damme (SAHRA, Emma Imwala (Namibia)
and Ratanang Mareman (SAHRA) at the Regional
Workshop on Maritime and Underwater Cultural
Heritage, Robben Island
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1

2
Figure 1. Reburial ceremony, hosted by
SAHRA at Paardekraal
Figure 2. SAHRA CEO addressed the
dead, guests and Chinese community
at Paardekraal Reburial bidding the dead
farewell
Figure 3. Buddhist priests & Chinese
Community at Paardekraal Reburial
Ceremony for bidding the dead with a
departure meal

3
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3. Burial Grounds and Graves
The Burial Grounds and
Graves Unit consists of
unit manager Troy Phili &
Cultural Officer Jennifer
Kitto.

interpretative plaque erected and unveiled by
the South African President Hon. Mr. J.G Zuma
on the 27 March 2010 during an official state
visit and handing over of Kawaweta’s Oliver
Tambo School of Leadership to the Ugandan
Government.

1. CONSERVATION
ENHANCEMENT

1.1.2. Moscow-Russian Republic

International Projects
1.1.1. Kawaweta, Uganda
SAHRA‘s Burial Grounds and Graves
Unit participated in the conclusive
interdepartmental discussions to finalise the
Uganda Grave Relocation Project. Four graves
of fallen South African combatants of the
ANC‘s defunct armed wing uMkhonto weSizwe
were threatened by agricultural development in
Kampala. The final recommendation proposed
relocation to Kawaweta, a former ANC Camp
that was being renovated for handing over
to the Ugandan government. Fourteen graves
including the four relocated from Kawaweta
were rehabilitated, fenced off and a site

The South African High Commission in
Russia approached SAHRA for funding of
the restoration of the headstone of Mr. Ivor
Jones (1883-1924), a less known advocate
of participation of Africans in trade Union
movement and a founder member of the
Communist Party of South Africa (CPSA).
He left South Africa in 1921 to attend the
Communist Internationale in Moscow, where
he remained and died in 1924 and was buried
in Moscow.
The grave has been restored to be in the
same level of conservation as those of other
stalwarts of the CPSA, JB Marks and Moses
Kotane who lie buried within close proximity.
4

5

Figure 4. Inter-faith priests,
Muslim Imam, Rev. Moerane &
Rev. Maphatsoe at ceremony
Figure 5. Gogo Kentane, Gogo
Nkomo & Gogo Mtshali who
advised on the reburial and
appeasement of the souls ritual
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A Memorandum of Understanding was signed
between SAHRA and the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission(CWGC) in 2005 ceding the
SAHRA’s legislative mandate for a five year
period for the upkeep of the British Imperial
Graves of the South African (Anglo-Boer) to
the CWGC. The project implementation began
in earnest in January 2006 which automatically
extends the five year term to January 2011.

1.1.3. Amatola Raid Project
(Mozambique)
Following signature of a bilateral agreement
between the Department of Arts and Culture
and the Mozambican High Commission,
SAHRA was re-invited to participate in the
interdepartmental Project Committee.
The project is aimed at the erection of a
Memorial to commemorate the Amatola
Raid for official unveiling in January 2011 in
commemoration of the 30th anniversary of
the Amatola Raid. SAHRA’s primary role is to
rehabilitate the graves of the fallen combatants
and advise on the consultations with identified
stakeholder organisations.

1.2. Promotion of War
Graves Tourism
SAHRA Burial Grounds and Graves has aligned
its conservation enhancement projects to one
of the key national imperatives targeting the
niche areas within the tourism industry in
preparation for the upsurge in tourists during
the 2010 World Cup tournament. Priority sites
were identified for conservation, particularly
those with a unique history of the SA War such
as Springfontein where 762 graves of both
Burger concentration camp victims and British
military casualties are buried in large numbers.
Mafikeng as one of the sites that have received
a historical coverage due to the Siege of
Mafikeng have also been restored. The project
aims at balanced site conservation within
each district to include African concentration
camps and would culminate in the signposting
in different localities in readiness for the World
Cup.

The bilateral relations, briefings on the project
progress and exchange of information have
been renewed following the appointment of
the new CWGC Director for Southern Africa,
Captain (Retired) Charles Ross. The initial
MOU was mainly focusing on sites with a
minimum of ten graves, limited to the SA War
of 1899-1902 and SAHRA continued to handle
restoration and maintenance of British military
casualties that fell in other wars.
The results of the recent discussions with the
CWGC concluded that other categories of
British Imperial war graves were to be part of
the responsibility of the CWGC, including the
graves and Memorials of the Frontier Wars,
Anglo-Zulu War, 1st Anglo-Boer War of 188082 and other colonial conflicts.
Sites that would be of primary interest to
tourists during the upcoming Soccer World
Cup event have been jointly identified for
restoration and maintenance. Memorials
are also going to be put up on sites with a
significant number of casualties and where
they have been non-existent before. SAHRA is
ensuring that Burger and African concentration
camps are in a good state of restoration
and maintenance state to compliment the
British War gravesites in different localities.
Memorials and gravesites such as Sharpeville,
kwaLanga, Thokoza, Cradock and Colesburg
and are associated with the liberation struggle
have also been identified for conservation
enhancement and sustainable maintenance.

2. COMPLIANCE AND
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Various permit applications for grave
relocations and rescue of accidentally exposed
remains were received and some had highly
contentious issues bordering non-compliance
with proper exhumation, public consultation
and relocation procedures.
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1.3. Capital Projects (2009/10)
PROJECT

PROVINCE

Mafikeng Black Concentration Camp

Northwest

R155 644-02

Heilbron Burger Concentration Camp

Free State

R 53 580-00

Heilbron British/Burger Cemetery

Free State

R 37 500-00

Springfontein Burger/ British Cemetery

Free State

R141 000-00

Lamberts Bay

Western Cape

R

Moscow

Russia

R 16 013-00

Oudtshoorn

Western Cape

R110 400-00

Tigele Memorial

Northwest

R 49 000-00

Port Elizabeth/Tarkastad

Eastern Cape

R

Paardekraal Reburial

Gauteng

R497 606-00

Kawaweta

Uganda

R157 818-78

Kaapsche Hoop

Mpumalanga

R 14 000-00

TOTAL

AMOUNT

6 000-00

6 669-00

R 1, 245,430-80

2.1. Sekuruwe, Blinkwater
(Mokopane-Limpopo)
In November/December 2009, enquiries and
complaints of improper handling of human
remains, exhumations and relocation of
graves were received by SAHRA. These related
to a dispute between a mining company and
the community over un-consented removal
of graves, improper exhumation methods
and inflation of a number of graves by the
undertaker.
From February 2009, SAHRA became part
of mediation efforts between the mining
company and the community of ga-Sekuruwe
and the recommendation was made to appoint
an Archaeologist to investigate the original
burial site for remains, reopen the graves at
the reburial sites where concerns had been
raised by the respective families. The total
number of affected graves amounted to 250
inclusive of those younger than sixty years,
which also formed part of re-excavation for
the purpose of investigation of allegations of
improper handling of human remains.
Most of the claims were confirmed on the
scrupulous actions and collaboration in
defrauding the mine between some families
and the undertaker. Approximately 12 skeletal
remains were successfully reconstructed

through forensic archaeological analysis by
the University of Pretoria and are to be handed
back to the respective families for a proper
ceremonial reburial.

2.2. Pardekraal reburial of
human remains
Graves that were unidentifiable were disturbed
during the initial trench digging for a proposed
commercial and residential development
project. Development was immediately halted
and SAHRA was approached for a rescue
permit following which a detailed HIA was
done by an archaeologist appointed by the
developer.
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The findings of the historical study established
that the remains were located within a larger
historical mining cemetery that existed
between the late 1800s up to 1940. The
recommendation was for a reburial of the fifty
one human remains in situ and for fencing off
the demarcated area for protection from any
impact of development in future.
Following discussions with the developer/
landowner, SAHRA proposed that the reburial
be done in observation of applicable burial and
funerary rites as there had been nor response
from the public consultation process. This was
in line with Section 36 of the NHRA where
SAHRA assumes responsibility of a community
with a traditional interest in the graves that
are subject to disturbance by development.
SAHRA in partnership with Freedom Park
mobilised community participation in the
reburial ceremony on 17 March 2010, preceded
by an Awareness workshop held on the 16
March 2010.
A special community workshop held for local
communities were attended by about 25
pax, a low attendance due to the incidental
current taxi strike on the day. The Reberial
Ceremony was well attended with woman
and prayer groups from the Vaal, Pretoria and
Soweto districts. About 160 community people
attended the service and celebrations.
The Chinese Community participated as a
stakeholder group and were represented by
the chairperson of the Chinese Community,
Mr I Pon. They also took part in the inter-faith
celebration during the reburial sermon with
Budhadist priests who participated with burial
rituals for the departed indentured Chinese
labours and other souls. The interfaith based
approach also consisted of assistance from
key stakeholder Freedom Park, who invited
various religious groups including Christian
and Muslim as well as traditional cultural
divination through Sangomas and traditional
rituals.

2.3. Robben Island
in-detention deaths
SAHRA has been participating in discussions
and consultations with affected families and
other interest groups, facilitated by the Robben
Island Museum Research Unit.
The project is part of the post TRC process
of searching, exhumation and relocation of
graves of political disappearances associated
with deaths in detention of 27 Robben Island
political inmates that died in detention
between 1963 and 1968.
The National Prosecuting Authority’s
Missing Persons Task Team as a mandated
institution tasked with related scientific and
technical responsibilities, did preliminary
test excavations on 17 and 18 March 2010.
Challenges were identified pointing to more
mapping and surveying research in the
Stikland Cemetery for verification of location
of burials within the portion formerly reserved
for pauper burials.
SAHRA’s role within the stakeholder forum
beyond the monitoring of compliance with
provisions of Section 36 of the National
Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) No 25 of 1999.
The coordination of consultations with the
affected municipal cemeteries to facilitate
permitting processes for cooperation in any
future verification of burial spaces for the
former political prisoners.. Secondly, would
be provision of assistance with repatriation
and reburial of remains and conservation of
gravesites.

2.4. Exhumation and Grave
Relocation Permits
• Relocations- 12
• Rescue Exhumations- 3
• Test Excavations- 2
• Exhumation/ Reburial- 2
• Victims of Conflict- 1

The event was well covered by local and
national media including; The Beeld, The
Star and Sowetan for print as well as several
broadcasters including SAFM radio stations
and e-News. The coverage was favourable
and a good return on investment as a press
conference was arranged prior to the event
and reburial.
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Figure 6. Headstones of Lillian Ngoyi and Helen
Joseph at Avalon cemetery before reconstruction
Figure 7. Manager of Burial Grounds and Graves,
Troy Phili and cultural officer, Grading and
Declarations Unit, Mimi Seetelo at the grave of
Charlotte Maxeke Nancefied Cemetery, before
reconstruction
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9

Figure 8. Kaweweta gravesite, Uganda
Figure 9. High Commissioner to Russia, His
Excellency Mr Langa, laying a wreath at Mr Ivor
Jones grave
Figure 10. Community meeting at gaSekuruwe,
April 2009

10
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4. Heritage Objects Unit
Introduction
The Heritage Objects Unit (HOU) consists of
two staff members who are responsible for
the identification, assessment, promotion,
conservation and management of South
African heritage objects of national
significance that form part of the National
Estate. The Unit Manager is Mrs R Isaacs and
the Cultural Officer is Mr A Nkosana.
This unit is responsible for the identification,
assessment and management of types of
heritage objects. It is also responsible for
regulating the movement of heritage objects.

Permit applications
Two Art Panel meetings were held to advise
the Permit Committee on permit applications
received. The Art Panel is made up of Ciraj
Rassool, Janette Deacon, Marilyn Martin,
Michael Godby, Andrew Lamprecht, Rayda
Becker, Hayden Proud, Melanie Hillebrand,
Sipho Ndabambi, Christopher Peter, Carol
Kaufmann and Emile Maurice. For the period
under review, the HOU:

• processed 24 permit applications (some
application forms contain two or
more objects);
• issued  15  permits for the permanent
export of artworks and a book;
• issued 2 temporary export permits for the
export of Dumile Feni’s “African Guernica”;
and Ndebele Beadwork;
• prohibited the export of 10 heritage
objects as follows:
* “Adderley Street” by Thomas Bowler
* “Portrait of David Dumbleton” by
Bertram Dumbleton
* “Abdul in Cape Town Docks” by
Bertram Dumbleton
* “Boy with a Yellow Cap” by
Gerard Sekoto. Ifa Lethu indicated an
interest in purchasing “Boy with a Yellow
Cap” by Gerard Sekoto estimated to sell
for between R30 000 and R50 000.  The
artwork sold for R102 000. Needless to say
that Ifa Lethu was unable to purchase the
artwork concerned.

1
Figure 1. Protected heritage object, Kitaab
Figure 2. Ivory arm band of King Sandile
1878, Eastern cape
Figure 3. Protected heritage object, John Smith
stamps

2
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* “Harvesters” (Two similar artworks by
George Pemba.) SAHRA has acquired
these artworks that form part of the
National Estate, from Bonhams for the
amount of  R86, 348,40.  They are in
storage at the South African National
Gallery until a decision is made as to
which institution is best placed to serve as
a repository for the “Harvesters”.    
* “Landscape” by JH Pierneef
* Two books by Olive Schreiner. The National
English Literary Museum (NELM) indicated
an interest in acquiring the prohibited
books.  SAHRA expresses appreciation
to Paul Mills for his patience whilst
SAHRA awaited response to a request for
funds to aid NELM, which were
unsuccessful.
* a signed copy of the Freedom Charter.  The
SA Archives was informed of this.
Bonhams Auction House withdrew
the sale of the Freedom Charter following
the prohibition to export as a result of
interventions from State Institutions and
private initiatives. The intended
auctioning of the signed copy of the
Freedom Charter received wide media
coverage nationally (newspapers and
radio) and in London. Lilliesleaf Trust
bought the only signed copy of the
Freedom Charter which will be accessible
to current and future generations.
• Three permit applications, including the
conservation of the Mapungubwe Ceramics
are on hold until further information is
supplied.     
The Minister of Arts and Culture was informed
of the heritage objects prohibited from being
exported and that a fund to retain heritage
objects should be established.
SAHRA Expresses appreciation to Art Panel
members:
Andrew Lamprecht, Beverley
Thomas, Carol Kaufmann, Ciraj Rassool,
Christine Jikelo, Christopher Peter, Emile
Maurice, Hayden Proud, Janette Deacon,
Lindsay Hooper, Marilyn Martin, Melanie
Hillebrand, Michael Godby, Rayda Becker and
Sipho Ndabambi who volunteer their services
in order to advise The Permit Committee on the
significance of artworks. Depending on the
type of heritage object being discussed, other
experts also contribute to the decisions of the
Permit Committee and one being singled out

is Verne Harris for his motivation to prohibit
export of the signed copy of the Freedom
Charter. SAHRA’s decision was widely covered
in national and local newspapers, radio talk
shows and in London.

Identification and Managing
Firearms of Heritage Value
The National Heritage Resources Act, No. 25
of 1999 protects firearms of heritage value
and the Firearms Control Legislation makes
provision for SAHRA’s role in the management
and protection of firearms of heritage value.
Therefore a letter of concern was addressed to
Commissioner Cele requesting the assessment
and identification of firearms of heritage value
before destruction of illegal firearms. Firearms
experts John Keene, Chris Baragwanath,
Andrew Soutar, Ron Bester, Carvell Webb and
many others volunteer their services to SAHRA
in order to advise on the heritage value of
firearms.
“During the period under review, SAHRA
received 3, 029 requests for the assessment
of firearms from both the SAPS (Malmesbury,
Cape Town and Mpumalanga) and members
of the public (individuals and Classic Arms)
resulting in:
.
.
.
.

13 Deactivations approved;
11 Deactivations not approved;
5 Applicants withdrew their requests;
3000 Firearms intended to be destroyed by
the SAPS assessed. The report is pending.

The HOU facilitated the assessments with
firearms experts, Chris Baragwanath, the late
Greg Goosen, Andrew Soutar, John Keene,
Stephan Fourie, Ron Bester, Carvell Webb
and Nathi Greeff. The HOU appreciates the
expertise that these and many other experts
make available to SAHRA free of charge”.

3
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Amendments to “List of Types
of Heritage Objects” (Government
Gazette No 24116 of 6 December 2002

A meeting was held to discuss the amendments
to the List of Types of Heritage Objects that
describes the objects that are protected
from being exported. The meeting was
made up of individuals in either their private
capacities or representing public institutions
who have expertise in one or more types of
heritage objects. Among those represented
were the Endangered Species Desk-SAPS,
Iziko Museums of Cape Town, Groote Schuur
Estate, University of Pretoria, University of
Pretoria, National Arms and Ammunition
Collectors Confederation of South Africa,
South African Visual Arts Association, National
Library of South Africa, Iziko Art Collections,
Furniture Conservator, South African Museum
Association and Parliament. The amended list
is in its infancy stages because due to lack
of capacity and adequate time. This matter
deserves more attention.

part of a public collection. This abhorrent
sale highlights the lack of security in some
public institutions which gives rise to public
collections ending up in private hands and
sold to the highest bidder as if they were
commodities to be traded in. This matter of
concern was referred to the SA Archives for
investigation.

Identification of heritage objects
associated with the SANDF
The SANDF intends to identify their heritage
resources. Two representatives met with
SAHRA Western Cape Office and the HOU in
this regard where it was agreed that SAHRA
would guide the process according to the
norms and standards as prescribed in the
Act. This is an important initiative as State
institutions are responsible for managing their
heritage resources and SAHRA has for a long
time attempted to obtain co-operation from
the SANDF in this regard.

Transnet

TYPES OF HERITAGE OBJECTS
BROUGHT TO SAHRA’S
ATTENTION
WWII Arms on Robben Island
The SAHRA Western Cape Office invited the
HOU to attend a meeting where among others
the conservation of a battery on Robben Island
associated with WWII, was discussed. The
battery was viewed prior to the meeting where
input on the conservation thereof was given.

Firearms dug up in East London
It was brought to the HOU’s attention that
in the process of development at Lovedale
College in East London, what appeared to be
“sticks” were spotted underground. On close
inspection, Chris Baragwanath, a firearms
expert, identified the “sticks” as firearms. The
matter was referred to the Archaeology Unit.
The HOU and Archaeology Units were both
involved in the management and conservation
of the firearms.

Sale of Documents associated
with the VOC
It has been brought to SAHRA’s attention that
documents associated with the VOC are being
sold internationally. These documents form

Transnet is in the process of developing a
policy framework for managing their heritage
objects. Since SAHRA has on an on-going
basis, been advising them on norms and
standards prescribed in the Act according to
which heritage objects may be assessed before
alienation may be considered. SAHRA is also
guiding the policy process.

Proposed Sale of Excess Furniture
in Parliament
Following a letter from Parliament informing
SAHRA of excess antique furniture examples
of which would be retained and the rest sold
to Parliamentarians and staff, the Permit
Committee advised that the furniture belongs
to the public who must have a fair chance
to purchase the excess once examples of
all have been selected and stored for future
generations.

Identification and assessment of the
Broster Bead Collection
June Hosford, a conservator, assessed the
Broster used at the Walter Sisulu Univeristy
(WSU) and subsequently, submitted the
medium and long-term recommendations
which would ensure that the collection is
managed according to best practice. The
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WSU can now begin to conserve the Broster
Bead Collection and thereby meet one of the
conditions before the inventory process is
started and declaration thereof would follow.

Destruction of Lower North
Battery Gun

5

6

The Simonstown Museum and a number of
concerned members of the public brought
the above concern to the Unit’s attention.
The HOU investigated the matter and it had
been already been established with the SA
Navy in 2006, in consultation with various
stakeholders, that the navy destroyed the gun.
It was evident that no agreement was reached
between the SA Navy official and SAHRA and
that closer relations between SAHRA and the
SA Navy is imperative in future, especially if
heritage objects are to be alienated.

Concerns regarding illicit trafficking
of Heritage Objects during the Soccer
World Cup

Figure 4. Significantly declared locomotive (Blackie)
at Cape Town Station
Figure 5. Snuff container, Freestate

A meeting was held with Damir (UNESCO)
and Reinette Stander (DAC) regarding the
possibility of organising a conference for
African countries to discuss prevention of illicit
trafficking of heritage objects during the 2010
Soccer World Cup. It was agreed that such a
conference can only be realised if DAC could
make funds available for this purpose.

Dal Josaphat

Figure 6. J.H Pierneef ,Landscape

7

The inventory of objects at Dal Josaphat is in
the process of being finalised.

Inventory of SAHRA Head office’s
movable objects
Rayda Becker, a heritage objects Art Panel
member is supervising an inventory of and the
identification SAHRA’s heritage objects. This
is a joint project between the HOU and the
Inventory Unit. SAHRA expresses appreciation
to Rayda for making her services available free
of charge.

Figure 7. Freedom Charter
Figure 8. George Pemba, Harvesters

8
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SPECIFICALLY DECLARED
COLLECTIONS

7

Fort Hare Specifically Declared
Collections
Two meetings were held with Fort Hare
regarding the conservation of the Specifically
Declared Collection. SAHRA has over the last
ten years made much resources available
to Fort Hare, including expertise regarding
the conservation of the collection, but the
collection is not yet in mint condition as
not all of the recommendations made by
the Conservator, June Hosford have been
implemented. This resulted in the SAHRA CEO
attending a meeting which due to unforeseen
circumstances, could not be attended by Fort
Hare’s Vice Chancellor. A feature article of the
Fort Hare collection was published by SAHRA in
the popular SAA on board magazine Sawubona
during the month of March. The possible
audience rating by this captive audience was
about 90 000. The object was initiated in order
to raise awareness of the existence of this
significant collection.

Blackie, the Specifically Declared
Locomotive, Cape Town Station
Blackie, was displayed on Cape Town Station
and following renovations on the station, has
been relocated first to Paarden Eiland and
now to Firgrove, Cape Town until the work
on the station is completed. HOU was initially
informed that Blackie had been destroyed after
a meeting was held involving SAHRA, Heritage
Western Cape, Heritage Railway Association
of Southern Africa and a consultant. Blackie’s
location was clarified and it was agreed that
SAHRA would be consulted about Blackie’s
future conservation and on Cape Town station.

Mapungubwe Specifically Declared
Heritage Objects
One of SAHRA’s key objectives is to ensure that
the ownership of the Mapungubwe Specifically
Declared Collections is transferred from
the University of Pretoria to the State as is
prescribed in the National Heritage Resources
Act, No. 25 of 1999. This was achieved with
the signing of the Tripartite (SAHRA, University
of Pretoria and SANParks) Memorandum of
Understanding, which was followed by the
drafting of a Heritage Agreement that is still
in progress.

Figure 7. Visit to Irma Stern Museum at UCT. From the
left, P Yekani, A Mkosana & C Pieter

The Working Group (SAHRA, SANParks, University of Pretoria) held a meeting where
institutions and private individuals who may
have objects associated with Mapungubwe
were identified. Letters were sent to identified
institutions and individuals and advertisements were placed in newspapers. The institutions identified to whom letters were sent:
• National Cultural History Museum, Pretoria
• National Flagship Institute, Pretoria
• Mokopane Museum, Limpopo
• Museum Africa, Johannesburg
• Natal Museum, KZN
• McGregor Museum, Northern Cape
• University of Cape Town (Department of
Anthropology and Archaeology Studies and
Vice Chancellor)
• University of Witwatersrand
(Vice Chancellor)
• University of Pretoria (Department of
Anthropology and Archaeology Studies)
• University of Venda (Department of
Anthropology and Archaeology Studies and
Vice Chancellor)
• University of South Africa (Department
of Anthropology and Archaeology Studies
and Vice Chancellor)
• Prof Meyer, Pretoria
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Responses were as follows:

8

University of South Africa (Department of
Anthropology and Archaeology Studies and
Vice Chancellor)
Prof Meyer, Pretoria
Arend Dieperink indicated that they had clay
oxen figurines in their collections.
University of Venda (Vice Chancellor) indicated
that they do not have Mapungubwe objects in
their collections.
University of Pretoria indicated that electronic
and hard copy databases would be forwarded
to SAHRA by 10 December 2009
Natal Museum (Department of Human
Sciences) indicated that they do not have
Mapungubwe objects in their collections.
UCT provided images of the object and
indicated what their use is.
UNISA provided inventories without images
and indicated that the objects were in storage.

Figure 8. Regina Isaacs
presenting at the Conference
on Illicit trafficking in Italy. To
her right is the delegate from
France, the Italian Chairperson
of Conference and a United
Kingdom representative

9

Figure 9. Hill Organ in
Grahamstown

POLICY ON RESTITUTION
A meeting was held with Permit Committee
members: Ciraj Rassool, Coen Nienaber and
Innocent Pikirayi and SAHRA staff members
to discuss amendments to the draft policy on
restitution of heritage objects. The meeting
made amendments to the draft policy and it
was agreed that another meeting should be
scheduled for this purpose. It was further
agreed that the Regulations on Restitution
must be gazetted. Prior to the meeting, a
telephone conference was held involving
SAHRA’s Legal Advisor, Archaeologist, Burial
Grounds, and HOU regarding the policy on
restitution.

CONFERENCES/PRESENTATIONS/
PROMOTING SAHRA
Plumstead High
The HOU presented a power point presentation
to about 500 learners and 6 teachers at
Plumstead High, Cape Town, regarding the
management of heritage objects.

SAMA Conferences
The HOU staff attended the SAMA National
Conferences where a presentation was made
on the protection of heritatge objects. The
SAMA Western Cape Conference was also
attended where a presentation was made
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on “the protection of technological and
agricultural heritage objects and the public
institutions responsibility to protect these”.
The HOU staff member, Azola Mkosana was
elected as Vice Chairman on the SAMA Western
Cape Executive Committee.

Conference on Illicit Trafficking, Italy
SAHRA and the Egyptian Heritage Authority
were the only two African countries invited
to a conference on Illicit Trafficking organised,
funded and hosted by the Italian Government
to which G8, G5 and countries associated
with them were invited. UNESCO, UNIDROIT,
ICCROM and INTERPOL were also represented.
SAHRA along with all the invited countries
made presentations on the legislation,
management and law enforcement systems
and co-operative governance in our respective
countries.
Italy had started to return heritage objects that
belonged to other countries and requested
their heritage objects from other countries.
Italy held an exhibition of objects that were
returned from other countries as well as
objects that were stolen from museums in
Italy and through police investigations and
returned to the Italian Ministry.
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Figure 10. Indigineous
African game
Figure 11. Lower North
battery gun, Simonstown,
Cape Town

SAHRA expresses gratitude to the Italian
Ministry of Arts and Culture for the opportunity
to learn from their and other countries and to
also inform on South African legislation and
law enforcement initiatives which were very
well received.

CONCLUSION
In line with the National Heritage Resources
Act, No. 25 of 1999, the functions of the HOU
are expanding. Unfortunately, the capacity
to do so remains lacking. The diverse heritage
objects cannot be managed without the
advice and guidance of experts in the field.
The HOU is fortunate to have many experts
(academics, museum staff, interest groups,
private individuals and many others) without
whose guidance the HOU skeleton staff cannot
function. Sincere appreciation is expressed to
everyone concerned.
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5. Nation al Inventory
INTRODUCTION

The Unit has two permanent staff members
Ms Mamakomoreng Nkhasi-Lesaoana who is
Unit manager and Ms Nobukho Njemla who
is National Inventory Assistant in the unit. Ms
Annelise Mehnert-Davids, the National Audit
Project Manager is contracted to the unit. The
compilation, maintenance and management of
the database of the identified national estate
inventory was carried out. Below are the tasks
and projects that were carried out during the
year under review to implement Section 39 of
NHRA N0.25 of 1999.

5.1. Existing Database
There has been a sustained management of
the existing sites database by updating, data
sourcing from our Registry files and other
resource institutions. Assistance was offered
to various stakeholders on enquiries pertaining
to the specific sites and areas on heritage
resources information. Stronger stakeholder
relationships were established through
workshops and various projects as outlined in
the paragraphs that follow:

Workshops
The Unit hosted two main workshops, whose
common objective was to obtain the external
stakeholders’ input into improving the
management of the national heritage resources
information, as well as use and access to this
information. The First workshop - ‘Heritage
Resources Databases- Consolidation strategies
- was held at the Castle of Good Hope, Cape
Town on 6 and 7 May 2009. This workshop
focused on the Western Cape heritage
stakeholders and managers of the heritage
resources, and 22 delegates participated. This
highlighted the need for SAHRA to implement
standards and guidelines on how the heritage
resources information can be coordinated and
shared. It was also clear that a lot of advocacy
is needed to ensure custodians of the safety
and security of the information.
The second workshop was ‘the National
Inventory Programme Planning Framework
and Costing workshop held in Cape Town
on the 9 and 10 February 2010. Delegates
were invited from across the country and 28
1

2

Figure 1. Vegkop Battlefield, Heilbron District,
Free State
Figure 2. Group sessions of delegates from
different departments at the National Inventory
Programme Planning Framework workshop
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Figure 3. Group sessions of delegates from different
departments at the National Inventory Programme
Planning Framework workshop
Figure 4. A sample of the beadwork collection at the Walter
Sisulu University Library in Umthatha
Figure 5. A compact collections storage room at Walter Sisulu
University Library in Umthatha
Figure 6. The WSU and SAHRA personnel meeting around
auditing of WSU Special Collections. Standing from left are
-Mrs V. Mjoli; Mrs W. Danster; and Mrs M. Lusu. Sitting from
left - Mrs L. Raziya; Ms M. Nkhasi-Lesaoana; and Mrs N. Mpeta

4

5

6
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were able to attend. They represented various
disciplines and various stakeholders in the
heritage sector. The output of this was the
National Inventory planning framework and
the estimated costs of running projects whose
implementation would capacitate and enhance
coordination of heritage resources information
at all levels of government. The participation of
the delegates (Figure 1) made this workshop
a success, and demonstrated that partnerships
and involvement of stakeholders is crucial in
enabling SAHRA’s National Inventory Unit to
function effectively and efficiently.

5.2. Projects
During the year under review the National
Inventory Unit continued working on the two
projects, the National Audit Project and the
South African heritage Resources Information
System (SAHRIS), and the developments are
outlined below:

5.2.1 National Audit
SAHRA has been charged by the Department
of Arts and Culture to carry out audits of all
heritage resources in State ownership, as part
of the fulfillment of Section 39 of the National
Heritage Resources Act. During the year under
review the scope of the National Audit Project
was refined and given clear goals in strategic
planning together with the Department of Arts
and Culture.

would be implemented to start the actual
audit on the site. The collection included the
Genadendal Museum Collection; the SAHRA
Collections; the Bloemfontein Courthouses,
SANDF Collections; Walter Sisulu University
Special Collections; as well as the following:

KwaMuhle Museum Photograhic
Collection
The photographic collection housed at the
Old Court House Museum in Durban is an
important look at Durban and the surrounding
area through the ages. The collection is
regularly used for research and publication
purposes. This highlighted the urgent need
for digitisation and a complete inventory to
protect the items from over-handling. Many of
the images have already been digitised and the
museum has a wonderful storage facility.

King’s House Collection
As happened earlier in the period of this
project, the inventorying and digitisation
of heritage items within ministerial houses
continues. King’s House is located in the suburb
of Morningside in Durban, and is the official
residence for the South African president,
when in Durban. The house is currently coming
to an end of a period of intense renovations
and most of the heritage pieces are in storage.
An inventory for the items does exist, and this
will aid in identifying pieces within the house.

Fort Hare Collections (NAHECS)
The collections varying from traditional
beadwork (Figure 2), antique furniture such as
in ministerial houses, manuscripts, to artworks
were investigated for inclusion in the National
Audit Project. These investigations involved the
establishment of close working relationship
with both internal and external stakeholders
to identify collections which are in danger
from degradation, loss or theft, declared
collections, which are uniquely representative
of South Africa’s cultural heritage and those
which are managed under the Department of
Public Works. The needs of these collections
as far as existence of inventories, suitable
conservation and preservation conditions were
assessed (Figure 3). Getting the support and
understanding of the people who manage
these collections has been core to the initiation
of each collection audit (Figure 4). The project
plans were developed for specific collections in
consultation with the respective stakeholders
to address these needs, and upon SAHRA’s
Executive Management‘s approval these

The audit of the Fort Hare collections was
initiated and investigated in 2008, however
due to some site renovation and upgrading
of the Centre that houses these collections to
best practice this particular project was only
successfully completed during the year here
under review. Since Fort Hare had the financial
capacity to implement the recommended
conservation standards and a management
database for their collections SAHRA’s role
was mainly monitoring and ensuring that the
project goals were met.

Post Office Collection
The Post Office Museum is funded by the Post
Office and is in possession of a large collection
of very rare, valuable stamps spanning the
history of South Africa’s mailing system, from
its beginnings to the present day. They also
curate a large number of objects spanning this
period. The curator of the museum initially
nominated the collection for inventory and
digitisation, and when the project realised just
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how important and valuable the collection
was, it was added to the group of collections
to be initialised in 2010. A Memorandum of
Understanding between the Post Office and
SAHRA will pave the way for supportive roles
on both sides within this project. Equipment
was provided to the Post Office Museum to
undertake this project and person power will
also be provided, along with full training.
Due to the lengthy planning stage of each one
of these audits and the size of the collection
it has been noted that inventorying and
digitisation needs to be done over a long period
of time, with one project of 5000 items taking
an average of one and half years to complete.

5.2.2 SAHRIS Development
The development South African Heritage
Resources Information System (SAHRIS)
progressed in its planning to include more
stakeholders. Various decisions such as
to source the service provider through
competitive bidding process; and the utilisation
of a Free Open Source Software (FOSS) were
made by SAHRA. The appointment of the
project coordinator, Mr. Anton Keyter, who is
a Department of the Arts and Culture (DAC)’s
representative and direct participation within
the project was a great benefit to ensure the
success of this project.

Figure 7. The initial meeting with the Post Office Museum.
From Left to Right – At the back are Sandile Keswa (Philately
Marketing Manager); Anza Mehnert (National Audit Project
Manager, SAHRA); Albert Mahlangu (Curator); Mamakomoreng
Nkhasi-Lesaoana (National Inventory Manager, SAHRA) and
Ruth Makwela (Collection Officer)
Figure 8. Town hall, Ficksburg, Free State

8

Way Forward
In 2010/2011 SAHRIS will be one of our
priority projects. We will also be optimising
on stakeholders partnership following the
outcomes of the 2009/2010 workshops
in order to enhance coordination and
management of the South African heritage
resources information for the benefit of its
custodians, while we continue to identify and
digitise various other collections.
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According to the International Centre for the
Study of the Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property (ICCROM) 2007, heritage
planning at a national level requires logic and
methods to think through goals and actions.

“The planning process is not an
end in itself. It is the beginning of
a continuous process. It should be
interactive and should not be rigid or
complete.” (ICCROM, 2007)

PROVINCE

CONSULTATION
Section 27
Letters and
Newspaper
Advertisements

DATE DECLARED

Dal Josafat

Western Cape

May 2009

31 December 2009 32837

YES

Madiba House

Western Cape

July 2009

15 July 2009

32403

YES

Wonderwerk Cave

Northern Cape

June 2009

12 March 2010

33006

YES

SITE
NAME

GAZETTE
NO.

*ENDORSEMENT.
Deeds office
and SurveyorGeneral

Table 1: National Heritage Sites declared during the financial year 2009/2010.

1

2

Figure 1. Rock painting featuring Therianthropes (San
Shamans in trance)
Figure 2. Heritage plaque at Sterkfontein declaring world
heritage site
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Table 1: National Heritage Sites declared during the financial year 2009/2010.

ENQUIRIES FROM STAKEHOLDERS
Approximately 60% of the queries received
by the unit from stakeholders relate to the
current status quo of nominations already
submitted. The other 20% pertains to former
National Monuments and whether they are
National Heritage Sites or when the process
of reviewing them will start. Information
regarding the declaration of sites and requests
for the gazette notices contribute 10% and the
other 10% regards to what national heritage
sites exist and what criteria qualify a site as a
national heritage site.

THE PLANNING WORKSHOP
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SAHRA provincial managers, staff from
the Grading and Declarations unit and a
representative from DAC participated in a
one day strategic and operational planning
workshop on the 24 April 2009. Outputs
from this workshop include a business and
operational plan, as well as training regarding
scenario planning and how to use the balance
scorecard. Issues for Potential Action (IPA)
were also discussed and subsequently SAHRA
staff had to deal with objections from some
of the landowners at Kaditshwene regarding
the development of a website using the name
Kaditshwene. A joint response from the
Archaeology, Palaeontology and Meteorites

Unit and the Grading Unit has ensured that
a precedent was set for similar developments
in future. Another IPA which was achieved is
that of streamlining the process of gazetting
national heritage sites.

PRIORITY PROJECTS
Ongoing projects for the Grading and
Declarations Unit was informed by strategic
priorities according to the SAHRA strategic
and business plans for the financial ‘year
2009/10 and April 2010 to 31 March 2013.
Strategic objectives as implemented in the
ongoing projects:
Conservation and Heritage Management:
Sound conservation management strategies
informed by relevant policies and proactive
implementation, objectives and sustainable
development.
The establishment and engagement of strategic stakeholders and partnerships addressing and benefiting SAHRA’s Core Business
(see Diagram 2).
The above priorities ensure that outputs
and deliverables of the unit are aligned with
SAHRA’s.

2010/09/07 10:16 AM
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The project plan and budget for the Women’s
Project was compiled in February 2010 to
ensure that objectives of the project to declare
the graves of Charlotte Maxeke, Lilian Ngoyi
and Helen Joseph are declared as national
heritage sites. Tasks to complete the project
were identified and tasks allocated. Site visits
to the graves of Charlotte Maxeke, Lilian Ngoyi
and Helen Joseph were conducted in the second
half of 2009 to record information that would
be used to compile the nomination dossier. A
photographic record was also done to ensure
that a visual archive of the site exists. In
March 2010 members of the project team had
an initial meeting with the African National
Congress Women’s League (ANCWL) to inform
them of SAHRA’s intent to declare the graves
as national heritage sites. The meeting was
also held to fulfill the requirements of the Act
relating to public consultation.

Figure 3. Lake Fundudzi, Limpopo
Figure 4. Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria
Figure 5. Grade 1 site, Vrede dome in Free
state

Kaditshwene

Figure 6. Kaditshwene in North west

5

The majority of Kaditshwene’s stakeholders
were engaged from the beginning of 2009.
The aim was to improve and maintain critical
stakeholder partnerships to move towards
declaration of the site.
Approximately
six meetings where held which involved
landowners, Ramotshere Moiloa Local
Municipality and representatives from
Traditional Leadership and researchers to
once again fulfill the requirements of public
consultation. Workshops took place in May
and September with the above mentioned
stakeholders to present draft national heritage
boundaries of the site. In November a site
inspection was done on one of the farms
which form part of the Kaditshwene complex
where development is happening A draft
conservation management plan was done in
September 2009, after which it was circulated
to all the relevant SAHRA staff members and
the relevant stakeholders for comment.

Lake Fundudzi
6
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Consultation with the Lake Fundudzi
Development Committee was held twice
in 2009 to develop and maintain critical
stakeholders and partnerships but also to
fulfill the requirements of section 27. In the
latter part of 2009 meetings were held with
both Chief Netshiava and King Tshiwase to
ensure buy in from traditional leadership. A
site visit was also made to the lake to record
the site used and to assess the condition of
the site. A draft conservation management
plan was compiled with the project team in
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Figure 7. Consultation at
Kaditshwene
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August 2009. The draft was circulated to the
relevant staff and stakeholders for comment.
Workshops regarding declaration and the
Conservation Management Plan were done in
7 villages by the end of February 2010.

Other Ongoing Projects
Vredefort Dome:
A site visit and inspection was undertaken and
the unit in conjunction with the AMP unit and
Free State Provincial office will determine the
national heritage site boundaries by the end of
2010.

Florisbad:
A site visit was done and the Florisbad site
manager together with the unit, the AMP
unit and the SAHRA Free State office is busy
compiling a conservation management plan
for the site.

Modderpoort:
A site visit was undertaken to the site in the
later half of 2009.

West Coast Fossil Park:
The unit together with SAHRA Western Cape,
the AMP unit, Iziko and West Coast Fossil Park
management conducted a site visit while in a
follow up meeting determined the tentative
boundaries for the national heritage site.

Vlakplaas:
A letter was written to the Department of
Public Works requesting a period of three
months so that SAHRA can do a heritage
survey and inventory of objects occurring at
this site. Thus far SAHRA have received no
response.

heritage site status in terms of representivity.
Voortrekker Monument management has
supplied SAHRA with the amendments
suggested.
Site visits and inspections were also undertaken
to Stilbay (fish traps) Observatory, Valkenburg
(Scientific heritage).

Democratic Republic of Congo Project
(DAC International Relations):
The unit together with the Heritage Objects
unit compiled a project proposal for technical
assistance to the reconstruction of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo’s heritage
sector. The proposal was presented to DAC
International Relations on 28 May 2009 by two
representatives from the two SAHRA units.

CONCLUSION
In the financial year 2009 to 2010 projects in
the units were continuously adapted through
ongoing planning as the needs of the various
SAHRA stakeholders were integrated into
the strategic and business plans. Towards
the latter half of 2009 the women’s’ project
became the priority project of the unit.
Strategy 2014 was implemented to ensure
grade 1 sites are declared as national heritage
sites. The unit concentrates on three priority
projects, while the other projects are seen as
ongoing. This is another strategy used by unit
staff because the processes toward declaration
are expensive and time consuming. Experience
has shown that through cooperation and
strategic partnerships with stakeholders, more
identified and grade 1 sites can be declared as
national heritage sites.

Voortrekker Monument:
A task team was appointed by the Grading and
Declarations Review Committee which met
in September 2009 to meet with Voortrekker
Monument
management
to
discuss
amendments to their nomination for national
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1

Figure 1. Unveiling of Sarah
Bartmann Burial Site in Hankey
Figure 2. Service of Sarah
Bartmann in Hankey attended
by honourable Minister of Arts
and Culture Pallo Jordan and
MEC Noxolo Abrahams

2

1. Eastern Cape
1.1. The birth of the SAHRA
CenTRE for Training,
Research and Education
The establishment of the SAHRA CenTRE
for Training, Research and Education was
conceptualised in the 2009/10 financial year.
A meeting was held with the Vice Chancellor,
SAHRA CEO and the Environmental Education
and Sustainability Unit to discuss SAHRA’s
intention. The meeting clarified that a
similar initiative was not being implemented
elsewhere in South Africa. The focus of the
meeting with Rhodes University was mainly
on heritage education. The commitment
made by the Environmental Education and
Sustainability Unit to support the heritage
education was critical. A workshop was later
held with critical stakeholders in the province
which included Albany Museum, communities,
researchers, academic experts and teachers.
The initiative was received positively and 25
people participated.

Bisho

The initiative of the CenTRE was also discussed
with heritage practitioners in the Eastern Cape
Department of Sports Arts and Culture and
was warmly received.
A concept document has been sent to the
National Department in November 2009
detailing the different aspects of the CenTRE. It
was further communicated to all SAHRA staff
and the SAHRA council and endorsed as one of
the new delivery areas of the NHRA Act which
had been neglected.
The Training aspect’s focus will be to address
the needed skills by provinces on how to deal
with inventory issues, the built environment,
archaeology,
palaeontology
meteorites,
heritage impact assessments, heritage objects,
maritime and underwater cultural heritage,
grading and declaration, burial grounds and
graves as well as intangible heritage matters.
Provinces have been interacted with to discuss
devolution have been informed that the
CenTRE will aim at addressing these skills gaps
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materials for supporting schools. In the same
vein, the Department of Provincial Education
(Eastern Cape) has been trying to build a
relationship with SAHRA in terms of teaching
with sites and providing information about
nomination and declaration processes.
Despite identified challenges in terms of
school curriculum and about the teaching
of heritage resources at schools, a formal
meetings and workshop were conducted with
Rhodes University for a sound partnership. The
primary outcomes of the workshop were:
The partnership between South African
Heritage Resources Agency and Rhodes
University should continue to exist in order
to consolidate the vision of the Centre for
Heritage, Training, Research and Education.
It should aim to improve the curriculum on
teaching about Heritage Resources. There
are considerable advantages in using and
promoting heritage resources at schools and
teaching about nominated and declared sites.
The focus will mainly be on teachers in all
provinces rather than students.

Figure 3. Speech by chief
Michael of Hankey

to ensure that there is capacity on the ground
for Provincial Heritage Resources Agencies to
take on their responsibilities as prescribed in
the NHRA Act of 1999.
The Concept Plan details SAHRA’s plan
to draw a research priority list. From this
scholars will be able to choose research topics.
Rhodes University signed a Memorandum of
Agreement on February 2010 with SAHRA,
which committed to assisting SAHRA to draw
up the research priority list and further develop
a framework for the Education programme.
Finally the Heritage Education concept aims
at addressing issues associated with an
improved understanding of heritage issues
in the curriculum and assist teachers with
methodologies and resources to address
heritage issues informed by classroom practice.
As the principal mandate of SAHRA is the
promotion of heritage resources management
and conservation, heritage education has not
received focused attention in South African
schools.
There are inadequate resource

The National Heritage Skills Audit by
Department of Arts and Culture also
contributed to the birth of the cenTRE concept.
The training of Provincial Heritage Resources
Authorities staff members comprising local
municipalities so that they can meet their
legislative mandates, is at the heat of this
initiative. Without competent Provincial
Heritage Resources Authorities and Local
Heritage Management, heritage management
will constantly be subjected to litigations.
It is envisaged that the restorative and
conservation techniques to be applied on the
Old Gaol will develop a new set of skills for
local Grahamstown people.

1.2. Imminent Developments
on the Declared Site of Sarah
Baartman
The South African Heritage Resources Agency
is working around the clock with the National
Department of Arts and Culture for the
revitalisation and restoration of the burial site
of Sarah Baartman for the past years. Since
the expression of intent, Sarah Baartman
burial place was declared a national heritage
sites in 2007, which included the approved
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Conservation Management Plan of the burial
site. Adjacent to the burial site, there is
envisaged a Centre of Remembrance of Sarah
Baartman to be developed as living cultural
space for communities in Hankey.

Project Background
The Sarah Baartman burial site was declared
a National Heritage site in 2007. The official
launch of the Sarah Baartman Centre of
Remembrance in Hankey was conducted by
then Minister of Arts and Culture, Dr. Pallo
Jordan in Hankey and the commemoration of
the Women’s International Day in March 2009.
Completion of the initial architectural design
by appointed firm of architects for the Sarah
Baartman Centre of Remembrance. The design
process was open to international architects
and handled by Nelson Mandela University.
The South African Heritage Resources Agency
attended Sarah Baartman meetings and
provided technical advises on the designs of
the Centre for Memory of Sarah Baartman. The
Centre for the Memory of Sarah Baartman will
be constructed in Hankey.

4
Figure 4. Military grave
Figure 5. Unveiling of Sarah
Bartmann Burial Site in Hankey
Figure 6. San rock painting in
Drakensberg

5

The delay of the transfer of funds allocated
by National Lottery Board is hampering
the timelines and delivery of the project
(restoration of the burial place) before the
2010 Soccer World Cup. The restoration
of the burial site is envisaged to take six
months upon the transfer of the allocated
funds by National Lottery Board to SAHRA.
On SAHRA’s persistence the grant agreement
has been finally dispatched to SAHRA for the
implementation of the project.

1.3. The Oliver Tambo Garden
of Remembrance
SAHRA has been advising the Mbizana
municipality on the development of the
sustainable villages using the nominated of
the Birth place of O.R. Tambo Thusong Center.
Mobilisation of stakeholders such as the Post
Office and Premier Office to champion the
Thusong Center in Nkantolo were done by
SAHRA and DAC.

6
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1

Figure 1. Official opening of
Free State House of Traditional
leaders
Figure 2. SAHRA Free State
Youth Heritage awareness
Workshop

2

Bloemfontein

2. Free State

INTRODUCTION

A number of activities were engaged upon by
the Free State Acting Provincial Manager, Mr
Gabriel Thlapi and Ms Anneline Dryers during
the time under review.
From April 2009 SAHRA resolved to focus on
its national mandate i.e. the management and
conservation of national heritage resources.
SAHRA and all provincial offices were required
to focus on graded and declared national sites.
Each province identified a couple of these sites
as their focus for this year.

Development and Maintenance of
Stakeholder Relationships
2.1. Functions and meetings
On the 16 April 2009 the Provincial Manager
had a meeting with Lekgotla La Basotho
in Botshabelo, to discuss the process of
nominating some of the Sotho sites for
National or Provincial declaration. The
National Museum invited SAHRA Free State
to do presentations and exhibit during the
celebration of International Museum Day on
the 18 May 2009. On the 28 May 2009 the
Mangaung Municipality invited SAHRA Free
State to Present and exhibit during the African
Day celebration.
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The Provincial Manager organised and
conducted a Mangaung University of the Free
State Community Partnership Programme
(MUCPP). A Youth heritage awareness
workshop was held on the 10 July 2009. The
purpose was to engage with the public to
ensure awareness of SAHRA’s mandate. This
workshop was attended by 35 students.

HERITAGE MANAGEMENT
During the time of review the three sites
identified for declaration are Mooderpoort
(Natural and Cultural mix site), President
Brand Conservation Street (Built environment)
and Florisbad (Palaeontological site).
SAHRA is in ongoing consultations with the
Vredeford Dome Land Owners Association
about the declaration of the site, which is likely
to be declared by the end of 2011.

5. CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT
AND CONTROL
During the time under review, comments
were submitted on Environmental Impact
Assessments (EIA) and Heritage Impact
Assessment (HIA). SAHRA Free State managed
to comment on 112 proposed developments
during the time under review.

2010/09/07 10:16 AM

3. auteng
3.1. INTRODUCTION
The office consists of the following staff
members,: Mr Neo January the Provincial
Manager, Tebogo Molokomme and Esther
Khoza the Admin Assistants.
The SAHRA Gauteng office dedicated all of its
time, resources and energy on all the following
Sections: 35, 36 and 38 functions of the
National Heritage Resources Act No. 25, of
1999.
HIAs / EIAs formed a major component of
the office responsibilities – a shift away
from SAHRA’s national objectives. The office
therefore reviewed reports and issued permits
with the Built Environment and Landscape
Committee (BELCOM), Burial Grounds and
Graves (BGG) and Archaeology Palaeontoloty
and Maritime (APM) Units such as Brynterian
Estates, BRT, Transnet, Gautrain and other sites
were concerned.

The reports were mainly about the
notifications of the proposed developments,
new applications or follow-up reports, mainly
Basic Assessment (BA) / Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) / Heritage Impact Assessment
(HIA) or clarity on the matters. When dealing
with these applications we also had to address
matters on the line, meet with clients, conduct
site visits and organise the permit Committee
so it could address the matters (by issuing
permits or not approving the applications).
Below are the activities that took place.
Generally the office continued working on
the devolution matter. The matter is still
under discussion though the office managed
to transfer section 38, NHRA 25: 1999 to the
Provincial Heritage Resources Authority (PHRA
– Gauteng).
We also concentrated on re-organising
BELCOM meetings to reduce backlog.

1

Figure 1. Hector Peterson
Memorial
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2.2 Built Environment & Landscape
Committee (BELCOM)
BELCOM deals with applications that involve/
affect heritage resources, specifically heritage
buildings. It meets at least once a month.
Administrators present and BELCOM members
adjudicate projects.
Since last year April to date, the Committee
attended to 37 applications. Some of them had
to be discussed in a few meetings before they
could be approved or rejected.

Main reasons for rejection include
among other things:
• Lack of proper / detailed information such
as incomplete HIA’s
• No clear photographs
• Omission of relevant information such
as Public Participation report,
• No consultation with BGG or APM Units
(where necessary)

Figure 2. Tswaing meteorite
crater
Figure 3. Mural on cooling
Tower in Soweto

Circlevest:
Erf 35 – 42 City & Suburban, Johannesburg:
Clarity on the previous “approval” letter.
Provisionally approved but we still need
extra information (written report on how can
Bioscope be memorialised) .
3

JDA:
Cultural Significant Report, Bertrams Priority
Block: Additional information. Approved Eco
Consult: Farm Willows: Additional Information
re. Demolition Process Provisionally approved,
but the remaining two structures should be
retained and be used as centres to narrate
the history of the site. The applicant must still
get comments from the BGG Unit regarding
graves.

Architects:
HIA for proposed Development on 708, 710 and
722 Church Street (additional info). Approved

Rabana Architect:
Construction of basement parking, guardhouse and judges access room on the eastern
side of the High Court. Approved.

Cultmatrix:
HIA for Areas 1 & 2 – 7 of Rea Vaya BRT Phase
2A and 2B between Orlando East and JHB CBD.
Approved.
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Salvokop (Freedom Park) Development
Framework. Renovations of Transnet Park.
Approved.

Zitholele:
HIA: Transnet Multi-product pipelines:
Demolition Permit: (additional info = positions
of the sites). Approved, pending the outcome
of APM Unit.

Archifacts:
HIA: Proposed development of the Old
Cookhouse, portion 336, farm Doornkloof 391,
JR. Approved.

West Rand Heritage:
Phase I: EngIII and Parkade and phase II:
Additions and alterations to the Musaion,
Pretoria University. Approved, but only phases
1 and 2.

2.3 Site Visits
Proposed Jubilee
Filling Station in
Hammanskraal West X7 Portion 64 of portion 2
of the farm Hammanskraal 112 JR. Approved.
The Cradle of Humankind - The office
participated together with the APM Unit at
the Cradle of Humankind Fossil site inspection
programme (FSIP).
University of Pretoria: Phase I: EngIII and
Parkade and phase II: Additions and alterations
to the Musaion. SAHRA and HP Architects
conducted a site visit at the University of
Pretoria (Hatfield) Campus.
SAHRA had decided to conduct a site visit
realising that the applicant had already started
with the process of re-developing the area
(old parking space) into the new parking area
which was anticipated to have at least three
levels. On the day of the visit we understood
that no demolition of heritage buildings had
already taken place, except the demolition
of the old parking area (which was just the
parking surface).
The matter was further discussed by the
BELCOM in two meetings and the project was
approved but only Phase 1 and Phase 2.

2.4 Workshops / Meetings
Raven Town Planners: Demolition
Permit for two projects in
Braamfontein, respectively.
The applicant did not understand why an HIA
should be done, and who SAHRA and PHRA-G
are and when they should send applications
to SAHRA or PHRA-G. We addressed the
confusion and used the current applications as
examples. Section 38 of the NHR Act 25:1999
applies to these two projects.

City of Tshwane:
Ms Francis Baard’s Family Home.
The applicant wanted to declare the house
in Mabopane, Pretoria and convert it into a
museum by 10 August 2009. Ms Molokomme
and Mr January advised that the process is
long and requires proper planning and enough
funds. The office will continue working
together with the municipality on the matter.

Hand-Over Ceremony at Petit
High School
As the Gauteng office was one of the SAHRA’s
provincial offices who participated in the
School Awareness Programme (2008/9), it also
became part of the final stage of the project.
The Gauteng Office was responsible for the
Petit High School, during the process and the
school proudly became the overall winner of
the project. The office joined the school, other
participating organisations and other schools
in celebration of this successful project. All
5 participating schools were handed books
(Liberation Struggle Icons’ biographies) as their
prizes and off course according to their prizes.

PHRA-G & their HOD: Devolution
The CEO, Mr January, Ms Leslie, Mr Phili and Ms
Molokomme attended the meeting at PHRAG’s HOD office. From PHRA-G it was the HOD,
Ms du Preeze, Mr Mokoena and Ms Ramphele.
The aim was for SAHRA / CEO to introduce
the devolution subject to the department.
It was resolved that there should be timely
communication between the CEO and Gauteng
HOD. A task team to deliberate the devolution
process was also formed as a way forward
Mr January (SAHRA), Mr Mokoena (PHRA-G)
and Ms Ramphele (PHRA-G).

Danie Malan Laer Skool: Heritage
Day Presentation
A presentation was made to the whole
school about “Why Celebrate Heritage Day”.
(The whole school: Grade 1 – Grade 7 pupils)
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Figure 1. eMakhosini
Valley Place of the Kings
Figure 2. Statue of
Mahatma Gandhi in KZN
Figure 3. The battle of
isandlwana in KZN

Pietermaritzburg

4. KwaZulu Natal
4.1. INTRODUCTION

KZN successfully relocated its office from
Pietermaritzburg and was able to set up a new
SAHRA office at cottage number 7, number
208 K.E. Masinga (Old Fort) Road, Durban.

4.2. STAKEHOLDER LIAISON
The KZN office has been involved as a
stakeholder in several meetings with the
national Department of Arts and Culture
and the provincial Department of Public
Works in the project of renovation of Dr John
Langalibalele Dube’s house at oHlange. Dr John
Langalibalele Dube was one of the founders
and the first president of the African National
Congress (ANC).
KZN office is also involved as a stakeholder in
various meetings for the Ncome phase two
development. The point of discussion was
around the structure that has to be put up at
Ncome.
KZN office is involved in the revival of Ukusoka
(circumcision) custom revived by His Majesty
the King and conducted by the provincial
Department of Health. The purpose of reviving
this custom is one of the ways and means of
trying to fight the HIV and AIDS pandemic.

KZN office is engaged as a stakeholder in the
feasibility study of Usuthu Gorge and the track
of the Liberation route through Lubombo
mountains – places involving the Mathenjwa,
Mngomezulu and Nyawo areas and research
of the Lubombo Mountains Boarder Cave. This
research is commissioned by the Department
of Economic Development and Tourism. Seeing
that there is a lot of heritage in that area like
the Lebombo Boarder Cave, history of the
struggle and graves of freedom fighters, an
organisation like SAHRA was seen as a suitable
stakeholder to participate in a project of this
nature.
KZN office participated in the Nasou Via
Afrika book exhibition. SAHRA is regarded
as a stakeholder in knowledge production
pertaining to living heritage and some issues
of historical heritage that are being published.
KZN office participated in the book exhibition
organised by the provincial Department of
Arts and Culture on 10-11 December 2009. The
Department of Arts and Culture asked SAHRA
to have a display exhibited in that function.
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5. Limpopo

Pietersburg

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The SAHRA Limpopo office committed itself to
the following key deliverables covered in the
annual program for the 2009/2010 financial year:
The grading and declaration of Lake Fundudzi
as a Grade 1 site.
Providing information and making the
community aware of the rich heritage of South
Africa and building networks with other state
bodies.

5.2. HERITAGE MANAGEMENT
5.2.1. Inspection tours/surveys/
identification of heritage resources
The office is responsible for inspecting the
management of the Mapungubwe world
heritage site, and the Makapansvalley world
heritage site.

Site Inspection on Makapansvalley Cultural
Landscape occurred on the 25th of January
2010. The planks of the boardwalks on both
Cave of Hearths and Historic Caves have been
broken and need intervention as it poses
threats to the safety of those who use them.
Some hand rails at Historic Cave are broken.
Graffiti on some of the cave walls and littering
is a serious concern. There is no proper control
over access to the sites. Charcoal operation
reported previously has been stopped. A
new entry gate has been erected and the
peppercorn farm house has been renovated.
SAHRA Limpopo, APM Unit and the executive
officer of HRM went to Mapungubwe on the
18 and 19 February 2010, for site inspection as
well as inspections on the Vele Colliery proposed
coal mining area. The general outcomes of the
Site inspection was: some stones lining the
path ways need to be placed back. Graves at
Shroda, the Hill, K2 and Hamilton need to be

1

2

Figure 1, 2. Broken boardwalks and
hand rails, Graffiti on the cave walls
and littering at the Makapansvalley
World Heritage Site
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3

Figure 3, 4, 5. Archaeological
site at Vele Coal mining area,
Foundations of a grain bin within
the proposed Vele Coal Mining
area and evidence of hut floor
within the proposed Vele Coal
mining area

4

5

fenced and marked with plagues. Some of the
sand bags used for stabilising the sites need to
be replaced. The roof at the excavated test pit
below the hill needs to be replaced by a new
version that will be able to cover completely
without leaving space, since there have been
incidents of small animals felling inside. Some
erosion gullies that are developing need to be
stabilised. The stone road at the northern side
of the interpretive centre has collapsed.
The outcomes of the site inspection on Vele
Coal mining area are: A mining license has
been issued by DMR. Phase 2 must be done
in order to map and excavate the sites to
rescue the material should mining operation
continue.

Declaration Process of Lake
Fundudzi

6

Consultative meeting between SAHRA and
relevant government departments was held
on the 29 October 2009. The outcome of the
meeting was that some stakeholders were not
contacted, and therefore everybody must be
involved. Letters to seven villages located in
the close proximity of Lake Fundudzi has been
sent to arrange meetings as part of the public
consultation process.
Out of Seven villages, this office had a public
participation process with four villages,
Namely Tshiheni and Tshifume and Tshiavha.
They responded very well. SAHRA will finalise
the public participation process with the
remaining villages in order to complete the
consultative process.
SAHRA Limpopo Office visited Tshitangani
Village as the fourth village for the public
participation process. The outcomes of the
meeting was not positive since the chief’s
uncle indicated that he was ordered to stop all

7
Figure 7. Entrance to Lake
Fundudzi
Figure 6, 8 & 9. Lake
Fundudzi public participation
process
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8

the projects around lake Fundudzi by the king.
However he allowed SAHRA to present the
declaration process to the community and said
that he will address the king about it and see
if he will agree to have a formal consultative
meeting or not.

9

As part of Lake Fundudzi Consultative Process,
on 8 February 2010, a consultative meeting
with King Tshivhase and the Tribal Council
occurred. As one of the land owners, SAHRA
presented the declaration process to them.
King Tshivhase will have a general meeting to
inform the other six kings about declaration of
Lake Fundudzi.

5.5.2.Committees
The office serves on the Mapungubwe Park
Forum, as well as the Mapungubwe Heritage
Committee, attending such meetings as part
of conservation and management strategies.

10

11

Co-operation with other entities/
structures
On the 22 December, LIHRA invited SAHRA
to an HIA meeting about brainstorming the
challenges they face with regards to managing
the HIA reports and setting minimum
standards that will guide specialists when
writing reports.
Manokwe Cave Project (Modjadji) Listing of
Heritage Resources Workshop in Tzaneen. The
aim of this project is to try and get Manokwe
Cave listed on the heritage register. And
the aim of the workshop was to make the
community aware of the potential to get the
site listed as well as declared either National or
Provincial Heritage Site. This office presented
on why it is important to list heritage resources
and sites as well as the procedures of getting
the heritage resources and sites listed on the
heritage register in terms of section 30 of
the National Heritage Resources Act No. 25
of 1999.

12
Figure 10 & 11. Plaques
at Fort Hendrina and
Voortrekker monuments
removed
Figure 12. Shangaan
women dancing at
the LIHRA Heritage
Awareness Campaign
Figure13. Manokwe
Cave Project Workshop

13
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3
Figure 1. Traditional
wear of some of the
Ndebele people
Figure 2. Jouberts Bridge
in Mpumalanga
Figure 3. Royal Hotel
in Pilgrims Rest,
Mpumalanga

Nelspruit

6. Mpumalanga

The office consists of Mrs N. Machete,
Provincial Manager; Mr. Tshivhalvhala, Cultural
Officer and Ms E. Ndhlalana.

6.1. Development and
Maintenance of Stakeholder
Relationships
On 29 April 2009 the Mpumalanga Provincial
Manager attended a strategic planning
meeting in Pilgrims Rest with the Department
of Sports Culture and Recreation helping them
to set norms and standards for Heritage and
Museum unit.
On the 1 September 2009 the cultural heritage
officer attended an oral history project
meeting. The purpose of the meeting was
to elect the oral history committee which
will spearhead the process of documenting
Mpumalanga diverse oral history.

6.2 DEVOLUTION
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On the 23 June 2009 the CEO, EO and
Provincial Manager invited the HOD for
Department of Sports, Culture, and Recreation,
the Chairperson of PHRA, the Head of Heritage
unit to discuss the issue of devolution of
SAHRA to PHRA. Sections 34, 35, 36, 36, 37, 38
of the NHRA of 1999 were given back to PHRA
to administer them.

SAHRA CEO indicated that the devolution of
functions, assets, liabilities, and responsibilities
is necessary as SAHRA cannot continue with
the PHRA functions as SAHRA’s budget does
not allow it. The SAHRA (Provincial Manager)
was tasked with formulating a devolution
framework and to drive the process.
On the 3 of September 2009 the cultural
heritage officer attended the Waterval Boven
Steering Committee meeting. The objective of
the meeting was to prepare the logistic of the
commemorative events of the migrant workers
who lost their lives in the rail accident on the
18 November 1949.
On 26 August 2009 a devolution meeting was
held to discuss challenges experienced by the
provincial offices concerning devolution. Many
issues were ironed out. The previous devolution
framework can be used as a guide to draw
a new devolution action plan by SAHRA and
the department. A project manager will be
employed to deal with the devolution process.

6.3 Development
On the 21 July 2009 the provincial manager
presented in Cape Town head office, the tools
and techniques of project management. The
presentation was given to the officials who
are given funding by Lotto in their provinces.
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The main purpose of the presentation was to
formulate a template that SAHRA must use for
its projects.

6.4 MAKHONJWA MOUNTAINS
LANDS WORLD HERITAGE SITE
On 9 June 2009 the Provincial Manager had
a meeting in Barberton for the Barberton
Makhonjwa Mountain Land with the task team
members and consultants. The consultant
presented the status of the project what they
have achieved to date and what needs to be
done.
On 27-31 July 2009 the provincial manager
had a study tour with task team members at
the Barberton Makhonjwa Mountains Lands
World Heritage Site. The team visited Vredefort
Dome World Heritage Site, Cradle of Human
kind World Heritage Site.
On 13 October 2009 the Provincial Manager
attended the Makhonjwa Mountain Land
steering committee meeting in Badplaas. The
meeting was concentrating on the document
which will be presented to SAWHCC on the
12 November 2009 and discussed the trip
to the Smangaliso/St Lucia World Heritage
Site in KwaZulu Natal on the 9-12 November
2009. This is part of the process of gathering
information of how to manage and monitor a
world heritage site. The visit was carried out on
09-13 November 2009. A review of this study
tour was done on 3 December 2009.

6.4. PUBLIC AWARENESS
Waterval Boven train tragedy (Commemoration
of 1949 train tragedy) on the 14 November
2009 the Mpumalanga staff attended the
commemoration event held at Waterval
Boven. The project aimed at strengthening
the relationship between South Africa and
Mozambique by honoring mine workers who
contributed to the economy of South Africa,
and who lost their lives in the biggest rail
accident in 1949.
This project was driven by SAHRA, MPHRA, the
Provincial department of Culture sports and
recreation in partnership with Emakhazeni
local municipality, Mohlakeng Adult choir,
Emakhazeni Tourism Association and the
Mozambican community in South Africa. This
event was held at a local level and graced by
the presence of Emakhazeni Mayor Mrs Linky
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Mohlala and the representatives of the Mozambican counterpart
Mr Verissimo. The logistics around the event was championed
by Mpumalanga Provincial Heritage Authority. This included
catering on the day of the events and transporting the Tembisa
Mozambican community from Gauteng to Waterval Boven.

6.5. COMMENTS ON HERITAGE IMPACT
ASSESEMENT STUDIES/ CIA/ EIA.
1. Eskom Rethabiseng construction project of  two 2x20mva
32kv/11`kv sub-stations.
2. Basic assessment report Inyaka Dam
3. Scoping report for Brummersheim project, Middleburg.
4. Proposed prospecting operation on the farms Sterkfontein
419it and Woivenkop 427it.
5. Proposed construction of a storage 418ju Mpumalanga.
6. Proposed construction of a new 132 sub-transmission
power line from existing Malelane Substation
approximately 29km in length.
7. Heritage scoping report for the proposed development
known as Wagenbietjie country estate on the remainder of
portion 2 and 5 of Wachtcen beet Jeshoek 327jt
8. Basic environmental impact assessment for upgrading
of the Kabokweni Stadium in Mbombela.
9. Environmental Management Programme of an
application for exploration rights for natural gas
in Ermelo.
10. Environmental Management Programme in respect of
an application for exploration rights for natural gas
near Caroline.
11. Cultural Heritage Resources Impact assessment of
portion 10 of the farm Jonkersdam 391 IS Standerton.
12. Environmental Impact Assessment for the proposal
of a new kv-transmision power line from the existing
Malelane Sub-station from the existing Boulders
substation, approximately 29km in length.
13. Proposed prospecting rights application for the
Tweefontein prospecting operation on portion 3, 5, 2 and 67.
14. Environmental impact report and environmental
management programme for the proposed Dorstfontein
coal mine expansion project.
15. Construction of the Inyaka Dam pipeline with upgrade
of the Inyaka Dam pump station and extension of the
Inyaka water treatment work.

4
Figure 4. Robber’s Grave in
Pilgrims rest, Mpumalanga
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1

Figure 1. Pella hut in Northern
Cape village

7. Northern Cape
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The following heritage resources programs
were undertaken.

7.2. IDENTIFICATION AND
FORMAL PROTECTION OF
NATIONAL HERITAGE SITES
SAHRA participated in the identification
processes of the following sites by providing
guidance into processes required to Grade
sites.
Driekopseiland:
Potential National Heritage Site
Dithakong:
Potential National Heritage Site
Sites submitted to the Grading and Declaration
Review committee for grading and declaration
were Wonderwerk Cave – Declaration; Sol
Plaatjie House - Grading; Big Hole - Provisional
Protection and Kuruman Printing Press.

7.3. OUTREACH, EDUCATION AND
PROMOTION
Schools Heritage Project
Some schools in the area of Galeshewe have
requested SAHRA to assist them in carrying
out a heritage project in which Grade 11 and
12 learners have to identify a possible National
Heritage Site in the area of Kimberley, in order
to conduct research as part of their portfolio
before the end of the second term for the
academic year 2009. Meetings were held with
the individual schools and the third week of
May 2009 was set aside for such a programme.

7.4. Heritage Management
Taxi to Galeshewe
A heritage tour organised by Garona trading
and funded by the Sol Plaatje Municipality
to mark the launch of Taxi to Galeshewe
commenced in the Kimberley CBD from
Transvaal Road Police Station – known for
incidents of torturing during the apartheid
period- and passed through various heritage
sites and historical buildings in Galeshewe.
SAHRA office played a key role in providing the
necessary information about the heritage sites
and historical buildings in the area.
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8. Western Cape
8.1. INTRODUCTION
Heritage Resources Management in the
Western Cape gained new partners and
volunteers with well respected academics and
specialists agreeing to serve on the SAHRA
WC Built Environment and Cultural Landscape
Permit Committee (BELCom). The staff
consisting of Mrs B. Crouts-Knipe; Provincial
Manager, Mrs Sonia Warnich; Cultural Officer;
Gregory Ontong; Cultural Office and Ms
Mandisa Tantsi Admin Assistant wish to extend
our gratitude to the professionals in question
and to those communities which continue to
contribute to the safeguarding of the South
African cultural treasures.
In line with the annual programme the focus
for 2009-2010 financial year has been to
deliver on the main strategic objectives of
SAHRA, namely; Conservation and Heritage
Resources Management, Re-profiling and
transformation of SAHRA and Community
Outreach and Education. More importantly, the

office focused on concluding the declaration
of pending nominated heritage sites.

8.2. CONSERVATION HERITAGE
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
The progress of the Western Cape Office, on the
management of national heritage resources
in the Western Cape, during financial year of
2009- 2010, have been measured against the
following national programmes:
(a) Waenhuiskrantz Cultural Landscape (WCL),
Kassiesbaai , (b) Cape Winelands Cultural
Landscape Serial Sites - Daljosaf Cultural
Landscape, Idas Valley, Dwarsriver Valley:
Boschendal Founders Estate,Dwarsriver Valley:
Groot Drakenstein, Constantia- Tokai Valley’
Eerste River Cultural Landscape
(c) Victor Verster; (d) District Six; (e) Bo-Kaap;
(f) Table Mountain National Park; (g) Langa; (h)
Robben Island; (i)  Observatory: SAAO; (f) West
Coast Fossil Park

1

2

Figure 1. Culture of community:
Bo-Kaap and district six
Figure 2. Muslim grave site in
upper Bo-Kaap
Figure 3. Bo-Kaap corner café and
museum across the street
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8.3. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
AND SERVICES DELIVERY
General queries and concerns of community
members, the general public, government
bodies, NGOs, researchers and education
institutions, amongst other organisations are
dealt with on a daily basis. The office responds
to general enquiries and referrals which
range from confirmation of heritage status,
advice on how to go about declaring a site,
information gathering, advising on the internal
permitting process, information required for
an application submitted to BELCom, and
members of the public informing the office of
insensitive activities etc. Researchers regularly
appropriate the archive and library of the WC
office.
5

Figure 4. Langa Memorial
Figure 5. West coast fossil park
Figure 6. District six Mural

6

8.5. OUTREACH AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS
8.5.1 Conferences and Workshops
8.5.1.1 SAMA Regional Conference 2009
and Annual General Meeting:
Attended by the Western Cape office from 1617 April 2009 with the theme “Life from the
soil: remembering our agricultural heritage in
the Western Cape”.
8.5.1.2 Heritage Resources Database:
The Western Cape was present at this workshop
held 6-7 May 2009 which was convened by the
SAHRA National Inventory Unit.
8.5.1.6. Scientific, Academic, Volunteer and
Educational (SAVE) Tourism workshop:
The Western Cape office attended the workshop
on 15 October 2009. The aim was two-folded,
firstly, to explain how SAVE tourism can assist
with building economic opportunities and
conservation of heritage resources. Secondly,
the workshop aimed at the “Southern African
Slave Wrecks and Heritage Route” initiative.
8.5.1.7. Heritage Western Cape Symposium:
The Western Cape office, Gregory Ontong, was
present at this symposium that was held on
Heritage and Conservation in the Western
Cape and presented by Heritage Western Cape
in Stellenbosch, 4 February 2010.
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8.5.1.8. Maritime Underwater Cultural
Heritage Regional workshop: The Western
Cape office was present from 16-19 February
2010 on Robben Island. The aim of this
workshop was to present the National South
African Strategy and to have a dialogue with
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national and regional partners and to engage
in conversation regarding regional activities
and plans post April 2009.

8.6. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
8.6.1. ICOMOS-South Africa:
As a member of the ICOMOS- SA Executive
Committee the PM attended the ICOMOS
International Advisory Committee meeting to
be held in Malta from 5 October -10 October
2009. Changing World, Changing Views of
Heritage: The impact of global change on
cultural heritage – Technological Change.
The sub-themes included papers on energy
technology and historic technology. The
interface included exploration of historic
fortifications and citadels which included site
visits and interviews with relevant Maltese
officials.

8.7.2. University of Cape Town
The Western Cape Office communicated with
the architecture and urban design section to
contribute to the research component and
entered into discussions for Sonja WarnichStemmet to conduct guest lectures during the
course of next year.

8.7.3.Parow High School
The Western Cape Office collaborated with
the history teacher to provide assistance in
the establishment of a Heritage Society. It
is envisioned that guest lectures will also be
presented in the near future to the members
of the society.

8.6.2. Africa 2009:
The Cultural Heritage Officer, Sonja WarnichStemmet, submitted a draft paper to be
published as part of the activities of the 6th
Technical Course of the Africa 2009 Programme.
The course was on Impact Assessments as a
tool for heritage management and was held
in Kareima, Sudan, October -November 2008.

8.7. EDUCATION
8.7.1 Cape Peninsula University
of Technology
A very small contribution towards the
promotion of tertiary education in heritage
related disciplines are made by the Western
Cape Office. We present and sponsor the Cape
Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT),
Architectural Award for the Best Student in
History, as well as the CPUT Award for the
Department of Town & Regional Planning,
for the Best Student in Environmental
Management Studies 4.
The Cultural Heritage Officer, Sonja WarnichStemmet, maintained close relationships
and information sharing with the Town and
Regional Planning Department and continued
with guest lectures. These guest lectures are
both to sensitise the professionals of tomorrow
on heritage matters and to assist the lecturers
with information for assimilation into projects.

9. SPECIAL PROJECTS
9.1 DEAT Working for the Coast
Project Advisory Committee Rooiels –
Quion Point area.
This Coastcare “Working for the Coast” (WFTC)
project that was funded by the Department of
Environmental Affairs and Tourism, continued
from last year. Kassiesbaai falls within the
Rooiels to Quoin Point identified area and
SAHRA WC is a member of the Project Advisory
Committee (PAC) for this section of the project.
Apart from attending the PAC meetings,
SAHRA WC has also been liaising closely
with Penviro regarding all proposed activities
within the Waenhuiskrantz Cultural landscape
to ensure that proposed interventions are
sensitive to the fishing village. In this regard,
an application for the upgrade of recreational
facilities has been submitted to SAHRA WC
and a second for road surfacing was submitted
to this office for review.
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9.2 Exploratory exercise on the
Khoi San taken to the
Northern Cape

10. HERITAGE ACTIVITIES
10.1 ICOMOS International Day
of Monuments and Sites: SAAO

An investigation and Monitoring exercise was
conducted, by the Provincial Manager and a
Cultural Heritage Officer, of the Richtersveld
Cultural and Botanical landscape World
Heritage Site and surrounding villages,
including Eksteensfontein, Port Nolloth,
Kuboes and Steinkopf. Various meetings were
conducted with officials, community members
and local leaders.

This year the International Day of Monuments
and Sites themed, Heritage and Science were
celebrated on 17 April 2009 with a joint
workshop between SAHRA and the South
African Astronomical Association (SAAO).
Several partners in heritage conservation were
invited to a workshop where SAAO showcased
and introduced participants to the phenomenal
scientific cultural treasures.

9.3 McGregor

10.2 Heritage Day Activities
attended:

On request of HWC, the SAHRA WC reviewed
and advised on the case under appeal. SAHRA
WC took over responsibility for the ongoing
Vernacular Architecture Survey Project. A site
visit ensued on 2 November 2009 with PM
and EO to define parameters of future working
relationships. Ongoing financial oversight
management, of the above project; will be
conducted by the Western Cape office.

Heritage Day activities covered a broad
spectrum of events which were attended by
the full staff component.

District 6 Mural to Mural Walkabout:
A walkabout arranged by the District Six
museum that started at the ‘No matter where
we are, we are here’ mural in the museum to
the Holy Cross Catholic Church mural, visiting
various memorable sites in District 6.

9.4 Khoi and San Awareness
Action Group (KSAAG)
SAHRA WC engaged in ongoing interaction
with KSAAG in establishing and recognising
Khoi-San sites of national significance. Oude
Molen site and Valkenberg were identified as
significant in their heritage constructs.

PeaceJam Calender Launch:
The Western Cape office was present at the
launch of PeaceJam Slavery– then and now
calendar that was held after the ceremonial
release of kites that children made at the
Moravian church in District Six.

9.5 Parliament Emergency Signage
SAHRA WC advised on the appropriate use
of new emergency signage for the Marks
building in compliance with Health and Safety
requirements.

East Fort Firing of the Guns:
The PM attended this event and was awarded a
honourary gunners certificate.

9.6. Langa
The Western Cape Office together with the
SAHRA Burial and Graves Unit have actively
engaged in a planning and investigative
exercise in designing a proposal for a Langa
Project, which will be implemented during
2010-2011 financial year.
8

Figure 8. Clock Tower at the
V&A Waterfront
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10.3 District Six Heritage Day
Celebrations:

10.8 Kassiesbaai community
meetings

Pontac Aspeling Streets Cultural event
This initiative was community driven and even
though there was limited time available, the
planning went smoothly and this is mainly due
to the eager and willingness of the community
members. They took ownership of this event
and were very proud to host it in their back
yard. The success of the celebrations can
only be contributed to the passion and
commitment shown by the community
members, for organising and attending this
special celebration of their unique heritage.

Two Broad-based public meetings were
held in January and February in Kassiesbaai,
Waenhuiskrantz Cultural Landscape on
the state of conservation of Kassiesbaai.
Disturbingly, this exercise revealed a new trend
of contravening the established guidelines
for Kassiesbaai. By community agreement
it was decided to for SAHRA to take action
against contraveners once a survey have been
conducted.

10.4 Opening of exhibition:
Sendinggestig
The Western Cape office was present at
the opening of the slavery exhibition at the
Sendinggestig museum.

10.5 Sarah Baartmann
Competition
The PM served as a panelist in adjudicating
the architectural designs and submissions. A
winning design was chosen and is still to be
made public by DAC

10.6 2010 Franschhoek
OESFEES “ Harvest Festival”
at Solms Delta
This is an annual harvest festival in celebration
of the harvest and those that made it possible.
The Festival showcases the heritage practices,
cuisine, music and dance of the locals in the
wine region. This year the event was attended
by SAHRA staff including the CEO, the PM and
cultural heritage officer of the WC and the
Manager of Underwater Cultural Heritage.

10.7 Public Participation
Meetings: The Intended Meerlust
Bosbou Low- Income Housing
Project, Simondium
The Western Cape office facilitated two public
meetings that were held at Simondium Country
Lodge, Simondium to introduce and encourage
local participation in the Meerlust Bosbou
Rural Housing development application. The
beneficiary community described their needs
and provided more accurate status quo
information. The exercised proved fruitful
and has been instrumental in deciding on an
application that has been routed between
authorities for more than 15 years.
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10.9 Stikland Memorial in
conjunction with Robben Island
Museum
SAHRA WC staff had involvement in the
memorial pilgrimage held for the five Robben
Island prisoners whose remains were located in
Stickland cemetery. The grave sites were visited
by the families of the deceased to spiritually
reconnect with their long lost loved ones.

10.10 Kassiesbaai Contravention
Survey
A survey was conducted of the Kassiesbaai
Fishing Village to ascertain all the
contraventions and building activities that do
not conform to the guidelines. The Western
Cape offices lead the survey with the kind
assistance of seven Cape Peninsula University
of Technology Architectural technology
students.

11. INVOLVEMENT WITH
PROFESSIONAL BODIES AND
HERITAGE MEMBERSHIPS
Involvement and Memberships
of Note
11.1. Castle Control Board (CCB)Quarterly Meetings:
The PM represents SAHRA on the Castle
Control Board and attend to individual duties
as determined by the CCB.

11.2. Cape Town Heritage TrustMonthly Executive Meetings & Quarterly
Board Meetings
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11.3. Cape Town Heritage Trust:
The PM serves as an Executive Board Member
on the Cape Town Heritage Trust.

Trust; Table Mountain National Parks; City
of Cape Town Heritage Unit; Robben Island
Museum; Department of Correctional Services;

11.4. ICOMOS South AfricaRegular Meetings:

12. DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES

Two of the WC staff members are members of
ICOMOS South Africa a national committee of
ICOMOS International. The PM serves as the
Secretary General of the ICOMOS South Africa’s
executive committee and the Bureau member
of the International Scientific Committee on
Shared Built Heritage (ISC-SBH). As indicated
elsewhere, the PM together with some other
executives attended SA executive members
attended the Advisory Committee Meeting
held in Malta in October 2009.

11.5. South African Museum
Association (SAMA)- Quarterly
Meetings:
The Cultural Heritage Officer, Sonja WarnichStemmet serves on the SAMA Western Cape
Regional Committee and has been actively
involved with the planning of the annual
SAMA Regional Conference 2010.

Other bodies on which the
Western Cape office serves
includes:
Cape Institute of Architects Heritage Advisory
Committee, HWC Built Environment and
Cultural Landscape Permit Committee
(BELCom), SAHRA (BELCom), St Peters Garden
of Remembrance Trust,

SAHRA WC held an internal workshop to
develop a framework for the future Built
Environment Division. A draft SAHRA Built
Environment Division Management Framework
was produced and introduced to the CEO and
relevant EO’s. This document explored the
potential functions of the division and its
performance parameters, as well as resources
(both human and financial) that are required in
the performance of the function.

CONCLUSION
This year this office not only managed to bring
two sites to declaration, therewith, adding two
new National Heritage Sites to our provincial
cultural portfolio; but also managed to
consolidate better co-operative management
arrangements with significant partners such
as National Department of Public Works and
Department of Correctional Services. In this
spirit of achievement we have the pleasure
of informing you that SAHRA WC office will
henceforth be known as the Built Environment
and Cultural Landscape Division- tasked with
the responsibility of serving the South African
public in the conservation and protection of
significant cultural landscapes and their built
heritage. We look forward to extending our
services beyond the borders of the Western
Cape to the broader South African community.

Other bodies with whom the office interacts
on a regular basis: Department of Arts
and Culture; Heritage Western Cape; The
Department of Environmental Affairs and
Development Planning; District Six Museum;
National Heritage Trust; Iziko Museums
of Cape Town; Archaeology Department,
University of Cape Town; National Department
of Public Works, Cape Town and Pretoria;
Cape Town Tourism Office; Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (Architecture
and Planning Departments); Kassiesbaai
Vissersunie; Waenhuiskranz Conservation
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Legal Unit

SAHRA derives its legislative mandate from
the National Heritage Resources Act, 1999
(Act 25 of 1999) which is to ensure effective
management, protection and conservation of
heritage resources in South Africa. SAHRA is
furthermore established in terms of section 11
of the NHRA as a body corporate capable of
suing and been sued in its own name which
are governed by Council established in terms
of section 14 of the NHRA.
The NHRA is a law by general application and
the provisions of the NHRA bind all spheres of
government. In addition to the aforesaid, all
branches of government and supported bodies
must provide to SAHRA such assistance in the
performance and execution of its functions as
is reasonably practicable.

PROVISION OF LEGAL
ADVISORY SERVICES
The core function of the legal unit is the
provision of legally sound and accurate legal
advice to the SAHRA Council and its structures
within the institution. Additional functions of
the legal unit include the drafting of complex
legal instruments, providing input into policy
documents as well as propose legislative
amendments with the aim of enhancing and
optimising service delivery, which enable
SAHRA to execution of its mandate from an
operational point of view.

ASSESSMENT OF PHRA’S
It is common cause that SAHRA is currently
performing specific functions of PHRA’s
in the respective provinces which placed
enormous strain on the operational and
financial resources of the organisation with
the result that some of the national functions
of the organisation were neglected. This has
necessitated SAHRA to embark on a process
outlined in section 8 whereby SAHRA has
to develop an assessment criteria against
which PHRA’s and Local Authorities will be
assessed in order to determine its capacity and
competence to perform its functions in terms
of the NHRA.
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DEVOLUTION
Section 58 (10) of the NHRA reads: “Upon
the establishment of a provincial heritage
resources authority, arrangements must be
made for the transfer of such assets, rights,
liabilities and obligations of SAHRA in that
province to the provincial heritage resources
authority as the Minister and the MEC deem
fit.” In order to comply with the provisions
of the NHRA, SAHRA appointed a devolution
manager to spearhead this process under
the auspices of the legal unit. The legal unit
submitted regular progress reports with
recommendations to DAC regarding the
compliance of SAHRA with section 58 (10) of
the NHRA. This process is ongoing.

REVIEW OF ALL
AGREEMENTS
The legal unit as early as March 2010,
conducted a review of all MOU’s, SLA’s and
MOA’s in order to streamline these documents
to meet the requirements of the PFMA and
other legislative requirements.

HERITAGE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY
OF PRETORIA /SANParks/
SAHRA
As reported in the 2008/2009 financial year,
an MOU was concluded in 2008 between
the University of Pretoria and SAHRA which
relates to the return of the Mapungubwe
artifacts to Mapungubwe. In addition to
the MOU entering between the University of
Pretoria and SAHRA, the legal unit drafted a
heritage agreement between the University
of Pretoria, South African National Parks and
SAHRA, which outlines the objectives, roles and
obligations with regard to the Mapungubwe
collection on display in Pretoria and under the
custodianship of the University of Pretoria.

DRAFT REGULATIONS
In terms of section 41 (1) of the NHRA, “When
a community or body with a bona fide interest
makes a claim for the restitution of a movable
heritage resource, which is part of the national
estate and is held by or curated in a publicly
funded institution, the institution concerned

2010/09/07 10:17 AM

must enter into a process of negotiation with the
claimants regarding the future of the resource.”
The Minister is empowered in terms of section
41 (2) to make regulations regarding the
establishment of a bona fide interest in terms
of subsection (1) and determine the conditions
which such claims may be made.”
In order for SAHRA to comply with the above
provisions of the NHRA, the legal unit engaged
in a process which entailed the drafting of
regulations which dealt with the restitution of
heritage objects in terms of section 41 of the
NHRA.
SAHRA, in terms of section 25 (1)(b) of
the NHRA, is required to maintain a list of
conservation bodies which have, in accordance
with regulations registered its interest in a
geographical area; or a category of heritage
resources. As regulations were not in place,
the legal unit incorporated a provision in
the regulations which inter alia deal with
the registration of conservation bodies with
SAHRA in order to ensure legal compliance
with the NHRA.

contravene the provisions of the NHRA. The
aim of the document is to provide SAHRA with
clear guidelines in order to respond effectively
to these contraventions, and at the same time
giving effect to its legislative mandate as
contemplated in the provisions of the Act.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is common cause that
there exist a competing interest between
developments and the protection of South
Africa’s heritage resources. It is understood
by all members of staff that SAHRA, in the
execution of its legislate mandate, may at times
encroach on the property rights of owners,
hence the need for all staff to execute their
respective mandates without fear and favour,
at all times to observe the rights of individuals
enshrined in the Constitution, the Rules of
Natural Justice, Access to Information, The
Promotion of Administrative Justice, the NHRA
and other applicable legal prescripts.

Adv. Michael Petersen
LEGAL ADVISOR

It is however important to note that the
regulations referred to herein were circulated
internally to request input and comment
whereafter it will be submitted to DAC for
further recommendation, comment, input,
certification.

PROCEDURE FOR
INSTITUTION OF CRIMINAL
PROSECUTIONS
It is common cause that SAHRA are faced
with situations where institutions, bodies or
persons intentionally ignore permit conditions
imposed by permit committees and at times
intentionally damage heritage resources
for which SAHRA is responsible to manage,
protect and conserve.
As a result of the above, the legal unit
produced a document which provides a
procedure for the institution of criminal
charges against institutions, bodies or persons
who willfully, unlawfully and intentionally
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SOUTH AFRICAN
HERITAGE RESOURCES
AGENCY
The South African Heritage Resource Agency (SAHRA) is a statutory body established under
		
the National Heritage Resources Act No 25, of 1999.				
		
SAHRA is a National Public Entity in terms of Schedule 3A of the Public Finance
Management Act No 1, of 1999 (PFMA). National Public Entities are regulated by
Chapter 5, section 36 of the PFMA.
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Statement of Responsibility

1. COMPLIANCE WITH APPROPRIATE LEGISLATION
The Chief Executive Officer of South African Heritage Resources Agency is responsible for all
information and representations contained in the statement of financial position as at 31 March
2010, and the related statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net and cash
flow statement for the year ended 31 March 2010.
These financial statements have been prepared in conformity with the South African Statements of
Generally Recognised Accounting Practices (GRAP), including any interpretations of such statements
issued by the Accounting Practices Board, with the prescribed Standards of Generally Recognised
Accounting Practices (GRAP) issued by the Accounting Standards Board replacing the equivalent
GAAP statements.

2. BASIS USED TO PREPARE THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
In this regard, senior management maintains a system of accounting and reporting which provides
for the necessary internal controls to ensure that transactions are properly authorised and recorded,
assets are safeguarded against unauthorised use or disposition and liabilities are recognised. The
management likewise discloses to the CEO and Audit Committee and its external auditors:
i) significant deficiencies in the design or operation of internal controls that could adversely
affect  its ability to record, process, and report financial data;
ii) material weaknesses in the internal controls; and
iii) any fraud that involves management or other employees who exercise significant roles
in internal controls.

3. MEASUREMENT OF SAHRA’s FINANCIAL POSITION AS A GOING
CONCERN (BUSINESS)
SAHRA receives funding from the Department of Arts and Culture on an annual basis to cover the
entity’s operations expenses, and has on going projects funded by Lotto Board and DAC:

Forecast funding for 2010/2011
DAC Funding 2010/11
Rent received
Interest received
Permit fees

Total forecast funds for 2010/11

R, 000
36 204
700
500
12

37 416

--------------------------------------------

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Date: 31 May 2010
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE 2009/10 FINANCIAL YEAR END
I hereby acknowledge that the annual financial statements of the South African Heritage Resources
Agency, have been submitted to the Auditor-General for auditing in terms of section 55 (1) ( c) of
the PFMA
I acknowledge my responsibility for the accuracy of the accounting records and the fair presentation
of the financial statements and confirm, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the following:
• The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Generally Recognised
Accounting Standards as prescribed by the Accounting Standards Board and the
PFMA and relevant guidelines
• The financial statements are complete and accurate
• All amounts appearing on the financial statements have been cast and cross-cast and
been accurately cross referenced
• The financial statements are free of material misstatements, including omissions.

Yours faithfully

________________________________

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
31 May 2010
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Report of the Audit Committee
The Audit Committee, ‘the Committee’, presents a report on its activities
during the financial year ended 31 March 2010.
Committee Members and Attendance
There were three formal meetings during the year under review and the members attended are listed
hereunder:

NAME

NUMBER OF MEETINGS ATTENDED

Ms PMK Mvulane

2

Mr G Cronje

2

Dr J Deacon

3

Dr O Ntsoane

1

Ms L Robinson

3

Audit Committee Responsibility
The Committee has complied with all its responsibilities arising from Section 77 of Public Finance
Management Amendment Act 1 of 1999 and Treasury Regulations. It also reports that it has
adopted appropriate formal terms of reference as its Audit and Governance Committee Charter
has regulated its affairs in compliance with this charter and has discharged all its responsibilities as
contained therein. The charter is reviewed annually and adopted by the Committee on approval by
the Accounting Author.

Effectiveness of Internal Control
The Committee assessed the effectiveness of internal controls and it had to review risk assessment
processes, which it performed as follows:
• Consider the effectiveness of the Agency risk assessment processes
• Seek assurances that action is being taken on risk-related issues identified by internal auditors.
The Committee considered the updated risk register and considered the inherent and control risks
and their categorisation. The Committee then approved the internal audit plan which was based on
the three years approved plan. The Committee subsequently reviewed all the internal audit reports
that identified weaknesses within the company. The Auditor General report revealed that even
though these were drastic improvements in the internal controls, there are still internal control
deficiencies on human resources, finance functions and strategic planning, reporting and monitoring
processes and recommended potential solutions to the Council and management. Management has
implemented processes in place which will be monitored by the Committee on a quarterly basis to
ensure that the recommendations are implemented.
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On review of the reports and discussions with all auditors, the Committee concur with the AuditorGeneral that internal controls were not effective and reliable and the committee has committed to
assist management and Accounting Authority to deal with the findings.

Evaluation of Financial Statements
The Committee has:
• Reviewed and discussed the audited annual financial statements with the Auditor-General
and management;
• Reviewed the accounting policies adopted by the Council to ensure that they are consistent with
Generally Recognised Acceptable Principles and also applied consistently as compared to
prior years; and
• Reviewed the Auditor-General’s management report and management response; and noted items
that require attention for the following year.
The Committee concurs and accepts the conclusion of the Auditor-General on the annual financial
statements and hence the Committee is of the opinion that the audited annual financial statements
be accepted and read together with the report of the Auditor-General.

The Committee priorities for 2010/11
The Committee has developed action plans that will assist the committee to focus on oversight of
governance process in the accomplishment of the key objectives and organisational development of
strategic planning, reporting and monitoring processes. It will also continue to facilitate coordination
between internal and external auditors to share information and coordinate activities to ensure
proper coverage, and minimise duplication of efforts and reduction of audit fees.

The Committee would like to congratulate the Council and management for their commitments to
ensure that this year; the Agency obtains an unqualified audit report from the Auditor-General and
would like to express gratitude for their continuous support on issues and fruitful discussions with
the Committee.

PMK MVULANE CA (SA)
Chairperson: Audit Committee
29 July 2010
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Accounting Officer’s Report
1. Purpose of the report
To provide an overall statement of the accounts of the South African Heritage Resources Agency
(SAHRA)

2. General review of the state of affairs
Section 38 (1) and 51 (1) (a) of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act no.1 of 1999) both
state that the accounting officer, must ensure that the public entity has maintained effective,
efficient and transparent systems of financial and risk management and internal control.
The above statement mandates the accounting officer with the absolute responsibility to adhere,
promote and observe sound financial management.
In the previous year emphasis was placed on the development and completion of an internal control
framework as well as financial accounting processes. This year attention was given to the finetuning and monitoring usage.

SAHRA management has focused on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring of the understanding of staff on the internal control framework
Training staff on supply chain procedures and other related procedures
Streamlining the institution and reducing wastage of financial resources
Allowing staff inputs on the strategic plan
Sharing the audit report with all staff
Continuous updates on the strategic plan
Continuous compliance with the PFMA
Aligning our finances towards our core mandate as articulated in the NHRA Act of 1999
Continuous management meetings and staff communication

3. Developing an operational framework that is aligned to the National
Heritage Resources Act of 1999
The national allocation from the Department of Arts and Culture is meant strictly for the management
of national heritage resources. SAHRA recognises that after 10 years in operation it needs to display
the extent at which the mandate stipulated in NHRA 1999, has been implemented. SAHRA has
focused on developing a framework that streamlines the operations of SAHRA, to allow for the
articulation of the dictates of Act. At the heart of this has been the alerting of the provinces of their
heritage management responsibilities, as well as laying emphasis on their legislated responsibilities
as the Act determines. These responsibilities have been communicated to all provinces.
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For SAHRA to fulfill its mandate and address the backlog that has been generated by carrying out
provincial responsibilities, SAHRA provincial offices have to be closed and all resources be focused
on carrying out SAHRA’s legislated mandate.
The road towards achieving devolution is a difficult one, however if SAHRA achieves this the nation
would have been done a great services as the management of heritage resources would have been
firmly placed in provincial and municipal level.
SAHRA commits itself to building a sustainable system of managing national heritage resources
while taking cognisanse of the imperatives of the country that are critical for nation building and
social cohesion.

4. Business address
Physical Address
111 Harrington Street
Cape Town
8001
Postal Address
P.O Box 4637
Cape Town
8000

_________________________

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
31 May 2010
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Performance Information Management
SERVICE DELIVERY ACHIEVEMENTS
1. KEY OBJECTIVES
The institution will pursue the achievement of the following key objectives:

HERITAGE AND CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT
Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

To identify,
declare and
monitor the
management
of national
heritage
resources

1. Grading

The following sites graded:

3 National Sites
graded

Sites not graded as
SAHRA’s focus shifted
to the already graded
sites.

• Northern Cape –  Big Hole
• Free State – Florisbad
• Eastern Cape – Mqhayi ‘s Grave

2. Declaration

3. Monitoring

The following sites declared:
• North West – Kaditsweni
• Western Cape – Waenhuiskrans,
District Six, Kassiesbaai, Cape
Winelands, Prestwich Memorial,     
Bo-Kaap,
• Mpumalanga – Makhonjwa
Mountains, Samora Machel,
Pilgrims Rest
• Gauteng – Vlakplaas,
Constitutional Hill, Sharpville,
• North West & Free State –
Vredefort Dome
• Northern Cape – Richtersveld
• Eastern Cape
OR Tambo

15 National Heritage
Sites declared

3. All graded and declared sites
inspected bi-annually

2 inspection reports
per site

Three sites have been
declared in the financial
year 2009/2010 two
of which form part of
the Cape Winelands
Cultural Landscape and
Wonderwerk in the
Northern Cape.

No reports were
submitted although
inspections of sites
were performed
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Key objective

Strategy

Output

Regulatory
Frameworks are
implemented

The Issuing of
permits

The following permits will
be issued:
• Archaeology  and paleontology

• Built Environment

• Heritage Objects

Service delivery
indicator

All permits received
were processed and
issued
• Archaeology and
paleontology– 20
permits

126 permits issued

• Built Environment –
10 permits

8 permits issued

• Heritage Objects –
40 permits

26 permits issued

• Underwater Heritage

• Underwater Heritage
– 5 permits
7 permits issued

• Burial Grounds and Graves

• Burial Grounds and
Graves – 15 permits

22 permits issued

50 Impact
Assessments
reports received and
processed

700 Impact
Assessments reports
received and processed

The following number of Impact
Environmental
Assessments done:
Impact
Assessments and • Archaeology -50
Heritage Impact
Assessments
• Burial Grounds - 20

20 Impact Assessment
reports received and
processed
Formal
protection
of heritage
resources

Progress

20 Impact Assessment
reports received and
processed

Source expertise
for dossiers and
conservation
management
plans

15 Approved Conservation Management Plans for declared sites

15 Conservation
Management Plans

Two draft conservation
management plans
have been completed.

Review submissions and compile dossiers for
council to grade
or declare sites

18 Dossiers submitted to Council
for consideration

18 Dossiers

Approximately 8
dossiers have been submitted to the Review
Committee for grading.
Three sites were submitted to the review
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Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

Improved
protection of
Underwater Heritage

Establish a
capacitated Unit
to implement
underwater
heritage
legislation

A resourced and
capacitated unit

1 Approved Policy

Draft Policy completed,
currently with DAC

3000 people reached
through awareness
interventions
Project Plan for Under
Water Heritage

Exhibitions at Soweto
Festival (1000), Rand
Easter Show (1500 in
March), WESSA (500) and
other lectutres, and visits
completed (600). TV news
coverage on e-TV, e-TV
News (satellite, full day
coverage) SABC 1, SABC
2, SABC 3. 5 news articles
including two magazine
articles. Story was run by
Independent Newspapers
and by the Sunday Times
Project plan submitted
to CEO. Lack funding to
implement

Implementation
frameworks (3)

Not done due to capacity

A project Plan
A costing report

To finalise
SAHRIS tender published 1
April 2010;

Improved
protection of
Intangible Heritage

Implementation Implementation
of the Intangible frameworks developed
Heritage Policy

To develop a heritage
information system
to house the national
inventory

Develop a
project plan for
the SAHRIS and
Audit
Cost the
Inventory and
Audit
Source Expertise
Develop a pilot
Develop the
SAHRIS system
Continuous
populating of
the existing
database

Implementation
of other externally Funded
Projects

A fully developed
Heritage Information
System in place

Development of Project plans for the
Project Plans
following developed:
National Audit
Mission Schools
Property Portfolio
Khoisan Route
Collection of Names
Heritage Conservation
Projects
Underwater Cultural
Heritage

Appointment of Service
Provider for a Pilot
Appointment of Service
Provider for a full system
10 Audits done

7 Project plans

The following fields: Title
deeds; significance; erf
were updated for all the
provinces. Updating the
existing sites database also
included Review, rectify
and update the scanned
gazette notices data

5 Project plans were
developed and more
research on the other two
projects ongoing.

Training session completed
at Robben Island. Regional
Workshop completed
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REPROFILING AND TRANSFORMATION OF SAHRA
Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

To refocus on
SAHRA’s core
business

Review of
SAHRA’s public
standing &
profiling

New profile and work
plan

Workplan

Project to be executed in
the next financial period

Team building
and launches

Improved cooperation
and team work

Survey

50% completed as it is an
ongoing project

Market ,Branding & PR Plan,
advertising

Public awareness

Monthly reports

Various projects press
articles in newspapers and
magazines were made

Publications

Increase awareness of
our functions

Number of brochures
& newspaper articles
published

UCHU brochures were
developed

THE INVESTIGATION, COSTING AND DESIGNING OF A MANAGEMENT MODEL TO ENABLE
SAHRA TO DELIVER ON ITS MANDATE
Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

Costs plans

5 unit cost plans

This objective have been
aligned with the Costing of
the Act

Designing an
operational and
management
model

Management model

Approved management
model

This objective have been
aligned with the Costing of
the Act

Training on the
model

Workshop

Attendance register and
written feedback

This objective have been
aligned with the Costing of
the Act

To cost and develop a Individual units
costed
management model

DEVOLUTION OF HERITAGE FUNCTIONS TO PROVINCES
Key objective

Strategy

To achieve a reenabling of SAHRA
through prioritisation of its national
functions

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

Visits and meet- 18 meetings to chart
ings in provinces wayfoward

Minutes

70% completed

Devolution
Framework

Approved framework

Framework

90% achieved as each
province have its own
framework

Assessments of
PHRAs

Nine Assessment
reports

Assessment reports

50% achieved since it is an
on-going process
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THE ESTABLISHMENT AND SERVICING OF PARTNERSHIPS OF BENEFIT TO SAHRA THAT
ADDRESSES ITS CORE BUSINESS
Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

Agree on
areas of mutual
benefit

Areas mapped

Report on mapped areas

100% completed and a CD
was produced

MOUs etc

Signed MOU’s

5 MOU’s

4 MOu’s have been signed
and the Post Office is still
pending

Project plans

Approved Project Plans

5 project plans

5 Project plans were
developed

THE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONALISATION OF A PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

Develop and implement a performance
management system

Employ a Human Resources
Executive to
ensure that
the system is
developed

Appointment of the
HR Executive

Employment Contract and
performance agreement

100% Completed. HR
Executive resumed office
on the 1 August 2009.

Development
of performance
management
system

Implementation of a
Functional system
fully developed system

A fully functional system
was developed by
September 2009. Capacity
Building sessions held in
October 2009 and March
2010.

Workshop and
educate staff on
how the system
functions

Attendance registers

Workshops have been
completed in October
2009 on performance
management and the
setting of KPI”.
A second workshop was
conducted in March on
assigning performance
ratings and having
performance review
discussions.

Implementation
of system by all
SAHRA units

Number of performance
agreements

Executive and direct
reports:
55% completion of
performance contracts.
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THE COSTING OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT NO.25 OF 1999
Key objective

Strategy

Output

Service delivery
indicator

Progress

To cost the NHRA

Source expertise

Appointment of the
service provider

Agreement and tender
documents

A tender was processed
and evaluated but no
service provider was appointed due to non-compliance to the tendering
procedure. This function
is now taken over by the
Department of Arts &
Culture inconjuction with
National Treasury

Unpack the core
& supportive
functions of SAHRA’s mandate

Develop Report

Report

This function is now
taken over by the
Department of Arts &
Culture inconjuction with
National Treasury

Create categories of functions

A costing report

Report

This function is now
taken over by the
Department of Arts &
Culture inconjuction with
National Treasury

Develop a costing framework

Develop framework

Framework

This function is now
taken over by the
Department of Arts &
Culture inconjuction with
National Treasury

Develop project
plan

A project Plan

Plan

This function is now
taken over by the
Department of Arts &
Culture inconjuction with
National Treasury
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Auditor- eneral’s Report
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO THE PARLIAMENT
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
HERITAGE RESOURCES AGENCY FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2010
REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Introduction
1. I have audited the accompanying
financial statements of the South African
Heritage Resources Agency, which comprise
the statement of financial position as at
31 March 2010, and the statement of financial
performance, statement of changes in net
assets and statement of cash flows for the
year then ended, and a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory
information, as set out on pages 104 to 125.

Accounting Authority’s
responsibility for the financial
statements
2. The accounting authority is responsible
for the preparation and fair presentation of
these financial statements in accordance
with the South African Standards of
Generally Recognised Accounting Practice
(SA Standards of GRAP) and in the manner
required by the Public Finance Management
Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999)
(PFMA). This responsibility includes: designing,
implementing and maintaining internal
control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error; selecting and applying
appropriate accounting policies; and making
accounting estimates that are reasonable in
the circumstances.

Auditor-General’s responsibility
3. As required by section 188 of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996 and section 4 of the Public Audit Act of
South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004)(PAA),
my responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on my audit.
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4. I conducted my audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing
and General Notice 1570 of 2009 issued in
Government Gazette 32758 of 27 November
2009. Those standards require that I comply
with ethical requirements and plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
5. An audit involves performing procedures to
obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgement, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In
making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the
entity’s preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the entity’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness
of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial
statements.
6. I believe that the audit evidence I have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion
7. In my opinion, the financial statements
present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the South African
Heritage Resources Agency for the year ended
31 March 2010, and its financial performance
and its cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with SA Standards of GRAP and in
the manner required by the PFMA.

2010/09/07 10:18 AM

Emphasis of matter
I draw attention to the matter below. My
opinion is not modified in respect of this
matter:

Restatement of corresponding
figures
8. As disclosed in note 23 to the financial
statements, the corresponding figures for 31
March 2009 have been restated as a result of
errors discovered during March 2010 in the
financial statements of the entity at, and for
the year ended, 31 March 2009.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
In terms of the PAA of South Africa and General
notice 1570 of 2009, issued in Government
Gazette No. 32758 of 27 November 2009 I
include below my findings on the report on
predetermined objectives, compliance with
the PFMA and financial management (internal
control).

Findings

Predetermined objectives

Lack of effective, efficient and
transparent systems and internal
controls regarding performance
management (applicable at an
overall performance management
level)
9. The accounting authority did not ensure
that the entity has and maintains an effective,
efficient and transparent system and internal
controls regarding performance management,
which describe and represent how the entity’s
processes of performance planning, monitoring,
measurement, review and reporting will be
conducted, organised and managed, as required
in terms of section 51(1)(a)(i) of the PFMA.

i.e. can the reported performance information
be traced back to the source data or
documentation?
Accuracy: Amounts, numbers and other data
relating to reported actual performance has
been recorded and reported appropriately.
Completeness: All actual results and events
that should have been recorded have been
included in the reported performance
information.

The following audit findings relate
to the above criteria:
Reported indicators not reliable
as inadequate supporting source
information was provided
11. For the selected objectives, 21% or more of
the reported indicators could not be established
as sufficient appropriate audit evidence and
relevant source documentation could not be
provided for audit purposes.

INTERNAL CONTROL
12. I considered internal control relevant to my
audit of the financial statements and the report
on predetermined objectives and compliance
with the PFMA, but not for the purposes of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
internal control.
The pervasive internal control deficiency is
reported in paragraph 9 above.

Cape Town
31 July 2010
Cape Town

31 July 2010

Reliability of information
10. The following criteria were used to assess
the reliability of the planned and reported
performance:
Validity: Has the actual reported performance
occurred and does it pertain to the entity
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Statement of Financial Performance
For the year ended 31 March 2010

			
31 March 		
2010		
Notes
R’ 000		
				
Revenue				
Government grants
2
33,845		
Other grants, donations and project funds
3
3,205		
Other Revenue
4
1,321		
Total Revenue
38,371		
				
Expenses				
Administrative expenses		
(8,102)		
Audit fees
5
(566)		
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
7
(1,265)		
Impairment to property, plant and equipment		
(81)		
Loss on disposal of fixed assets		
(67)		
Other operating expenses		
(4,892)		
Project Expenditure (Annexure 1)		
(3,205)		
Salaries and benefits
6
(20,416)		
Total Expenses		
(38,594)		
				
Operating deficit		
(223)		
				
Interest received		
400		
				
Surplus/(Deficit)		
177		
				
				
Attributable to the Agency		
177		
		

31 March
2009
R’ 000

31,382
2,450
710
34,542

(11,182)
(505)
(1,096)
0
0
(4,729)
(2,450)
(18,350)
(38,312)
(3,770)
438
(3,332)

(3,332)
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Statement of Financial Posit ion
As at 31 March 2010			
		
			
		 Notes

31 March 2010		
R’ 000		

ASSETS					

31 March 2009
R’ 000

Non-current assets					
Property, plant and equipment		
7
88,805		
					
Current assets					
Receivables and prepayments		
8
508		
Cash and cash equivalents		
9
40,062		
			
40,570		
					
Total assets			
129,375
					
LIABILITIES					
Non-current liabilities					
Post employment medical benefits		
10
2,390		
Deferred Revenue 		
11
43,217		
			
45,607		
Current liabilities					
Trade and other payables		
12
2,805		
					
					
Total liabilities			
48,412		
					
TOTAL NET ASSETS			
80,963		
					
					
Net assets are presented by:					
Reserves			
85,057		
Accumulated surplus			
(4,094)		
			
80,963		

86,637

434
19,094
19,528
106,165

2,949
22,199
25,148
3,320

28,468
77,697

81,968
(4,271)
77,697
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Statement of Changes in Net Assets
For the year ended 31 March 2010

Non Distributable
Reserves

Accumulated
Total Net Assets
surplus
and Reserves
/ (deficit)
					
R’000
R’000
R’000
					
Balance at 1 April 2008
91,461
(939)
90,522
				
Correction of prior year error
(16,001)
0
(16,001)
Restated balance at 1 April 2008
75,460
(939)
74,521

Deficit for the year
Correction of prior year error
Revaluation of heritage buildings

6,508
6,508

(3,332)
(3,592)
260
0

3,176
(3,592)
260
6,508

Restated balance at 31 March 2009
81,968
(4,271)
77,697		
				
Balance at 1 April 2009
81,968
(4,271)
77,697
3,089
177
3,266
Surplus for the year
177
177
Revaluation of heritage buildings
3,089
0
3,089 		
			
At 31 March 2010
85,057
(4,094)
80,963
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Cash Flow Statement

For the year ended 31 March 2010		
			
		
Notes

31 March 2010
R’ 000

31 March 2009		
R’ 000

Cash flows from operating activities				
Cash receipts from customers		
56,107
34,708
Rent and other income		
1,627
438
Cash government grants received		
50,875
31,382
Project grants and donations received		
3,205
2,450
Interest received		
400
438
Cash paid to suppliers and employees		
(34,642)
(39,312)
Employee costs		
(20,416)
(18,350)
Suppliers		
(11,021)
(18,512)
Project expenditure		
(3,205)
(2,450)
				
Net cash outflows from operating activities
13
21,465
(4,604)
				
Cash flows from investing activities				
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment		
(502)
(1,386)
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment		
5
94
Net cash outflows from investing activities		
(497)
(1,292)
				
Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents		
20,968
(5,896)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year		
19,094
24,990
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year
9
40,062
19,094
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 March 2010

1. Accounting Policies
The principal accounting policies adopted in preparation of these financial statements are set out below:

1.1 Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention. They have been
prepared in accordance with the South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practices
(GAAP) including any interpretations of such Statements issued by the Accounting Practices Board, with
the effective Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practices (GRAP) issued by the Accounting
Standards Board replacing the equivalent GAAP Statement as follows:
Standard of GRAP

Replaced Statement of GAAP

GRAP 1: Presentation of financial statements

AC101: Presentation of financial statements

GRAP 2: Cash flow statements

AC118: Cash flow statements

GRAP 3: Accounting policies, changes in

AC103: Accounting policies, changes in accounting

accounting estimates and errors

estimates and errors

GRAP 4: The Effects of Changes in Foreign

AC113: The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange

Exchange Rates

Rates

GRAP 5: Borrowing Costs

AC114: Borrowing Costs

GRAP 6: Consolidated and Separate Financial

AC132: Consolidated and Separate Financial

Statements

Statements

GRAP 7: Investments in Associates

AC110: Investments in Associates

GRAP 8: Investments in Joint Ventures

AC119: Investment in Joint Ventures

GRAP 9: Revenue from Exchange Transactions

FS20: Revenue from Exchange Transactions

GRAP 10: Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary

AC114: Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary

Economies

Economies

GRAP 11: Construction Contracts

AC109: Construction Contracts

GRAP 12: Inventories

AC108: Inventories

GRAP 13: Leases

AC105: Leases

GRAP 14: Events After the Reporting Date

AC107: Events After the Reporting Date

GRAP 16: Investment Property

AC135: Investment Property

GRAP 17: Property, Plant and Equipment

AC123: Property, Plant and Equipment

GRAP 19: Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and

AC130: Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and

Contingent Assets

Contingent Assets

GRAP 100: Non-current Assets Held for Sale and

AC 142: Non-current Assets Held for Sale and

Discontinued Operations

Discontinued Operations

GRAP 101: Agriculture

AC137: Agriculture

GRAP 102: Intangible Assets

AC 142: Intangible Assets
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Currently the recognition and measurement principles in the above GRAP and GAAP Statements do not
differ or result in material differences in items presented and disclosed in the financial statements.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires the use of certain critical
accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying
the accounting policies. There were no areas requiring higher degree of judgement or complexity, or
areas where assumptions and estimates are significant.

1.2 Terminology Differences:
Standard of GRAP

Replacement Statement of GAAP

Statement of financial performance

Income statement

Statement of financial position

Balance Sheet

Statement of changes in net assets

Statement of changes in equity

Net assets

Equity

Surplus/Deficit for the period

Profit/loss for the period

Accumulated surplus/deficit

Retained earnings

Contributions from owners

Share capital

Distributions to owners

Dividends

The cash flow statement can only be prepared in accordance with the direct method. Amount and
nature of any restrictions on cash balances is required.
Standard effective at 25 July 2008
IFRS7 introduces disclosures relating to financial instruments and does not have any impact on the
classification and valuation of the MRC’s financial instruments.
Functional and presentation currency
The functional currency of the entity is South African Rand, which is the Agency’s functional currency. All
financial information presented has been rounded to the nearest thousand
Revenue Recognition
Revenue represents the parliamentary grant from the government as well as the external income.

1.2.1 Parliamentary grant
Government grants are recognised when it is probable that the future economic benefit will flow to the
public entity and these benefits can be measured reliably. The grant is recognised to the extent that
there are no further obligations arising from the receipt of the grant. Grants used to obtain long term
assets are recognised as deferred income and recognised as revenue over the estimated useful lives of
the related assets.

1.2.2 Interest and rental income
Interest income is accrued on a time proportion basis. Rental income is derived from fixed property and
is recognised on an accrual basis in accordance with the substance of the relevant agreements.
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1.2.3 Critical accounting estimates and judgments
The Agency makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates
will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. Estimates and judgments are continually
evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future
events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in any future periods
affected.
Information about significant areas of estimation uncertainty and critical judgments in applying
accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements is included in the following notes:
Note 8 - Useful life and residual value assessments of plant and equipment
Note 8 - Valuation of land and buildings
Note 11 - Measurement of defined benefit obligations

1.2.4 Revenue recognition
Revenue comprises the fair value of a consideration received or receivable. The Agency recognises
revenue when the amount of revenue can be reliably measured, it is probable that future economic
benefits will flow to the entity and specific criteria have been met for the agency’s activities as described
below. The amount is not considered to be reliably measurable until all contingencies relating to the
transaction have been resolved.
(a) Revenue other than grants, donations, project revenue and agency activities
Revenue is recognised on the accrual basis. Revenue is recognised when the significant risks and
rewards of the ownership have been transferred.
(b) Rental Income
Rental income from tenants is recognised in statement of financial performance on a straight-line basis
over the term of the lease. Lease incentives granted are recognised as an integral part of the total rental
income, over the term of the lease
(c) Interest Income
Revenue is recognised as interest accrues in profit or loss, using the effective interest method.
(d) Deferred revenue
Deferred revenue is recognised on a systematic basis in the same period in which the expenses are
recognised.

1.2.5 Government grants
Government grants are assistance by government in the form of transfer of resources in return for
compliance with conditions related to operating activities. Grants are recognised on a systematic basis
over periods necessary to match them with the related costs.
Government grants are recognised initially as deferred income when there is a reasonable assurance
that they will be received and that the Agency will comply with the conditions associated with the grant.
Grants that compensate the Agency for expenses incurred are recognised in statement of financial
performance on a systematic basis in the same periods in which the expenses are recognised
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1.2.6 Foreign currency translation
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the measurement currency using the exchange rates
prevailing at the dates of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the
settlement of such translations and from the translation of monetary assets and liabilities denominated
in foreign currencies are recognised in the statement of financial performance.

1.2.7 Property, Plant and Equipment
(i) Recognition and measurement
Land and buildings consists of heritage assets which are defined as items held for their unique cultural,
environmental, historical, natural or artistic significance rather than for use in the day-to-day operations
of the entity. Heritage assets are accounted for on the revalued model, being the fair value of the assets,
which constitutes their residual value. No depreciation is therefore provided on heritage assets.
Heritage assets are revalued by independent professional valuators on a regular basis to ensure that the
fair value of the revalued asset does not differ materially from its carrying amount. Revaluation
adjustments are recognised directly into statement of changes in net assets.
Any revaluation surplus is credited to the assets in the non-distributable reserves included in the
statement of financial position, except to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same
asset previously recognised in the statement of financial position, in which case the increase is
recognised in the statement of financial position. A revaluation deficit is recognised in the statement of
financial position, except to the extent that it offsets an existing surplus on the same asset recognised in
the asset revaluation reserve.
Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. Purchased
software that is integral to the functionality of the related equipment is capitalised as part of that
equipment
(ii) Subsequent costs
The cost of replacing part of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised in the carrying
amount of the item if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied within the part will flow
to the Agency and its cost can be measured reliably. The costs of the day-to-day servicing of property,
plant and equipment are recognised in statement of financial performance as incurred
(iii) Depreciation
Depreciation on other assets other than land and buildings are calculated using the straight-line method to
write off their cost or revalued amounts to their residual values over their estimated useful lives, at the
following rates:
Plant and equipment
Computer equipment and peripherals
Vessels - Research and patrol - hull
Vessels - Propulsion system, engine, gear box, propellers
Vessels - Deck equipment, rib, winches, cranes, anchors
Furniture and fittings
Vehicles

5 - 15 years
3 - 12 years
20 years
20 years
5 years
5 - 15 years
5 - 15 years

The Agency deems vessels as the only asset category with significantly identifiable components for the
purposes of depreciation.
(iv) Asset useful lives and residual values
Plant and equipment is depreciated over its useful life taking into account residual values where
appropriate. The useful lives of assets are based on management’s estimation. The actual useful lives of
the assets and residual values are assessed annually and may vary depending on a number of factors. In
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re-assessing asset useful lives, factors such as technology innovation, product life cycles and
maintenance programmes are taken into account.
The estimation of residual values of assets is also based on management’s judgement whether the
assets will be sold or used to the end of their useful lives and what their condition will be like at that
time. Residual value assessments consider issues such as future market conditions, the remaining life of
the asset and projected disposal values.

1.2.8 Impairment of non-financial assets
Assets, other than inventories and receivables which are separately assessed and provided against
where necessary, are considered for impairment if there is a reason to believe that impairment may
exist. An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its
recoverable amount.
The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. For the
purpose of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which they are separately
identifiable cash flows (“cash generating units”). Assets that have been identified as being impaired are
reviewed at each reporting date.

1.2.9 Post employment medical benefits
(a) Defined benefit plan
The liability recognised in the statement of financial position in respect of defined benefit plans is the
present value of the obligation at the reporting date minus the fair value of plan assets, together with
adjustments for actuarial gains/losses and past service cost. The obligation is calculated by independent
actuaries and is determined based on assumptions relating to the real rate of return and the rates of
staff turnover and early/normal retirement. Actuarial valuations are performed every year.
Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments, changes in actuarial assumptions and
amendments to these benefits are charged or credited to revenue over the average remaining service
lives of the related employees.
(b) Defined contribution plan
Contributions to defined contribution funds are charged against income as incurred.
(c) Termination benefits
Termination benefits are payable whenever an employee’s employment is terminated before the
normal retirement date or whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange for these
benefits. The Agency recognises termination benefits when it is demonstrably committed to either
terminate the employment of current employees according to a detailed formal plan without the
possibility of withdrawal or to provide termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage
voluntary redundancy. Benefits falling due more than 12 months after the reporting date are discounted
to present value.
(d) Short-term benefits
Employee entitlements to annual leave and long-service leave are recognised when they accrue to
employees. A provision is made for the estimated liability for annual leave and long service leave as a
result of services rendered by employees up to the reporting date.

1.2.10 Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Agency has a present obligation (legal or constructive ) as a result of
past events, when it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying financial benefits will be
required to settle the obligation, and when a reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made.
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Provisions are measured at the present value of the expenditures expected to be made to settle the
obligation using the effective interest rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of
money and the risks specific to the obligation. The increase in provision due to a passage of time is
recognised as finance charges.

1.2.11 Financial Instruments
All financial instruments are initially recognised at fair value, plus, in the case of financial assets and
liabilities not at fair value through profit or loss, transaction costs that are directly attributable to the
acquisition. Financial instruments are recognised when the Agency becomes a party to their contractual
arrangements.
Subsequent to initial recognition, the Agency classifies financial assets as ‘ at fair value through profit or
loss’, ‘held to maturity investments’, ‘loans and receivables’, or ‘available for sale’.
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are
not quoted in an active market. Such assets are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest
rate method. Trade receivables are subsequently measured at the original invoice amount where the
effect of discounting is not material.
Financial instruments carried at the statement of financial position date include cash and bank balances,
receivables, prepayments and trade creditors. The particular recognition methods adopted are disclosed
below.

1.2.12 Financial assets
The Agency classifies its financial assets as loans and receivables. The classification depends on the
purpose for which the financial assets were acquired. Management determines the classification of its
financial assets at initial recognition and re-evaluates this designation at every reporting period.
1.2.12.1 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at amortised cost. This comprise cash in hand, deposits held
on call and term deposits with an initial maturity of less than three months when purchased.
1.2.12.2 Trade receivables
Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value and measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method, less a provision for impairment. This provision is based on a review of all
outstanding amounts at year end and is established when there is objective evidence that the Agency
will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms. The amount of the provision is
the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash
flows, discounted at the effective interest rate. Bad debts are written off in the year in which they are
identified. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited against the relevant
revenue stream in the statement of financial performance.

1.2.13 Financial liabilities and equity instruments
Financial liabilities are classified according to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered
into. Financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value and are subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest rate method, with interest expense recognised in finance charges, on an
effective interest rate basis. The effective interest rate is the rate that accurately discounts estimated
future cash payments through the expected life of the financial liability, or where appropriate, a shorter
period. Significant financial liabilities include trade and other payables.
1.2.13.1 Trade payables
Trade payables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method.
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1.2.13.2 Derecognition of financial instruments
A financial instrument or a portion of a financial instrument will be derecognised and a gain or loss
recognised when the Agency’s contractual rights expire, financial assets are transferred or financial
liabilities are extinguished. On derecognition of a financial asset or liability, the difference between the
consideration and the carrying amount on the settlement date is included in finance charges.
1.2.13.3 Impairment of financial assets
At each reporting date an assessment is made of whether there are any indicators of impairment of a
financial asset based on observable data about one or more loss events that occurred after the initial
recognition of the asset. The recoverable amount of financial assets carried at amortised cost is
calculated as the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the original effective
interest rate of the asset. If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss for financial
assets decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment
was recognised, the previously recognised impairment loss is reversed. Any subsequent reversal of an
impairment loss is recognised in the statement of financial performance, to the extent that the carrying
value of the asset does not exceed its amortised cost at the reversal date.

1.2.14 Leases
A lease is an arrangement whereby the lessor conveys to the lessee, in return for a payment, or series of
payments, the right to use an asset for an agreed period of time. The determination of whether an
arrangement is, or contains a lease is based on the substance of the arrangement at inception date:
whether fulfillment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of a specific asset or assets or the
arrangement conveys a right to use the asset.
Operating leases
Leases where substantially all of the risks and benefits of ownership are effectively retained by the
lessor are classified as operating leases. Payments made under operating leases are charged to the
statement of financial performance on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease.

1.2.15 Non-current assets held for sale
Non-current assets and disposal groups are classified as held for sale if the carrying amount will be
recovered through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition is regarded as
met only when the sale is highly probable and the asset (or disposal group) is available for immediate
sale in its present condition.
Management must be committed to the sale, which should be expected to qualify for recognition as a
complete sale within one year from the date of classification. Assets are no longer depreciated when
they are classified into this category. Non-current assets (and disposal groups) classified as held for sale
are measured at the lower of the assets previous carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.

1.2.16 Irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Irregular expenditure means expenditure incurred in contravention of, or not in accordance with, a
requirement of the PFMA. Fruitless and wasteful expenditure means expenditure that was made in vain
and would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised. All irregular, fruitless and wasteful
expenditure is charged against income in the period it was incurred.

1.2.17 Comparatives
Certain comparative amounts have been reclassified to conform to the current year’s presentation.
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Notes to the Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2010
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
					
2 Government grants				
Operating grants received
33,845
31,382
					
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000

3 Other grants, donations and
project funds				
Trust funds
210
231
Restoration trust funds
0
18
Transformation projects/DACT
2,504
1,586
Lotto projects
491
615
		
3,205
2,450
					
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
4 Other Revenue				
Insurance claim refund
0
27
Other revenue received
496
24
Rental income
825
659
		
1,321
710
					
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
					
5 Audit fees			
Auditors’ Remuneration
566
505
					
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
6 Salaries and Benefits				
Salaries and wages
21,398
18,812
Provision for leave pay
(423)
(91)
Retirement benefit costs
(559)
(371)
		
20,416
18,350
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7 Property, plant and equipment							
		
							
		
Vessel
Land &
Plant & Vehicles
Computer Furniture Total
			
Buildings equipment		
equipment & & fittings
						
peripherals
		
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000 R’ 000
For the year ended
31 March 2010								
Opening carrying value
458
81,968
329
2,191
1,146
545
86,637
Revaluation (deficit)/ surplus
0
3,089
0
0
0
0
3,089
Additions
150
0
156
0
162
34
502
Depreciation
(66)
0
(101)
(346)
(625)
(128)
(1265)
Impairment of assets
0
0
(34)
0
(44)
(3)
(81)
Disposals at net book value
0
0
(26)
0
(44)
(6)
(76)
Carrying value at end of year 542
85,057
324
1,845
595
442
88,805
										
For the year ended
31 March 2010								
Cost or valuation
616
85,057
701
3,081
2,799
1,133
93,386
Accumulated depreciation
(74)
0
(377)
(1,236)
(2,204)
(690)
(4,580)
Carrying value at end of year 542
85,057
324
1,845
595
442
88,805
								
For the year ended
31 March 2009							
Opening carrying value
0
91,461
305
2,340
1,278
558
95,942
Correction of prior year error
0
(16,001)
0
0
0
0
(16,001)
Restated opening balance
0
75,460
305
2,340
1,278
558
79,941
Revaluation surplus
0
6,508
0
0
0
0
6,508
Additions
466
0
81
171
565
103
1,386
Depreciation
(8)
0
(57)
(218)
(697)
(116)
(1096)
Disposals at net book value
0
0
0
(102)
0
0
(102)
Carrying value at end of year 458
81,968
329
2,191
1,146
545
86,637
								
For the year ended
31 March 2009							
Cost or valuation
466
81,968
627
3,080
2,844
1,109
90,094
Accumulated depreciation
(8)
0
(298)
(889)
(1,698)
(564)
(3,457)
Carrying value at end of year 458
81,968
329
2,191
1,146
545
86,637
									
At 31 March 2010 land and buildings which consists of heritage assets were revalued by independent
valuators. Valuations were made on the basis of market value. The revaluation surplus was credited
to net assets.
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Useful life
		
Years
Computer equipment and peripherals
5 -12
Plant and equipment
5 -15
Furniture and Fittings
5 -15
Vehicles
5 -15
Vessels - Research and patrol - hull
20
Vessels - Propulsion system, engine, gear box, propellers
20
Vessels - Deck equipment, rib, winches, cranes, anchors
5
				
				
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000

8 Receivables and prepayments

Trade and other receivables
556
182
Prepayments
0
260
Deposits refundable
78
78
Smooth lining of lease rentals
30
70
		
664
590
Provision for doubtful debts		
- Trade
(156)
(156)
		
508
434
				
			
				
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000

9 Cash and cash equivalents

				
Cash at bank
17,237
593
Short-term bank deposits
22,801
18,477
Cash in hand
24
24
		
40,062
19,094
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10 Employees benefits			
			
10.1 Post employment medical benefits		
				
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
Change in Liability
Opening Balance
2,949
3,320
Service Cost
259
60
Interest Cost
40
286
Actuarial Gain
(716)
(583)
Benefits Paid
(142)
(134)
Total
2,390
2,949
Balance Sheet		
Projected Benefit Obligation
2,390
Plan Asset
0
Net Obligation (Asset)
2,390
Unrecognised actuarial gains (losses)
0
Net Obligation (Asset) to be in Balance Sheet
2,390
			
Income Statement		
Service Cost
259
Interest Cost
40
Actuarial gain recognised
(716)
Amount recognised in income statement
(417)
			
Reconciliation of balance sheet item		
Opening value
2,949
Benefits paid
(142)
Amount recognised in Income Statement
(417)
Closing value
2,390

2,949
0
2,949
0
2,949

60
286
(583)
(237)

3,320
(134)
(237)
2,949

Key Assumptions		
Discount rate
9.25%
9.00%
Medical inflation rate
7.50%
7.75%
				
Sensitivity of results		
1% increase in medical aid inflation		
Increase in accrued liability
2,749
3,377
		
15.0%
14.5%
Increase in service cost and interest cost
300
346
		
16.7%
15.7%
			
1% decrease in medical aid inflation		
Decreased in accrued liability
2,095
2,597
		
-12.3%
-11.9%
Decrease in service cost and interest cost
223
259
		
-13.2%
-13.3%
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10.2 Retirement benefit information			
At 31 March 2010, the Agency employed 86 staff. Of this, 66 are members of the Old Mutual Orion
Provident Fund. This is a defined contribution plan. Upon the last actuarial valuation at 31 March 2006,
the actuary reported the fund to be 96% funded. The remaining 20 staff members are not members of the
Old Mutual Orion Provident Fund.			
				

11 Deferred revenue			
Opening balance
22,199
22,716
Funds received
24,223
1,933
Expenses incurred
(3,205)
(2,450)
Closing balance
43,217
22,199
			
12 Trade and other payables			
Other payables
1,092
1,217
Trade payables
778
746
Rent deposits refundable
11
11
Leave pay accruals
924
1,346
		
2,805
3,320

13 Notes to the cash flow statement			
			
a) Cash and cash equivalents			
			
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash in hand and balances with banks and investments in money
market instruments. Cash and cash equivalents included in the cash flow statement comprise the follow
ing statement of amounts indicating financial position:
		
		
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
				
		
Cash in hand and balances with banks
17,260
617
Short-term investments
22,801
18,477
		
40,062
19,094
				
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000

b) Net cash flows from operating activities

Surplus (deficit)
177
Non-cash movements		
Depreciation for the year
1,346
Loss on sale of fixed assets
67
Decrease in deferred revenue
21,018
Increase (decrease) in post medical benefits
(559)
Increase (decrease) in trade and other payables
(512)
(Increase) Decrease in receivables and prepayments
(71)
			
Net cash flows from operating activities
21,465
			

(3,332)
1,096
8
(517)
(371)
(1,407)
(81)
(4,604)
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14 Operating lease Expense
31 March 2010
R’ 000

		

31 March 2009		
R’ 000

Non-cancellable operating lease rentals are payable
as follows:				
Not later than one year
787
789
Two to five years
602
872
		
1,389
1,661
					

15 Operating lease income			
The future aggregate minimum lease receipts under non cancellable operating leases are as follows:		
		
		
		
		

31 March 2010
R’ 000

31 March 2009
R’ 000

Not later than one year
74
Two to five years
0
		
74
			

52
43
95

16 Taxation

No provision has been made for SA income taxation, as the Agency is exempt from income taxation
in terms of S 10 (1) (CA) (I) of the Income Tax Act, 1962.			
				

17 Related party transactions		
The following related parties were identified

				

17.1 The Department of Arts & Culture (DAC)

DAC is the controlling department of the Agency. The following are transactions with DAC:
Government Grants received from DAC in terms of Earmarked Funds in a Medium Term Expenditure
Framework:				
		
31 March 2010 31 March 2009
		
R’ 000
R’ 000
			
Operational grants received (refer note 2)
33,845
31,382
		
33,845
31,382
				

In the previous financial year the Agency received the rights to use the Castle of Good Hope, with no
financial implications. They are currently using the premises for the Agency’s Western Cape provincial
Office.				

17.2 Key Personnel
31 March 2010
R’ 000

		

		
Accounting Authority- Council
		

57
57

31 March 2009 		
R’000
587
587

17.3 Key management personnel compensation		
In addition to the salaries, the Agency also provides non-cash benefits to executive officers, and 		
contributes to a post-retirement defined benefit plan on their behalf. In accordance with the terms
of the plan, executive officers retire at age 60.			
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17.4 Executive management and executive managements’ emoluments		
The following persons are employed by the South African Heritage Resources Agency in their respective
executive capacities:			
		
			
			
			
			
Executive Officer: Human Resources
Ms Z Fakier
(Appointed Aug. 2009)		
Chief Executive Officer (Appointed Feb. 2009) Ms LS Van Damme
Chief Financial Officer
Ms. B Khumalo
Executive officer: Heritage Resources
Mr. D Sibayi
Executive officer: Corporate Affairs
Ms. H Gous
			

Other
Cost to
Company
Package

Material
benefits
received

Total

R 426,219
R 852,524
R 668,021
R 661,351
R 675,120
R 3,283,235

R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0

R 426,219
R 852,524
R 668,021
R 661,351
R 675,120
R 3,283,235

The Agency operates a remuneration system based on the total cost to company principle. As such, all
contributions to medical aid and pension funds are borne by the employee out of this package. 			
			

18 Events after the reporting period		

The executive management is not aware of any other matter or circumstance since the financial year ended
31 March 2010 and the date of this report, or otherwise dealt with in the financial statements, which significantly
affects the financial position of the Agency and the results of its operations.
					

Contingent Liability
There is a possibility of an outflow in settlement of a claim from the South African Revenue Service. It is SARS’s
opinion that the Agency is indebted to them for outstanding Employees Tax and Unemployment Insurance Fund
returns for the 2004 to 2007 tax year. The contingent liability is estimated at R3,090,553 which consists of outstanding taxes and estimated penalties and interest. The agency’s has been consulting with SARS regarding the
outstanding returns and is of the opinion that the outstanding settlement amount is significantly lower.		
			
19 Capital commitments		
31 March 2010		31 March 2009		
			
			
R’ 000		
R’ 000
Combat Force
Security services		
67		
0
Lateral dynamics
Maintenance of the server for both Head Office and Provincial Offices
99		
51
Rentokil Initial
Health care services		
80		
9
Air Con Workshop		
Air conditioning maintenance		
19		
12
Fidelity Supercare Services Group
Office space cleaning services		
40		
21
Minolta (Pty) Ltd
Photocopiers maintenance		
30		
30
Chubb Security		
Security services		
6		
4
Guardian Integrated Services
Fire detectection services		
14		
0
			
355		
127
All the above contracts are annually renewable. 					

20 Contingencies			
There is a possibility of an outflow in settlement of a claim from the South African Revenue Service. It is SARS’s
opinion that the Agency is indebted to them for outstanding Employees Tax and Unemployment Insurance Fund
returns for the 2004 to 2007 tax year. The contingent liability is estimated at R3,090,553, which consists of outstanding taxes and estimated penalties and interest. The agency’s has been consulting with SARS regarding the
outstanding returns and is of the opinion that the outstanding settlement amount is significantly lower.		
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21 Financial risk management			

21.1 Overview		
The Agency has exposure to the following risk from the use of financial instruments:
a. Credit risk		
b. Liquidity risk		
c. Market risk						
This note presents information about the Agency’s exposure to each of the above risks, the Agency’s objectives, policies and processes for the measuring and managing risk, and the Agency’s management of capital. Further quantitative disclosures are included throughout these financial statements.						
								
The Accounting Authority has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the Agency’s risk management framework.							
								
The Agency’s risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risk faced by the Agency, to set
appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk management policies and
systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market conditions and the Agency’s activities. The Agency,
through its training and management standards and procedures, aims to develop a disciplined and constructive
control environment in which all employees understand their roles and obligations.
								
The Agency’s Audit Committee overseas how management monitors compliance with the Agency’s risk management policies and procedures and reviews the adequacy of the risk management framework in relation to the risk
faced by the Agency. The Agency Audit committee is assisted in its oversight role by Internal Audit. Internal Audit
undertakes both regular and ad hoc reviews of risk management controls and procedures, the result of which are
reported to the Audit committee.						
					
a. Credit risk							
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Agency if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to
meet its contractual obligations, and arises principally from the Agency’s receivables from customers.			
								
Trade and other receivables 							
The Agency’s exposure to credit risk is influenced mainly by the individual characteristics of each tenant. The demographics of the Agency’s customer base has less of an influence on credit risk. Geographically there is no concentration of risk.												

122

The Agency establishes an allowance for impalement that represents its estimate of incurred losses in respect of
trade and other receivables. The collective loss allowance is determined based on historical data of payment statistics for similar financial assets.
						
c. Liquidity risk							
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Agency will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The
Agency’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it will always have sufficient liquidity
to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses
or risking damage to the Agency’s reputation.									
					
a. Market risk							
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as interest rates will affect the Agency’s income. The
objective of market risk management is to manage and control market risk exposure within acceptable parameters,
while optimising the return.											
			
Capital management							
The Accounting Authority is to maintain a strong capital base so as to maintain public sector confidence and to
sustain future development of the Agency. There were no changes in the officer’s approach to capital management
of the Agency.		
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Floating
Non-interest
		
Interest rate
bearing
Total
Wednesday, March 31, 2010
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000
							

ASSETS					
Receivables and prepayments
0
664
664
Cash and cash equivalents
40,062
0
40,062
		
40,062
664
40,726
						
LIABILITIES						
Trade and other payables
0
2,805
2,805
		
0
2,805
2,805
						
Net financial assets/liabilities
40,062
(2,141)
37,921
							
			
		
Floating
Non-interest
		
Interest rate
bearing
Total
Tuesday, March 31, 2009
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000			
		
ASSETS					
Receivables and prepayments
0
330
330
Cash and cash equivalents
19,094
0
19,094
		
19,094
330
19,424
						
LIABILITIES						
Trade and other payables
0
3,320
3,320
		
0
3,320
3,320
						
Net financial assets/liabilities
24,990
(4,374)
20,617
						
Credit risk					
The carrying amount of financial assets represents the maximum credit exposure. The maximum exposure to credit
risk at the reporting date was:					
			
			

31 March 2010
R’ 000

31 March 2009
R’ 000

Trade receivables		
556
182
Impairment of trade receivables		
(156)
(156)
			
400
26
						
The ageing of trade receivables at the reporting date was:					
Current		
30 days		
60 days		
90days		
90 days plus		
			

6
20
30
45
455
556

0
0
0
25
157
182
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The movement in the allowance for impairment in respect of trade receivables over the year was:
		
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
			
R’000
R’000
					
Balance at the beginning of the year		
156
0
Increase in impairment provision		
0
156
Balance at the end of the year		
156
156
					
Ageing of impaired trade receivables				
Current defaulted					
30 days		
0
0
60 days		
0
0
90days		
0
0
90 days plus		
156
156
			
156
156
					

Currency risk				
Foreign currency risk exposure is limited to cash advances to employees undertaking business trips abroad.		
				
Liquidity risk					
			
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
			
R’000
R’000
		
The carrying amounts of financial liabilities at the reporting date			
was Trade and other payables		
2,805
3,320
			
2,805
3,320
Management has assessed all payables to be due and payable in less than 12 months.			
			
					
21.2 Fair value estimation				

The face value of cash, trade receivables and trade payables less any estimated credit adjustments, are the 		
approximate fair values on 31 March 2010, as a result of the short-term maturity of these assets and
liabilities.					

22 Reconciliation of budget surplus with the surplus in the statement of financial performance
					
Net surplus/(deficit) per the statement of financial performance
437 		

Adjusted for:					
Impairments recognised		
81 			
Loss on disposal of fixed assets		
67 			
Decreases in provisions		
(982)			
Decrease in operating lease liability		
(41)			
Decrease in smooth lining of rentals		
(39)		
Net surplus/(deficit) per approved budget		
(477)		
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23
Prior year errors
				
23.1 Land and buildings				
Land and buildings are revalued in terms of GRAP 17 on an annual basis. An independent valuation		
exercise is performed by a professional valuator on all assets classified and as set out in the e			
		accounting policy. During the 2010 financial year it was discovered that a certain restriction over			
		a heritage site in KZN known as the Old Fort had been in place since 1999. This restriction known as			
		“D moss layer over the subjected property” effectively reduces the market value significantly.			
		In compliance with GRAP 3: Accounting policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors, 			
		the effect of the change due to the restriction on the property has been disclosed below.
		
		
		
			
Restated
Previously
			
2009
Disclosed		
			
R
R
					
Land and buildings		
81,968
95,668		
					
Revaluation reserve		
81,968
95,668		
						
		
23.2 Insurance premiums				

In the 31 March 2009 year, insurance premiums to the value of R259,630 were paid in advance and 			
		was not disclosed as prepayments but rather written off to administration expenses in the financial 			
statements. In compliance with GRAP3: Accounting policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors, 		
the effect of the change in error has been disclosed as follows:				
			
			
Restated
Previously		
			
2009
Disclosed		
			
R
R
Prepayments		
Administration expenses		
Accumulated (deficit)/surplus		

260
11,182
4,271

0		
11,442 		
4,531

						

24 World Cup Expenditure				
					
			
31 March 2010
31 March 2009
Purchase of other World Cup apparel
Quantity
R’000
R’000
T-Shirts
4
2
0
Paintings for boardroom
3
9
0
Total World Cup expenditure
7
11
0
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Annexure 1							

Project funds

						

01/04/09 Income
R’ 000
R’ 000

Income
R’ 000

Income			
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000

Trust funds							
Mackie Niven
15
1
0
1 		
1
Oppenheimer Geological Plaques
264
25
0
25 		
25
La Motte,Franschhoek District
9
1
0
1 		
1
Esme Lownds Trust, Barberton
19
2
0
2 		
2
Kleinbosch Cemetery, Dal Josafat
6
0
0
0 		
0
Hugo Vault, Simon’s Town
7
1
0
1 		
1
Woutersen Wessels Vault, Cape Town
2
0
0
0 		
0
Vrijstatia Association
8
1
0
1 		
1
Bellingham,Franschhoek District
3
0
0
0 		
0
D.R.Church, Ladismith
1
4
0
4 		
4
Strand St Lutheran Church, Cape Town
10
1
0
1 		
1
Lemane Cottage,Elim
43
4
0
4 		
4
Bo-Kaap, Cape Town
4
0
0
0 		
0
St Stephen’s Church, Cape Town
4
0
0
0 		
0
Other revenue received
0
0
484
484 		
484
Owl House, Nieu Bethesda
28
3
0
3 		
3
SAHRA Publications
16
2
0
2 		
2
Matje’s River, Keurbooms
28
3
0
3 		
3
Rowland & Leta Hill
7
0
0
0 		
0
Almshouses, Bethelsdorp Mission
1
0
0
0 		
0
A.Galla Fund
0
0
0
0 		
0
A.Skakanga Fund, Unesco
0
0
0
0 		
0
Empire Road,Parktown
13
1
0
1 		
1
Ansteys Building, Johannesburg
154
0
0
0 		
0
Australian War Graves
125
12
0
12
70
(58)
Sanlam Restoration Trust, Waenhuiskrans
22
2
0
2 		
2
MM Hill Trust
311
29
0
29 		
29
Sharley Cribb Nursing Home, Port Elizabeth
5
1
0
1 		
1
Sontonga Trust Fund, Johannesburg
0
0
0
0 		
0
Fort Armstrong, Balfour
0
0
0
0 		
0
Getty Conservation Institute (grant)
3
0 		
0 		
0
National Geographic Society (grant)
10
1
0
1 		
1
Sanlam Restoration Trust, De Bult
7
1
0
1 		
1
Mamre project (German Government grant)
10
1
0
1 		
1
Genadendal Bequest
1,325
105
0
105
140
(35)
Sanlam Restoration Trust, Valdezia
2
0
0
0 		
0
Sanlam Restoration Trust, Steinkopf
7
0
0
0 		
0
Constitutional Hill
8
0
0
0 		
0
Egazine (E Cape Government grant)
7
0
0
0 		
0
Sanlam Restoration Trust, Potolozi
1
0
0
0 		
0
Sanlam Restoration Trust, Moffat Mission
7
0
0
0 		
0
Sanlam Restoration Trust, Medingen
2
0
0
0 		
0
Iccrom
58
0
0
0 		
0
Prestwich
269
0
0
0 		
0
Steinkopf Mission Church
0
8
0
8
0
8
Mgawili Mission Church Sanlam
0
4
0
4
0
4
2,821
213
484
697
210
487

3/31/10
R’ 000
16
289
10
21
6
8
2
9
3
5
11
47
4
4
484
31
18
31
7
1
0
0
14
154
67
24
340
6
0
0
3
11
8
11
1,290
2
7
8
7
1
7
2
58
269
8
4
3,308		
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01/04/09 Income
R’ 000
R’ 000

Income
R’ 000

Income			
R’ 000
R’ 000
R’ 000

Restoration Trust Fund							
D.R.Church, Somerset West
1
0
0
0
0
0
Arbeidsgenot, Oudtshoorn
17
3
0
3
0
3
Bien Donne, Franschhoek District
73
17
0
17
0
17
Bethanie Mission, Edenburg District
9
2
0
2
0
2
100
22
0
22
0
22
Legacy projects							
Blood River -main project
190
0 		
0
0
0
Anglo-Boer/SA War-Brandfort
153
0 		
0
0
0
Luthuli
62
0 		
0
0
0
Mandela
814
0 		
0
0
0
Women’s memorial
3
0 		
0
0
0
Blood River -opening function
145
0 		
0
0
0
1,367
0
0
0
0
0
DAC PROJECTS							
Monuments and memorials
280
0
0
0
0
0
Archaeology
89
0
0
0
32
(32)
DACT - Property
1,021
6
0
6
1,001
(995)
DACT - Heritage Objects
8,662
537
0
537
177
360
DACT - Mission Schools
2,267
184
0
184
0
184
DACT - Burials
4,082
315
0
315
1,294
(979)
DACT - Sarah Baartman
1,270
0
0
0
0
0
Venice Biennalle
96
0
0
0
0
0
17,767
1,042
0
1,042
2,504
(1,462)
							
Lotto projects							
Maritime archaeology/ shipwrecks
368
40
1,426
1,466
390
1,076
Vredefort Dome
21
0
0
0
0
0
Identification
118
8
0
8
101
(93)
JHB Survey
71 			
0
0
0
Makapan
0
15
2,775
2,790
0
2,790
Makgabeng
0
7
716
723
0
723
			
578
70
4,917
4,987
491
4,496
							
Capital Projects							
Upgrade of air conditioning
0
0
2,400
2,400
0
2,400
Installation of video conference
0
0
1,300
1,300
0
1,300
Restoration of van Riebeeck site
0
0
10,000
10,000
0
10,000
Kaditshwene- conservation of site
0
0
500
500
0
500
Wonderwerk Caves- signage
0
0
1,330
1,330
0
1,330
Collection and identification of graves
0
0
1,500
1,500
0
1,500
							
0
0
17,030
17,030
0
17,030
							
TOTAL
22,633
1,347
22,431
23,778
3,205
20,573
							
Reconciliation of Project Expenditure							
Project Expenditure in terms of funding agreements						
Expenditure overspent on projects							
Total Project Expenditure recognised in income statement						

3/31/10
R’ 000
1
20
90
11
12		
190
153
62
814
3
145
1,367
280
57
26
9,022
2,451
3,103
1,270
96
16,305

1,444
21
25
71
2,790
723			
5,074

2,400
1,300
10,000
500
1,330
1,500
17,030
43,206

3,205
3,205
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